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Abstract
The industry driving toward smaller, and more efficient electronics has led to the
development of Switch Mode Power Supply (SMPS) in today’s most popular industrial
applications. Resonant converters, among a variety of mainstream power converter
topologies, are receiving more and more attention owing to their features of high efficiency
and high power density.
This thesis discusses several challenges to apply LLC resonant converter in industrial
applications, including wide input voltage range, poor feedback performance, output
current unbalance among multiply phases, and double line frequency ripple with power
factor correction (PFC). Aiming at these issues, several solutions have been proposed.
A single-stage LLC converter is used in power adapter applications. Voltage doubler
circuit is added to reduce the rectified DC bus voltage range. Thus, the LLC converter can
be designed with narrow input voltage range, and large magnetizing inductor can be used,
which reduces the rms current and the turn-off current.
A frequency modulation with nonlinear voltage-controlled-oscillator (VCO) is
proposed to improve the feedback performance of LCLC converter in data center
applications. Conventional linear VCO may cause oscillation at low inputs or poor dynamic
response at high inputs. However, the proposed nonlinear VCO could achieve better
feedback performance.
A three-phase interleaved LLC converter is proposed for high output current EV low
voltage DC-DC charger (LDC) applications. With proposed three-phase interleaved
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topology, the conduction loss and copper loss can be reduced significantly. In addition, the
switches current rating is reduced.
Due to the resonant component tolerance, severe current unbalance happens in threephase interleaved LLC converter. To achieve current sharing, full-wave switch-controlled
capacitor (SCC) circuit is added into the resonant tank to compensate the tolerance. In
addition, a digital comparison control strategy is proposed to control the SCC switches for
current sharing.
A single-stage LLC converter with PFC is applied in EV AC-DC on-board charger
(OBC) application. A power converter-controlled capacitor (PCCC) is proposed to
eliminate the double line frequency voltage ripple on LLC PFC converter output side. The
average power handled by the PCCC is zero.
In this thesis, the proposed theories are verified by mathematical analysis, computer
simulation and experimental testing.
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Introduction
1.1 GaN Devices in Power Electronics Industry
Silicon (Si) Metal Oxide Silicon Field Effect Transistors (MOSFETs) have been the
dominant active devices in power converters since the late 1950s. However, due to
continuous device optimizations and improvements in the production process, the material
properties of silicon have increasingly become the limiting factor. For over a decade, power
switching devices based on gallium nitride (GaN) technology have been demonstrated to
achieve better performance attributes compared to the well-established, widely available
Si MOSFETs, including high efficiency, high power density, etc. [1-9]. As per the GaN
device market trend, decreasing in prices of GaN devices is expected to drive its adaption
across various industry verticals. It has been applied in some of today’s most demanding
industries, including consumer electronics, data centers, and electric vehicles (EVs) as
shown in Fig. 1.1 [10-16]. The global GaN semiconductor device market was valued at
USD 974.9 million in 2016. The market is expected to experience significant growth over
the next decade, owing to the accelerating demand for power electronics that consume less
power and are more efficient [17].

Fig. 1.1: Applications of GaN devices
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The figure of merit (on-state resistance & gate charge) of 650V/600V GaN device,
Silicon Carbide (SiC) MOSFET, and Si MOSFET are compared in Fig. 1.2 [18].

Fig. 1.2: Figure of merit comparison among 650V/600V GaN device, SiC MOSFET, and Si
MOSFET

From Fig. 1.2, GaN devices provide superior RDS(on) & QG performance over SiC and
Si MOSFETs, resulting in lower conduction loss, lower switching charge requirements and
faster turn on/off transition.

Fig. 1.3: Output capacitance comparison among 650V/600V GaN device, SiC MOSFET, and Si
MOSFET

Fig. 1.3 compares the output capacitance of the GaN device, SiC MOSFET and Si
MOSFET [18]. It can be observed from Fig. 1.3 that the Si MOSFET has around 10 times
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higher output capacitance than GaN device. Besides, the SiC MOSFET also has 1.5 times
higher output capacitance than GaN device. Due to the smaller output capacitance of GaN
device, the switching loss of hard switching converters can be reduced. Moreover, it is
easier to achieve zero-voltage-switching (ZVS) for soft switching converters. This thesis
is focused on how to best utilize the benefits of GaN devices in switching power converters.
1.2 LLC Resonant Converter
Although increasing switching frequency can dramatically reduce passive component
size (e.g. inductor and capacitor), hard switching Pulse Width Modulation (PWM)
converters still suffer from high switching loss, which will cause severe thermal issue [19,
20]. Thus, bulky heatsink is needed and the size of the converter cannot be effectively
reduced. To solve the dilemma, power converters capable of operating at higher switching
frequency with higher efficiency need to be developed. Resonant converters, which have
the potential to achieve both higher switching frequency and higher power efficiency are
receiving more and more attention from all over the world [21-23]. Simultaneously, they
can provide additional benefit that is not available from PWM-based design. For example,
in server and data center applications, holdup time operation is normally required. To
provide energy during holdup time, bulky capacitor should be added on DC bus side. When
designing the resonant converter over wide input voltage range, the holdup time
capacitance could be reduced, thus size and cost of the bulky capacitor could also be
reduced. However, a wide operation input voltage range is detrimental to efficiency for
traditional PWM converters at nominal conditions. In contrast, resonant converters can be
optimized to achieve high voltage gain for holdup time operation without sacrificing
nominal efficiency [24-26]. Fig. 1.4 shows holdup time performance requirement. To meet
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the holdup time requirement, it is crucial to extend input voltage operation range for the
DC-DC converters.

AC
Voltage
t
DC
Voltage
t
Output
Voltage
Normal
Operation

Holdup
Operation

t

Fig. 1.4: Holdup time requirement

Of all different resonant converters, an LLC resonant configuration consisted of two
inductors and one capacitor provides many added benefits over other resonant converter
configurations [27, 28]. It can regulate output voltage over wide input voltage and/or load
variations with a relatively small variation of switching frequency while maintain excellent
efficiency. It can also achieve ZVS for primary side switches over entire operating range
and zero-current-switching (ZCS) for secondary side synchronous rectifiers (SRs) when
switching frequency is below resonance [29-32]. As a result, LLC resonant converter has
become a very attractive resonant topology for worldwide power supply designers.
Nowadays, LLC resonant converter has been widely used in industry applications due to
its features of high switching frequency and high efficiency.
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1.3 Research Objective and Contribution
In this section, the object of study – LLC resonant converter will be briefly introduced
in terms of topology and modeling. The limitation and issues for specific requirement will
also be discussed, based on which a few solutions will be introduced, and contribution of
this thesis will be summarized.
1.3.1 Topology and Modeling of LLC Resonant Converter

The circuit diagram of a half bridge LLC converter with center-tapped transformer and
secondary side SRs is illustrated in Fig. 1.5. Series inductor Lr, parallel inductor Lm,
together with the series capacitor Cr form an L-L-C structure of the resonant tank.

Q1
Vdc

Lr

Cin

Tx

S1

Lm

Q2

Vo
Co

Cr

S2

Fig. 1.5: Circuit diagram of a half bridge LLC resonant converter

To develop the input-to-output voltage gain, the half bridge LLC resonant converter
can be simplified as a square wave circuit as shown in Fig. 1.6 [33].
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ILr

Lr

Lm

Vsq
Cr

Rem

Vso

ILm

Vsq

Vso

Fig. 1.6: Simplified square wave circuit of a half bridge LLC resonant converter

The LLC resonant converter is typically operated in the vicinity of series resonant
frequency fr decided by Lr and Cr to achieve the best performance. This means that the main
composite of square wave voltage Vsq is at or very close to fr, which is a pure sinusoidal
voltage. In reality, if switching frequency is different from series resonance, more
frequency components will be included in the square wave voltage. But an approximation
using single fundamental harmonic of square wave can be made, while ignoring all higher
order harmonics. This is so-called first harmonic approximation (FHA) method, which is
widely used for resonant converter designs [34]. By ignoring all higher order harmonics,
the square wave circuit can be further simplified as a sinusoidal circuit as shown in Fig.
1.7, where Vge is fundamental component of Vsq, and Voe is fundamental component of Vso.

ILr

Lr
Lm

Vge
Cr

Re

Voe

ILm

Fig. 1.7: Simplified sinusoidal circuit of a half bridge LLC resonant converter
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From Fig. 1.7, the voltage gain of LLC resonant converter can be calculated as,

Mg =

Voe
=
Vge

1
2

 1
1   
1 
1 + 1 − 2   +  Qe  f n −  
 k
f n  
f n    



2

(1.1)

Where, k is the inductance ratio, Qe is the quality factor, and fn is the normalized switching
frequency. They are calculated as follows.

k=

Lm
Q =
Lr , e

Lr / Cr
Re

, fn =

fs
fr

(1.2)

Where, fs is the switching frequency, Re is the AC equivalent resistance, which can be
calculated as,

Re =

8n 2

2

Ro

(1.3)

Where, n is the transformer turns ratio, and Ro is the load resistor.
Fig. 1.8 shows the voltage gain regions of an LLC resonant converter with respect to
inductance ratio k and different quality factor Qe. From Fig. 1.8, there are three different
operation regions. The LLC resonant converter should be designed to operate in region 1
and region 2, since the equivalent input impedance of resonant tank in these two regions is
inductive, and ZVS can be achieved for primary side switches. In addition, in most cases,
the LLC resonant converter should be designed to operate in region 2 instead of region 1,
so that high voltage gain characteristic can be utilized and ZCS can be obtained for
secondary side SRs. The resonant converter should be prevented from entering region 3, in
which the equivalent resonant tank impedance is capacitive.
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Fig. 1.8: Voltage gain curves of a half bridge LLC resonant converter
1.3.2 Problems of LLC Resonant Converter in Different Applications

In certain applications, specific requirements can introduce significant challenges for
LLC converter design. In this part, a few existing and foreseeable issues and limitations of
the LLC converter will be discussed.
1.3.2.1 Universal AC Input Problem – Wide Input Voltage Range

As the demand for smaller and more efficient laptop power adapters rises,
conventional two-stage topologies struggle to achieve acceptable thermal and efficiency
performance with reduced size [35, 36]. With output power less than 75W, the power factor
correction (PFC) is not mandatory, which makes single-stage power adapter configuration
become possible. This allows for both cost and size reduction compared to two-stage
configuration. LLC converter featuring of high switching frequency and high efficiency is
a suitable candidate for single-stage AC-DC power adapters.
The power adapters are usually designed to work over universal AC input voltage
range (100V – 240Vrms, 50/60Hz). With 82µF DC link capacitor, the DC link voltage
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rectified by the diode bridge varies from 100V to 340V approximately. This wide DC link
voltage requires small magnetizing inductance for the LLC converter to achieve enough
high voltage gain. Such design increases the rms current and the turn-off current, resulting
in high conduction loss and turn-off loss.
1.3.2.2 Stability and Dynamic Performance – Steeper Voltage Gain

In server and data center applications, the front-end DC-DC converter should meet the
holdup requirement, which is already illustrated in Fig. 1.4. When AC voltage is lost, the
DC bus capacitor starts to discharge to supply power to the load, so that the DC bus voltage
reduces continuously. It is desired that the output voltage can be maintained for several
tens of milliseconds, until the UPS takes over.
To meet the holdup time requirement, LLC converter should be designed with small
magnetizing inductance. However, as mentioned before, small magnetizing inductance will
induce high rms current and turn-off current, resulting in poor efficiency performance.
LCLC resonant converter with variable magnetizing inductance has been verified to
provide wide input voltage operation range without scarifying efficiency [37, 38]. Thus, it
is more suitable to be applied in applications with holdup time requirement compared to
conventional LLC converter. Actually, the LCLC resonant converter has a much steeper
voltage gain curve, implying that within the same switching frequency range, it is easier to
realize wider input voltage operation.
However, the steeper voltage gain may impact the output voltage regulation
performance. On one hand, at low input voltages, the voltage gain changes a lot with minor
switching frequency change, which may cause oscillation problem. On the other hand, at
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high input voltages, the voltage gain changes a little with large switching frequency change,
which may cause slow dynamic response.
1.3.2.3 Current Sharing Problem – Multiphase and High Current Application

With the increasing demand of environmentally friendly energy, the research and
development of EV technologies are becoming more significant [39-44]. For an EV power
train system, a low voltage DC-DC converter (LDC) is needed to convert the power from
high voltage battery (250V to 430V) to low voltage battery (9V to 16V) for the lighting,
audio, air conditioning and other functions. The required power can be as high as four
kilowatts with the output current at hundreds of amperes, which is a big obstacle from
improving the efficiency and size point of view. Although ZVS and ZCS operation can be
obtained, LLC converter still experiences high conduction loss on primary side and
secondary side switches and high copper loss on magnetics in EV LDC applications.
Multi-phase interleaving technology can be applied to expand the current capacity and
reduce the current stress for LLC converter. When interleaved, all phases operate at same
switching frequency. While the voltage gain of each phase at same switching frequency is
different from each other due to the resonant tank tolerances. Different voltage gains cause
output current unbalance, which will degrade the system performance severely.
1.3.2.4 Double Line Frequency Voltage Ripple Problem – PFC Application

Normally, the EV power train system includes AC-DC battery charger and DC-DC
converter. The DC-DC stage as mentioned before is to transfer the high voltage (250V to
430V) to low voltage (9V to 16V) for auxiliary equipment. The AC-DC stage, which is
also named as on-board charger (OBC), focuses on transferring power from the grid to
charge high voltage battery (250V to 430V). Due to the several kilowatts power rating,
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PFC operation is required. Conventional OBC is implemented by using two-stage
configuration of boost PFC plus LLC DC-DC converter. However, the two-stage
configuration will degrade the purpose of improving power density and efficiency. To
solve the problem, a single-stage LLC-based AC-DC converter has been proposed and
verified for OBC application [45]. Both AC-DC stage with PFC and DC-DC stage with
galvanic isolation are realized by using a single-stage LLC converter. Due to the singlestage configuration, and the advantages of LLC converter, both high power density and
high efficiency become very promising.
It is commonly known that the output voltage of the PFC converter contains double
line frequency (100Hz for Europe, Asia, and 120Hz for North America) ripple. For twostage configuration, the voltage ripple can be eliminated by the second stage LLC
converter. For single-stage configuration, there is no second stage to remove the voltage
ripple. Considering that the internal resistance of high voltage battery pack is in the range
of 0.1Ω to 1Ω. The double line frequency voltage ripple on output side will cause high AC
current flowing through the battery pack, leading to severe thermal concern.
1.3.3 Technical Proposals of the Thesis

To address the above-mentioned problems, several technical solutions are proposed in
this thesis. The proposals are syntheses of new topology, control, analysis and design
methods with high performance, simple implementation, and high cost-effectiveness,
which shall offer immediate industry benefits.
1. Proposal of using voltage doubler circuit on input side to reduce the DC link
voltage range for LLC-based AC-DC power adapter applications.
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2. Proposal of using frequency modulation with nonlinear voltage-controlled
oscillator (VCO) to improve the stability and dynamic response for LCLC DC-DC
resonant converter in server and data center applications.
3. Proposal of using three-phase interleaved LLC topology to expand the current
capacity and reduce the conduction loss and copper loss for low output voltage and
high output current EV LDC applications.
4. Proposal of using full-wave switch-controlled capacitor (SCC) and digital
comparison current sharing control strategy to solve the load current unbalance
problem for three-phase interleaved LLC converters.
5. Proposal of using power converter-controlled capacitor (PCCC) to eliminate the
double line frequency voltage ripple on single-stage LLC PFC converter output
side for EV OBC applications.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The organization of this thesis is as follows.
Chapter 2 reviews the existing technologies to improve the LLC converter to solve the
respective issues.
Chapter 3 introduces the basic principle of LLC resonant converter working as 65W
AC-DC power adapter. Input side voltage doubler circuit is added to reduce the DC bus
voltage range. Thus, the LLC converter can be developed with large magnetizing
inductance which will help reduce the rms current and the turn-off current. Both Si-based
and GaN-based 65W half bridge LLC power adapters are designed, simulated and
experimental verified. The performance between two adapters are compared.
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Chapter 4 proposes a frequency modulation with nonlinear VCO to improve the
control performance of LCLC resonant converter. The proposed controller helps increase
the stability margin at low input voltages and improve the transient response at high input
voltages. A 500W GaN-based LCLC prototype is built and tested to verify the feasibility
and effectiveness of the proposed control strategy.
Chapter 5 proposes a three-phase interleaved LLC DC-DC converter for high power
EV LDC application to reduce the conduction loss and current stress on active switches. A
prototype of 250V – 430V input, 14V/270A/3.8kW output is built and tested. A two printed
circuit board (PCB) vertical structure is proposed to make full use of the PCB space and
improve the power density.
Chapter 6 proposes a digital comparison control strategy for three-phase interleaved
LLC converter to achieve current sharing. Full-wave SCC circuit is added into resonant
tank to compensate the component tolerance and achieve current sharing. Simulation and
experiment results verify the effectiveness of the SCC circuit and the proposed control
strategy. Good current sharing performance is achieved among three phases at different
input and output conditions.
Chapter 7 proposes a PCCC method to remove the double line frequency output
voltage ripple for single-stage LLC PFC converter in EV OBC applications. The
performance between proposed PCCC and conventional ripple cancellation converter
(RCC) method are compared. Simulation model of a single-stage LLC PFC AC-DC
converter with proposed full bridge PCCC circuit is build. The simulation results validate
the effectiveness of the proposed PCCC method.
Chapter 8 summarizes and concludes the whole thesis.
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Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a literature review relevant to the main thesis topics is presented.
Firstly, the application of Gallium Nitride (GaN) devices in power converters is briefly
introduced. Then, the latest methods for applying LLC converter into power adapter
applications and data center applications will be discussed. Next, recent proposed
technologies on current sharing among multi-phase LLC converter will be investigated.
Finally, the existing output voltage ripple cancellation methods for PFC operation will be
reviewed.
2.2 Review of GaN Device Application in Power Converters
GaN power transistor has matured dramatically over the past few years. Nowadays, a
significantly large number of GaN devices are in volume production from over a dozen
manufacturers. Furthering its acceptance and credibility, GaN device is now widely used
in different power converter topologies, from PWM converters to resonant converters.
Significant efficiency improvement has been verified by using GaN device in hard
switching converters [1, 46]. The efficiency improvement in soft switching converters,
such as resonant converters, can be equally dramatic. The decreased output capacitance in
GaN device makes the zero-voltage-switching (ZVS) easier to achieve for resonant
converters. Previous works have demonstrated the performance improvement of GaN
device in LLC resonant converter [2, 47].
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2.3 Review of Methodology for Wide Input Voltage LLC Application
For power adapter applications, the converter should operate correctly over universal
AC voltage from 100V to 240Vrms. Normally, the DC-DC stage after diode bridge rectifier
should be designed to cover wide input voltage range; otherwise, large and expensive
electrolytic capacitor will be added on DC bus side.
To operate LLC converter over wide input voltage range, the magnetizing inductance
should be decreased to increase its voltage gain. However, small magnetizing inductance
causes high rms current and turn-off current, which increase the conduction loss and the
turn-off loss of the switches. In addition, small magnetizing inductance leads to large air
gap on transformer, which will cause severe fringing loss near the air gap. Several methods
have been proposed to solve the problem.
A two-stage boost-LLC configuration is used as the AC-DC power adapter [48, 49],
as shown in Fig. 2.1. The boost converter for AC-DC stage is designed to regulate the DC
bus voltage. The LLC converter of DC-DC stage is designed to step down the high DC bus
voltage to customer devices voltage and provide galvanic isolation. Due to the first stage,
the LLC converter only needs to be designed to cover narrow DC bus voltage range.
Therefore, large magnetizing inductance can be used, and high efficiency can be achieved
for the LLC stage.

Lb

D1

Q2

Lr
Vac

EMI

Cin

Q1

Tx

Cdc
Q3

S1

Lm
Cr

Co
S2

Fig. 2.1: Two-stage boost-LLC converter for AC-DC power adapter application
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The drawback of this method is that the full output power should be processed twice
by boost converter and then by LLC converter, which will reduce the whole system
efficiency. In addition, the existence of boost inductor is violated the purpose of increasing
power density. In [48] and [50], power densities of 14.5W/in3 and 10.2W/in3 are achieved
for this two-stage structure.
A single-stage half bridge LLC resonant converter additionally employing one
resonant capacitor and two relays is proposed for AC-DC power adapter application [51].
The circuit diagram is presented in Fig. 2.2. Through changing the turns ratio of the coupled
transformer using a relay, the converter could meet the voltage gain requirement at both
low AC input voltage range (100V to 140Vrms) and high AC input voltage range (180V
to 240Vrms).
At low AC input voltage range, the coupled transformer is connected in parallel
leading to half of the magnetizing inductance to provide enough high voltage gain. At high
AC input voltage range, the coupled transformer is connected in series, resulting in twice
of the magnetizing inductance to reduce the rms current and the turn-off current.

Q1
Vac

EMI

0.5n

0.5n

Cr1

Cdc

Cr2
Lr1

Lm2

Lm1

Lr2

Q2

S1

Vo
Co
S2

Fig. 2.2: Single-stage LLC converter with coupled transformer for AC-DC power adapter
application
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However, the switching speed of the relay is way slower than that of the MOSFET.
Thus, poor dynamic response is inevitable. If replace the relay with MOSFET, three
MOSFETs are needed, which will make the control strategy complicated and reduce the
reliability of the system.
For data center applications, the LLC converter should also be designed to cover wide
input voltage range so that hold up time requirement can be satisfied. A three-level LLC
converter is proposed in [52]. The corresponding circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 2.3. Four
main switches are connected in series to form a three-level half bridge structure. Because
of the two-stage resonance, wide input voltage variation range can be covered. By using
this method, the voltage stress for each switch is reduced to half of the input voltage.
Besides, conventionally frequency modulation can be applied to control the output voltage.
However, two diodes on primary side need to carry the peak magnetizing current for
a short period of time, which causes extra conduction loss. In [52], a peak efficiency of
94.7% is achieved for 54V/10A output condition. To reduce the diode conduction loss, SiC
diode with lower forward voltage drop may be used. Besides, two extra switches are added
in transformer primary side. Therefore, this method is not cost-effective.
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Fig. 2.3: Three-level half bridge LLC converter for wide input voltage variation range
application
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In [53, 54], an LLC converter with auxiliary LC resonant circuit is proposed to
accommodate wide input voltage operation and satisfy the holdup time requirement, as
shown in Fig. 2.4. From Fig. 2.4, the auxiliary LC resonant circuit is connected to the third
winding of the transformer. The LC circuit operates as a variable inductor according to the
change of the switching frequency, and it is presented as an effective magnetizing
inductance. At high input voltage, the effective magnetizing inductance increases. Thus,
the conduction loss and turn-off loss of primary side switches are reduced. During the holdup time, the effective magnetizing inductance decreases so that the proposed converter
provides a high voltage gain to maintain the output voltage.
However, a third winding and an LC circuit are needed to achieve the regulation goal.
The power density of this converter is sacrificed. In addition, magnetizing current is
flowing through the third winding and the auxiliary LC circuit. Therefore, similar thick
wire is required for the third winding, which will decrease the window area for the primary
side and secondary side windings.
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Fig. 2.4: Half bridge LLC converter with auxiliary LC resonant circuit for wide input voltage
variation range application
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2.4 Review of Passive Current Sharing Methodology
Multi-phase converters are normally connected in parallel to expand the output load
capacity. Due to the existing of component tolerance, current unbalancing may occur
among several phases. Good current sharing should be guaranteed, otherwise, the system
performance will be degraded severely. LLC converter is particularly sensitive to resonant
component tolerance. Thus, research on current sharing is of great value.
Passive current sharing technologies which features of low cost and simplicity have
been proposed and verified in [55-58]. Fig. 2.5 and Fig. 2.6 shows the diagrams of the
common inductor and the common capacitor two-phase LLC converter for current sharing.
Resonant inductors or resonant capacitors between two phases are connected together to
achieve impedance matching. With these topologies, a virtual positive resistor is added into
the phase which carries higher output current to reduce its output current, and a virtual
negative resistor is added into the phase which carries lower output current to increase its
output current. Thus, current sharing can be achieved.
However, the primary side switches of both two phases should be turned on/off at the
same time without phase shift, resulting in almost doubled output voltage and current ripple.
Moreover, phase shedding technology cannot be implemented either. Two phases should
work together even at light load condition, which will degrade the light load efficiency.
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Fig. 2.5: Common inductor two-phase LLC converter for current sharing
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Fig. 2.6: Common capacitor two-phase LLC converter for current sharing

Three-phase LLC converters with star connection of transformer primary side
windings is proposed in [58]. The corresponding circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 2.7. As
shown in Fig. 2.7, the transformer primary side terminals of three phases are connected
together to form a star connection structure. Due to the automatic modulation performed
by Y node, an inherent current balancing ability towards resonant component mismatch is
exhibited.
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Although this method could obtain phase shift operation to reduce output voltage and
current ripple while maintaining good current sharing performance, it is only suitable for
three-phase configuration, and cannot be applied into two-phase or four-phase
configurations. Besides, there is no phase shedding among three phases at light load either.
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Fig. 2.7: Three-phase LLC converter with transformer primary winding star connection for
current sharing

Inherent current sharing ability is exhibited by using the above-mentioned passive
methods. However, the current sharing performance is limited by the resonant component
tolerance. With small resonant component tolerance, good current sharing performance can
be achieved. With large resonant component tolerance, the current sharing performance
becomes poor. Therefore, the passive methods are only suitable for the cases with small
resonant component tolerance.
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2.5 Review of Ripple Cancellation Methodology
Nowadays, single-phase AC-DC power supply with power factor correction (PFC) is
widely used in industries applications [59-63]. Boost converter is the most popular
topology to achieve PFC operation, as shown in Fig. 2.8 [64, 65].
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Vac

D2
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Vo

D3

Fig. 2.8: Single-phase AC-DC boost converter with PFC operation

When PFC is achieved, the input current of the boost converter (before diode bridge)
is a sinusoidal waveform in phase with the input AC voltage. It is commonly known that
the output voltage of the boost converter contains double line frequency ripple. To suppress
the ripple, electrolytic capacitor featuring of large capacitance value should be added on
the output side. However, the large size and short lifespan limit the power density and
reduce the longevity of the converter. Except for adding lots of electrolytic capacitors,
several ripple cancellation methods based on power converters have been proposed to
reduce or even remove the double line frequency voltage ripple.
In [66, 67], a bi-polar DC-DC converter is connected in parallel with the PFC converter
output to cancel the double line frequency ripple. The corresponding circuit diagram is
shown in Fig. 2.9, of which the bi-polar DC-DC converter is usually implemented using
buck-boost converter. The key output current waveform is shown in Fig. 2.10.
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Fig. 2.9: Bi-polar parallel ripple cancellation solution
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Fig. 2.10: Output current waveform of bi-polar parallel ripple cancellation solution

The output current of the PFC converter contains both DC and AC components. It can
be calculated as,

I PFC = I DC + iripple ( t )

(2.1)

Where, the AC ripple current is at the twice line frequency. The output current of the
auxiliary converter is controlled as,

I aux = −iripple ( t )

(2.2)

Based on KCL theory, the current flowing through the output load becomes a pure
DC, and it is expressed as,
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I o = I PFC + I aux = I DC + iripple ( t ) − iripple ( t ) = I DC

(2.3)

It can be observed from (2.3) that the output current is a pure DC, which indicates that
there will be no double line frequency voltage ripple on output load.
However, the auxiliary converter must withstand the same voltage stress as the PFC
output voltage, which is around 400V. Therefore, high voltage-rating components are
necessary, which are not only larger, but more expensive compared to their low voltagerating counterparts. Besides, the auxiliary converter should handle same output power as
the PFC converter, which will cause extra power loss and reduce the efficiency. In addition,
an output filter inductor is connected in series with the output load to smooth the output
current, which will further degrade the system power density.
Instead of parallel connection, a unipolar DC-DC converter is connected in series with the
PFC output to cancel the double line frequency voltage ripple [68]. The corresponding circuit
diagram is illustrated in Fig. 2.11. Normally, the unipolar DC-DC converter is built by using
buck converter.
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Fig. 2.11: Unipolar series ripple cancellation solution
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The key output voltage waveform is shown in Fig. 2.12. The output voltage of the PFC
converter contains a DC component and a double line frequency AC component, where the DC
value is a little bit lower than the average output voltage. It can be expressed as,

VPFC = VDC _ PFC + vripple ( t )

(2.4)

Vo
VPFC

Vrip_pp

0
Vaux

Vrip_pp

0
Fig. 2.12: Output voltage waveform of unipolar series ripple cancellation solution

The output voltage of the auxiliary converter also contains a small DC component, but an
opposite double line frequency AC component, which can be expressed as,

Vaux = VDC _ aux − vripple ( t )

(2.5)

Based on KVL theory, the output voltage is the sum of those two voltages, and can be
derived as,

Vo = VPFC + Vaux = VDC _ PFC + vripple ( t ) + VDC _ aux − vripple ( t )
(2.6)

= VDC _ PFC + VDC _ aux = VDC

To make sure the auxiliary converter work properly and achieve good efficiency
performance, the VDC_aux should satisfy the following relationship,

Vrip _ pp
2

 VDC _ aux
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VDC _ PFC

(2.7)

Where, Vrip_pp is the peak to peak value of the double line frequency voltage ripple.
With this method, the voltage stress on the auxiliary converter can be reduced a lot
compared to bi-polar parallel ripple cancellation solution. The peak voltage exerting on
auxiliary converter becomes,

V pk = VDC _ aux +

Vrip _ pp
(2.8)

2

However, the auxiliary converter needs to provide certain percentage of power to the load,
which still causes extra power loss on the converter and degrades the system efficiency.
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Fig. 2.13: Bipolar series ripple cancellation solution

To further improve the performance, a bi-polar auxiliary converter is proposed to cancel
the voltage ripple [69, 70]. The auxiliary converter is also connected in series with the PFC
output, as shown in Fig. 2.13. However, the bi-polar auxiliary converter is implemented by
using a full bridge inverter. The corresponding output voltage waveform is shown in Fig. 2.14.
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Fig. 2.14: Output voltage waveform of bipolar series ripple cancellation solution

The output voltage of the PFC converter contains a DC component and a double line
frequency AC component, of which the DC component is equal to the output voltage. It can be
expressed as,

VPFC = VDC + vripple ( t )

(2.9)

The output voltage of the auxiliary converter is regulated to a pure opposite double line
frequency voltage with zero DC bias. It is expressed as,

Vaux = −vripple ( t )

(2.10)

Combing (2.9) and (2.10), the output voltage of the whole system can be derived as,

Vo = VPFC + Vaux = VDC + vripple ( t ) − vripple ( t ) = VDC

(2.11)

Compared to unipolar DC-DC converter, the new bi-polar auxiliary converter could
help reduce the voltage stress to,

V pk =

Vrip _ pp
2
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(2.12)

In addition, the average power handled by the auxiliary converter is zero, which means
that all the output power is transferred by the main PFC converter. The input power of the
auxiliary bi-polar converter is only the loss on the converter.
2.6 Conclusion
Existing technologies referring to issues discussed in Chapter 1 are reviewed. Although
the existing methods could help solve the problems at certain point, they are suffering from
low power density, low efficiency performance, large cost, etc. New topologies and control
methods will be presented in the following contents to achieve better performance.
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65W LLC Resonant Converter for Universal AC-DC Power Adapter
Applications
3.1 Introduction
Handheld and portable devices such as laptops, tablet PCs and smart phones are
gaining popularity all over the world. With advancements in these devices, the demand for
high efficiency and high power density power adapters is explosively increasing.
For power adapters with more than 75W output power, two-stage topology including
a power factor correction (PFC) stage and an isolated DC-DC stage is preferred to satisfy
the IEC 1000-3-2 harmonic-limits standards [36, 71]. Generally, boost converter serves as
the first stage to correct the power factor and regulate the DC bus voltage. The LLC
resonant converter is an attractive candidate for the second DC-DC stage since its feature
of soft switching for both primary side and secondary side switches. Normally, the DC bus
voltage is controlled to 400V. Thus, LLC converter can be designed with large magnetizing
inductance to reduce the rms current and the turn-off current of primary side switches.
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Fig. 3.1: Single-stage LLC converter AC-DC power adapter
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Vo

If the output power is less than 75W, the power factor is not subject to the same
restrictions, which enables a single-stage power adapter. This allows both cost and size
reduction compared to conventional two-stage configuration. The single-stage half bridge
LLC converter for AC-DC power adapter application is shown in Fig. 3.1.
Newly emerged wide-bandgap (WBG) semiconductor devices, such as gallium nitride
(GaN), provide desirable features of lower specific on-state resistance, lower junction
capacitance, ultrafast switching speed, and lower gate charge, compared to silicon (Si)
MOSFET. They are promising candidates for future converters. In this chapter, both Sibased and GaN-based 19V/65W output single-stage LLC power adapters are designed,
simulated and tested. For Si-based LLC converter, the resonant frequency is designed at
800KHz. By utilizing the advantages of GaN device, the resonant frequency of GaN-based
converter is set to 1.3MHz.
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 introduces the operation principle of
input voltage doubler circuit; Section 3.3 presents the design process of Si-based and GaNbased half bridge LLC power adapters; Section 3.4 demonstrates the effectiveness of the
designed power adapters through PSIM simulation, and provides a theoretical power loss
comparison between Si-based and GaN-based power adapters; Section 3.5 gives the
experimental results, and finally, a summary is shown in Section 3.6.
3.2 Input Voltage Doubler Circuit
Since the AC voltage varies from country to country, most laptop adapters are usually
designed to accommodate universal AC input voltage range (100V – 240Vrms, 50Hz –
60Hz). The rectified DC bus voltage changes from 100V to 340V with 82µF input
electrolytic capacitor and 65W output load. This widely modified DC bus voltage requires
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small magnetizing inductance of the LLC converter to satisfy voltage gain requirement.
Such design increases the rms current and the turn-off current. To narrow the DC bus
voltage range, voltage doubler circuit is added at AC input side as shown in Fig. 3.2. It can
be observed from Fig. 3.2 that the voltage doubler is implemented by two MOSFETs (Q3
and Q4) with back-to-back configuration. Cin1 and Cin2 are same electrolytic capacitors with
a voltage rating of half of the DC bus voltage (200V).
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Fig. 3.2: Single-stage LLC converter with input voltage doubler circuit

At low AC input voltage, the voltage doubler MOSFETs will be turned on, the input
rectifier works in voltage doubler mode to increase the DC bus voltage. At high AC input
voltage, the voltage doubler MOSFETs will be turned off, the input rectifier works in
normal full bridge mode. By doing so, the rectified DC bus voltage range can be reduced,
so that large magnetizing inductance can be used to meet voltage gain requirement.
Fig. 3.3 shows the switching operation of the input voltage doubler circuit at high AC
input. The rectifier works in normal full bridge mode, Q3 and Q4 are turned off. The
capacitors Cin1 and Cin2 are connected in series leading to a total capacitance value of Cin1/2
or Cin2/2. When AC input voltage drops to a low value, Q3 and Q4 are turned on. D1, D2,
Q3, Q4, Cin1 and Cin2 together form a voltage doubler rectifier. Fig. 3.4 shows the
corresponding switching operation. In this mode, D3 and D4 are not conducted. Cin1 and
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Cin2 are charged to the AC peak value during positive and negative cycle respectively,
leading to a DC voltage of two times of the AC peak value.
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Fig. 3.3: Switching operation at high AC input voltage
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Fig. 3.4: Switching operation at low AC input voltage
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Fig. 3.5: Waveform of the input circuit at 100V and 240V AC input, 65W output

The simulation waveform of the input side circuit at 100V/60Hz and 240V/50Hz AC
input, 65W output are shown in Fig. 3.5. The capacitance and voltage rating of Cin1 and
Cin2 are 82µF and 200V. At 100V/60Hz AC input, the input circuit operates in voltage
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doubler mode, while at 240V/50Hz AC input, it works in full bridge rectifier mode. The
minimum and maximum values of the rectified DC bus voltage are shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Minimum and maximum rectified DC bus voltage
Input voltage

Voltage doubler

Min voltage

Max voltage

100V/60Hz AC

ON

210V

255V

240V/50Hz AC

OFF

298V

340V

Table 3.1 reveals that the rectified DC bus voltage changes from 210V to 340V instead
of 100V to 340V. Therefore, larger magnetizing inductance can be designed to satisfy the
narrowed voltage gain requirement. The rms current and the turn-off current will be
reduced accordingly. High efficiency becomes very promising. In addition, Q3 and Q4 can
be controlled by sensing the rectified DC bus voltage. On one hand, if the DC bus voltage
is smaller than 210V, Q3 and Q4 will be turned on to increase the DC bus voltage. On the
other hand, if the DC bus voltage is larger than 340V, Q3 and Q4 are turned off to avoid
over voltage.
3.3 LLC Power Adapter Design
This section presents the design procedure of Si-based and GaN-based LLC power
adapters. First harmonic approximation (FHA) method is used to design the circuit
parameter and predict the voltage gain characteristic.
3.3.1 Si-based LLC Power Adapter Design

The diagram of the Si-based half bridge LLC power adapter is shown in Fig. 3.6. Q1
and Q2 are the primary side Si MOSFETs. Q3 and Q4 are the voltage doubler MOSFETs.
S1 and S2 are the secondary side synchronous rectifiers (SRs). The specification of the Sibased LLC power adapter is given in Table 3.2.
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Fig. 3.6: Diagram of the Si-based LLC power adapter
Table 3.2: Specification of the Si-based LLC power adapter
DC link voltage (Vdc)

Rated output voltage
(Vo)

Rated output current
(Io)

Rated output power
(Po)

210V – 340V

19V

3.4A

65W

Based on FHA method, the voltage gain function of the LLC converter can be
normalized as,

Mg =

1
2

 1
1   
1 
1 +  1 − 2   +  Qe  f n −  
 k
f n  
f n    



2

(3.1)

Where, k is the inductance ratio between the magnetizing inductor Lm and the series
resonant inductor Lr; Qe is the quality factor; and fn is the normalized frequency. The
definitions of k, Qe and fn are expressed as,

k=

Lm
Qe =
Lr ,

Lr / Cr
Re

, fn =

fs
fr

(3.2)

Where, fs is the switching frequency, and fr is the resonant frequency. Re is the AC
equivalent load resistance, and can be calculated as,

8n 2 Vo
Re = 2 
Io
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(3.3)

Where, n is the transformer turns ratio. The resonant tank parameters can be designed as
shown in the following.
A) Determine Transformer Turns Ratio

To ensure the converter operates in zero-voltage-switching (ZVS) region for primary
sides switches and zero-current-switching (ZCS) region for secondary side switches, the
resonant point (unity voltage gain) should be selected based on the maximum input voltage.
Thus, the turns ratio of the transformer can be calculated as,

n=

Vin_max / 2
Vo

=

340V / 2
= 8.9
19V

(3.4)

In order to make sure that the converter works below resonance at all input voltages with
enough margin, the transformer turns ratio is selected as 10 in practice.
B) Determine Maximum and Minimum Voltage Gain

Based on the selected transformer turns ratio, the required maximum and minimum
voltage gain can be derived by,

M g_min =

n  Vo
10 19V
=
= 1.12
Vin_max / 2 340V / 2

(3.5)

M g_max =

n  Vo
10 19V
=
= 1.81
Vin_min / 2 210V / 2

(3.6)

C) Determine AC Equivalent Load Resistance

The AC equivalent load resistance at 3.4A full load output is calculated as,

Re _ full =

8  n 2 Vo2 8 100 192

=

= 450.2
2
2
P
65


o

D) Determine Resonant Circuit’s Parameters
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(3.7)

A frequency of 800kHz is selected initially as the series resonant frequency fr. The full
load quality factor Qe_full is set to 0.12. Then, the series resonant capacitor Cr can be
calculated as,

Cr =

1
1
=
= 3.7nF (3.8)
2  Qe _ full  f r  Re _ full 2  0.12  800 103  450.2

By using four 1000pF capacitors connected in parallel, the Cr value is set to 4nF in practice.
Then, the series resonant inductor Lr is derived as,

Lr =

1

( 2  f r )  Cr
2

=

1

( 2  800 10 )
3

2

 4  10

−9

= 9.9  H

(3.9)

In practice, Lr is set to 10µH.
On one hand, the magnetizing inductance Lm should be smaller enough to satisfy
voltage gain requirement. On the other hand, the Lm should be larger enough to have
smaller rms current and turn-off current. A compromise selection of the inductance ratio k
is in the range of 5 – 10. By selecting the inductance ratio k as 9 initially, the magnetizing
inductance Lm can be calculated as,

Lm = k  Lr = 9  10 H = 90 H

(3.10)

E) Determine Actual Resonant Frequency and Quality Factor

Based on the derived values of Cr and Lr, the actual series resonant frequency fr is
calculated as,

fr =

1
2  Lr  Cr

=

1
−6

2  10 10  4 10

−9

Besides, the actual full load quality factor Qe_full is derived as,
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= 796kHz

(3.11)

Qe _ full =

Lr / Cr
Re _ full

(10 10 ) / ( 4 10 ) = 0.11
−6

=

−9

(3.12)

450.2

Generally, one or more design iterations may be needed to meet all specifications,
especially the voltage gain requirements. From optimizing point of view, choosing quality
factor Qe of a smaller value and inductance ratio k of a larger value is a good starting point.
The final circuit parameters are presented in Table 3.3. The voltage gain curves of the
designed LLC resonant converter with respect to no load and full load are shown in Fig.
3.7. From Fig. 3.7, the designed LLC converter could satisfy the required maximum and
minimum voltage gain requirement at both 0A and 3.4A load conditions.
Table 3.3: Parameters of the designed Si-based LLC power adapter
Resonant
frequency (fr)

Turns ratio (n)

Series resonant
inductor (Lr)

Series resonant
capacitor (Cr)

Magnetizing
inductor (Lm)

796kHz

10

10µH

4nF

90µH

Mg = 1.81

Mg = 1.12

Fig. 3.7: Voltage gain curves of designed Si-based LLC power adapter
3.3.2 GaN-based LLC Power Adapter Design
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The diagram of the GaN-based half bridge LLC power adapter is shown in Fig. 3.8.
Instead of using Si MOSFETs, GaN devices are used as the primary side switches Q1 and
Q2.
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Fig. 3.8: Diagram of the GaN-based LLC power adapter

FHA method can also be applied to design the GaN-based LLC converter. Taking
advantage of ultrafast switching speed and low gate charge of GaN device, a frequency of
1.3MHz is selected initially as the series resonant frequency fr. The design process of the
GaN-based LLC converter is same as the Si-based case. The finalized parameters are
presented in Table 3.4. The actual series resonant frequency fr, and full load quality factor
Qe_full are derived as,

fr =

1
2  Lr  Cr

Qe _ full =

=

Lr / Cr
Re _ full

1
−6

2  7 10  2 10

= 1.35MHz

( 7 10 ) / ( 2 10 ) = 0.13
−6

=

−9

(3.13)

−9

(3.14)

450.2

Table 3.4: Parameters of the designed GaN-based LLC power adapter
Resonant
frequency (fr)

Turns ratio (n)

Series resonant
inductor (Lr)

Series resonant
capacitor (Cr)

Magnetizing
inductor (Lm)

1.35MHz

10

7µH

2nF

50µH
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The voltage gain curves of the designed GaN-based LLC converter with respect to no
load and full load are shown in Fig. 3.9. It can be observed from Fig. 3.9 that the designed
converter can also satisfy the maximum and minimum voltage gain requirement at both 0A
and 3.4A load conditions.

Mg = 1.81

Mg = 1.12

Fig. 3.9: Voltage gain curves of designed GaN-based LLC power adapter

3.4 Simulation Studies and Loss Analysis
In this section, the designed Si-based and GaN-based LLC power adapters are
examined using PSIM simulation. Moreover, to determine the benefits of utilizing GaN
devices, a comparative analysis on power loss between Si-based and GaN-based LLC
power adapters is presented. The primary side device loss, the magnetic loss and the
secondary side SR loss will be investigated and compared.
3.4.1 Simulation of Si-based LLC Power Adapter

The simulation parameters of the designed Si-based LLC converter are presented in
Table 3.3. To verify that the converter can meet all voltage gain requirements, the
simulations at four corner cases are carried out, including: 1) 210V DC input, 0A load, 2)
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210V DC input, 3.4A load, 3) 340V DC input, 0A load, and 4) 340V DC input, 3.4A load.
The input rectifier and voltage doubler circuit is not included in these DC input simulations.
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(a) 210V DC input 0A load

(b) 210V DC input 3.4A load

Fig. 3.10: Simulation results of the designed Si-based LLC power adapter at 210V DC input
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(a) 340V DC input 0A load

(b) 340V DC input 3.4A load

Fig. 3.11: Simulation results of the designed Si-based LLC power adapter at 340V DC input

Fig. 3.10 shows the simulation results at 210V DC input 0A and 3.4A output,
respectively. The switching frequency at 210V DC input, 3.4A output is 350kHz. The
corresponding primary side rms current is 0.88A. Fig. 3.11 shows the simulation results at
340V DC input, 0A and 3.4A output, respectively. The switching frequency is increased to
570kHz at 340V DC input, 3.4A output. The primary side rms current is reduced to 0.7A.
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The output voltage can be regulated to 19V at all four corner cases, which indicates that
the designed Si-based LLC converter can meet voltage gain requirement over all input
voltage and output load ranges.
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(a) 120V AC input 0A load

(b) 120V AC input 3.4A load

Fig. 3.12: Simulation results of the designed Si-based LLC power adapter at 120V AC input
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Fig. 3.13: Simulation results of the designed Si-based LLC power adapter at 220V AC input

Furthermore, the simulation studies under AC input are also carried out. Fig. 3.12
shows the simulation results at 120V/60Hz AC input, 0A and 3.4A output, respectively.
The input rectifier works in voltage doubler mode to boost the DC bus voltage. Q3 and Q4
are turned on. Fig. 3.13 shows the simulation results at 220V/50Hz AC input, 0A and 3.4A
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output, respectively. The input rectifier operates in normal full bridge rectifier mode, and
Q3 and Q4 are turned off. From Fig. 3.12 and Fig. 3.13, the output voltage can be controlled
to 19V at both 120V and 220V AC inputs.
Double line frequency ripple will occur when AC input voltage is rectified to DC
voltage by using the diode bridge rectifier. This double line frequency ripple is delivered
to output side through the LLC DC-DC converter. To eliminate the ripple, the feedback
controller should be developed to achieve large bandwidth and high loop gain at the
frequency. However, in this study, the controller is designed to achieve stable operation
over all input and output conditions, other than achieving fast dynamic response. Thus, the
bandwidth and the loop gain at double line frequency are limited. The double line voltage
ripple is existing, as shown in Fig. 3.12(b) and Fig. 3.13(b).
The simulation results with AC input voltage also verify the validity of the designed
Si-based LLC converter.
3.4.2 Simulation of GaN-based LLC Power Adapter

The simulation parameters of the designed GaN-based LLC converter are presented in
Table 3.4. The simulation studies are also performed with DC input and AC input. Fig.
3.14 shows the simulation results at 210V DC input with 0A and 3.4A output, respectively.
The switching frequency at 210V DC input, 3.4A output is 630kHz, which is almost
doubled compared to Si-based converter at the same simulation condition. Besides, the
primary side rms current is 0.85A. Fig. 3.15 shows the simulation results at 340V DC input
0A and 3.4A output, respectively. The switching frequency is increased to 1MHz, while
the primary side rms current is reduced to 0.7A.
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Fig. 3.16 shows the simulation results at 120V/60Hz AC input, 0A and 3.4A output.
Q3 and Q4 are turned on to increase the DC bus voltage. Fig. 3.17 shows the simulation
results at 220V/50Hz AC input, 0A and 3.4A output. Q3 and Q4 are turned off. From Fig.
3.16 and Fig. 3.17, the output voltage can be controlled to 19V at both 120V and 220V AC
input, 0A and 3.4A output. The double line frequency ripple is also existing on output
voltage at 3.4A load due to the slow response of the closed loop. The simulation results
verify the correctness and effectiveness of the designed GaN-based LLC converter.

(a) 210V DC input 0A load

(b) 210V DC input 3.4A load

Fig. 3.14: Simulation results of the designed GaN-based LLC power adapter at 210V DC input
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Fig. 3.15: Simulation results of the designed GaN-based LLC power adapter at 340V DC input
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Fig. 3.16: Simulation results of the designed GaN-based LLC power adapter at 120V AC input

(a) 220V AC input 0A load

(b) 220V AC input 3.4A load

Fig. 3.17: Simulation results of the designed GaN-based LLC power adapter at 220V AC input
3.4.3 Comparison Between Si-based and GaN-based Power Adapters

In this section, the power loss on primary side switches, magnetics and secondary side
switches will be analyzed and compared between the designed Si-based and GaN-based
power adapters.
3.4.3.1 Power Loss on Primary Side Switches
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The primary side device loss mainly includes conduction loss, gate drive loss and
switching loss. Due to the ZVS operation, there is no turn-on loss on the primary side
switches. Moreover, the turn-off loss of both MOSFET and GaN device is very small and
can be neglected. Si MOSFET of IPD65R190C7 from Infineon and GaN device of
GPI65015DFN from GaNPower International are selected as the primary side switches for
Si-based and GaN-based converters, respectively. Table 3.5 shows the key parameters of
the selected Si and GaN devices.
Table 3.5: Key parameters of primary side Si and GaN devices
Primary device

Voltage rating

On-state resistance

Gate charge

IPD65R190C7
(Si MOSFET)

650V

168mΩ @ 10V, 25°C
235mΩ @ 10V, 75°C

23nC @ 10V

GPI65015DFN
(GaN)

650V

85mΩ @ 6V, 25°C
130mΩ @ 6V, 75°C

3.5nC @ 6V

From simulation, for Si-based converter, at 210V DC input, 3.4A output, the primary
side rms current is 0.88A and the switching frequency is 350kHz. The rms current is
reduced to 0.7A and the switching frequency is increased to 570kHz, when input voltage
is increased to 340V. For GaN-based converter, at 210V DC input and 3.4A output, the
primary side rms current is 0.85A and the switching frequency is 630kHz. When input
voltage increases to 340V, the primary side rms current is reduced to 0.7A and the
switching frequency is increase to 1MHz.
Based on the above simulation data and the responding parameters shown in Table
3.5, the device conduction loss and gate drive loss can be calculated. The loss breakdown
and comparison are shown in Fig. 3.18. Taking temperature rising into consideration, the
on-state resistance at 75°C is used in the calculation. At 210V DC input, the total loss for
Si and GaN devices are 340mW and 120mW, respectively. At 340V DC input, the total
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loss for Si and GaN devices become 380mW and 125mW, respectively. The loss reduction
of GaN devices is close to 65% compared to Si MOSFETs, due to the smaller on-state
resistance and lower gate charge.

(a) 210V DC input 3.4A output

(b) 340V DC input 3.4A output

Fig. 3.18: Primary side loss breakdown and comparison
3.4.3.2 Power Loss on Magnetics

EE18 and RM8 cores are selected to build the resonant inductor and the transformer
for Si-based board. Because of the higher operating frequency, the sizes of magnetic
components on GaN-based board are reduced. RM4 and RM6 are used to build the resonant
inductor and the transformer for GaN-based board. The core size information is presented
in Table 3.6. 3F36 material is used, which is suitable for switching frequency from 500kHz
to 1MHz. From the volume point of view, the magnetic size of GaN-based board is reduced
by 65% compared to its Si-based counterpart, which helps to achieve higher power density.
Since the operating frequency is quite high for LLC converter, the high frequency
effect on winding loss cannot be ignored [72]. The AC resistance will be increased due to
skin effect and proximity effect. Litz wire is used to implement the magnetics’ winding to
minimizing the AC loss. The AC resistance of the Litz wire can be estimated based on
Sullivan’s method [73]. The details of the magnetics winding are described as follows.
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Table 3.6: Key parameters of EE18, RM8, RM4 and RM6 cores
Si-based board

GaN-based board

Magnetics

Resonant inductor
(Lr)

Transformer (Tx)

Resonant inductor
(Lr)

Transformer (Tx)

Core

EE18

RM8

RM4

RM6

Ae (mm2)

39.5

63

13.8

37

Length × Height
(mm × mm)

18 × 8

23 × 16.4

11 × 10.4

18 × 12.4

Vc (mm3)

1660

2440

322

1090

For Si-based converter, the resonant inductor winding is realized using 5 turns of 2
layers of Litz wire with 405 strands 1.47mm outside diameter. The transformer primary
winding is achieved using 20 turns of 2 layers of Litz wire with 160 strands 0.9mm outside
diameter. The transformer secondary side winding is achieved using 2 turns of 1 layer of
Litz wire with 405 strands 1.47mm outside diameter.
Due to the reduced core size and window area, thinner Litz wires are used to
implement the resonant inductor and the transformer for GaN-based converter. Specifically,
the resonant inductor is constructed using 10 turns of 2 layers of Litz wire with 420 strands
1.2mm outside diameter. The transformer primary side winding is realized with 20 turns
of 2 layers of Litz wire with 165 strands 0.74mm outside diameter. The transformer
secondary side winding is achieved using 2 turns of 1 layer of Litz wire with 420 strands
1.2mm outside diameter.
Fig. 3.19 shows the magnetic core loss and copper loss breakdown and comparison. It
can be observed from Fig. 3.19 that the transformer core loss is the dominant power loss.
It accounts for almost 70% of the total magnetic loss for both Si-based and GaN-based
converters. No matter for Si-based or GaN-based converters, the transformer core loss is
reduced when input voltage is increased. This is because the core loss is mainly determined
by the maximum flux density instead of the switching frequency at the simulation
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conditions. Although the increased input voltage leads to higher operating frequency, it
also causes lower maximum flux density, which helps reduce the core loss. In addition,
compared to Si-based board, GaN-based board provides 14% and 4% magnetic loss
reduction at 210V and 340V DC input, respectively.

(a) 210V DC input 3.4A output

(b) 340V DC input 3.4A output

Fig. 3.19: Magnetic loss breakdown and comparison
3.4.3.3 Total Power Loss

The total power loss breakdown and comparison between Si-based and GaN-based
power adapters are shown in Fig. 3.20. It is noted that for both Si-based and GaN-based
converters, same Si MOSFETs are selected as the secondary side SRs. In addition, the
secondary side rms current for both converters are similar from simulation studies. Thus,
the SR conduction loss for both converters are the same. Moreover, since the higher
switching frequency, the SR gate drive loss of GaN-based converter is increased by 80%.
To sum up, the total power loss reduction of GaN-based converter is about 12% at
210V DC input, and 4% at 340V DC input. Thus, GaN-based converter could help reduce
the passive component size and increase the power density without sacrificing the system
performance. Similar efficiency is expected for Si-based and GaN-based converters. It
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should be noted that the power losses on diode bridge rectifier and voltage doubler
MOSFETs are not considered. The control loss is not included in the analysis either.

(a) 210V DC input 3.4A output

(b) 340V DC input 3.4A output

Fig. 3.20: Total power loss breakdown and comparison

3.5 Experimental Results
Both Si-based and GaN-based power adapter prototypes are built and tested. This
section presents the experimental results of the designed Si-based and GaN-based LLC
power adapters.
3.5.1 Experimental Results of Si-based LLC Power Adapter

To experimentally verify the effectiveness of the proposed Si-based LLC power
adapter, a 100V – 240Vrms AC input, 19V/65W output prototype was built and tested. A
low-cost micro-controlled unit (MCU) of dsPIC33FJ06GS202A from Microchip is used to
control the operation mode of the input rectifier and regulate output voltage. Table 3.7
shows the prototype parameters. Five 25µF/25V ceramic capacitors are connected in
parallel as the output filter.
Fig 3.21 shows the waveform captured at 210V DC input and 19V/3.4A output. It can
be observed from Fig. 3.21 that the MOSFET is turned on after its drain to source voltage
drops to zero. Therefore, ZVS turn-on is achieved for primary side MOSFETs. The
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measured rms current flowing throu the series resonant inductor is 800mA, which is almost
the same with the simulation result of 880mA.
Table 3.7: Parameters and specifications of Si-based prototype
UCY2D820MHD9

Input capacitor

82µF/200V × 2
n = 10, Lleak = 4µH,

Transformer

Lm = 90µH, RM8 core

Resonant inductor

Lr = 6µH, EE18 core
VJ1206A102JXGAT5Z 1KV,

Resonant capacitor

1000pF × 4
IPD65R190C7

Primary side switches

(650V, 13A) × 2
BSZ110N06NS3GATMA1

Secondary side switches

(60V, 20A) × 2
C3216JB1E476M160AC,

Output capacitor

47µF/25V × 5

Micro-controller

DSPIC33FJ06GS202A

ZVS

CH2: gate signal of low side MOSFET CH3: drain to source voltage of low side MOSFET
CH4: series resonant current

Fig. 3.21: Waveform of the designed Si-based LLC power adapter at 210V DC input 3.4A output

Fig. 3.22 presents the steady-state waveforms with 120V/60Hz AC input voltage, at
0A load and 3.4A load, respectively. At the testing condition, voltage doubler switches Q3
and Q4 are turned on to increase the rectified DC bus voltage. Fig. 3.23 shows the steady-
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state waveforms with 220V/50Hz AC input voltage, at 0A load and 3.4A load, respectively.
Q3 and Q4 are turned off to avoid over voltage.
From both Fig. 3.22 and Fig. 3.23, the output voltage can be regulated to 19V at both
120V and 220V AC input, 0A and 3.4A load. In addition, the double line frequency ripple
is existing on output voltage at 3.4A load current. The experimental results have good
agreement with the simulation results.

Vo = 19V

CH2: gate signal of low side MOSFET

CH3: output voltage

CH4: series resonant current

(a) 120V/60Hz AC input 0A load

Vo = 19V

CH2: gate signal of low side MOSFET

CH3: output voltage

CH4: series resonant current

(b) 120V/60Hz AC input 3.4A load
Fig. 3.22: Waveform of the designed Si-based LLC power adapter at 120V/60Hz AC input
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Vo = 19V

CH2: gate signal of low side MOSFET

CH3: output voltage

CH4: series resonant current

(a) 220V/50Hz AC input 0A load

Vo = 19V

CH2: gate signal of low side MOSFET

CH3: output voltage

CH4: series resonant current

(b) 220V/50Hz AC input 3.4A load
Fig. 3.23: Waveform of the designed Si-based LLC power adapter at 220V/50Hz AC input
3.5.2 Experimental Results of GaN-based LLC Power Adapter

A 100V – 240Vrms AC input, 19V/65W output GaN-based prototype is also built and
tested in the laboratory. The corresponding parameters of the developed prototype are
shown in Table 3.8. GaN devices of GPI65015DFN (650V/15A) from GaNPower
International are used as the primary side switches.
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Table 3.8: Parameters and specifications of GaN-based prototype
UCY2D820MHD9

Input capacitor

82µF/200V × 2
N = 10, Lleak = 2µH,

Transformer

Lm = 50µH, RM6 core

Resonant inductor

Lr = 5µH, RM4 core
VJ1206A102JXGAT5Z 1KV,

Resonant capacitor

1000pF × 4
GPI65015DFN

Primary side switches

(650V, 15A) × 2
BSZ110N06NS3GATMA1

Secondary side switches

(60V, 20A) × 2
C3216JB1E476M160AC,

Output capacitor

47µF/25V × 5

Micro-controller

DSPIC33FJ06GS202A

Fig. 3.24 and Fig. 3.25 show the steady-state waveform of GaN-based power adapter
at 210V and 340V DC input, 3.4A output, respectively. ZVS turn-on can be achieved for
primary side GaN devices at both test conditions. The switching frequencies at 210V and
340V DC input are 688kHz and 1.08MHz, respectively, which are similar to the simulation
results of 630kHz and 1MHz.

ZVS

CH1: drain to source voltage of low side GaN CH2: gate signal of low side GaN CH3: series resonant current

Fig. 3.24: Waveform of the designed GaN-based LLC power adapter at 210V DC input 3.4A
output
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ZVS

CH1: drain to source voltage of low side GaN CH2: gate signal of low side GaN CH3: series resonant current

Fig. 3.25: Waveform of the designed GaN-based LLC power adapter at 340V DC input 3.4A
output

Fig. 3.26 shows steady-state waveform at 120V/60Hz AC input, 3.4A output. At the
testing condition, voltage doubler switches Q3 and Q4 are turned on. Fig. 3.27 shows
steady-state waveform at 220V/50Hz AC input, 3.4A output, while Q3 and Q4 are turned
off. For both DC and AC input voltages, the output voltage can be controlled to its desired
value of 19V. Due to the slow response of the designed closed loop, the output voltage also
has double line frequency ripple at 3.4A load.
Vo = 19V

CH2: DC bus voltage

CH3: output voltage

CH4: series resonant current

Fig. 3.26: Waveform of the designed GaN-based LLC power adapter at 120V AC input 3.4A
output
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Vo = 19V

CH1: output voltage CH2: DC bus voltage
CH3: gate signal of low side GaN CH4: series resonant current

Fig. 3.27: Waveform of the designed GaN-based LLC power adapter at 220V AC input 3.4A
output

Fig. 3.28 shows the measured efficiencies of Si-based and GaN-based power adapters
at 120V/60Hz AC input, from light load to full load. Fig. 3.29 shows the measured
efficiency of both power adapters at 220V/50Hz AC input. It can be observed from Fig.
3.28 and Fig. 3.29 that GaN-based converter could achieve higher efficiency than Si-based
converter over entire output load ranges at both 120V and 220V AC input. Particularly, it
demonstrates 93.8% peak efficiency at 220V AC input, which is about 0.5% higher than
that of Si-based converter. The power dissipation on full bridge rectifier and voltage
doubler MOSFETs is included, and the power dissipation on control circuit is not included.
The efficiency improvement of GaN-based converter over Si-based converter is mainly
caused by the reduction of conduction loss and gate drive loss of primary side devices, and
core loss of the transformer.
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Fig. 3.28: Measured efficiencies of Si-based and GaN-based power adapters at 120V AC input

Fig. 3.29: Measured efficiencies of Si-based and GaN-based power adapters at 220V AC input

3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, an LLC resonant converter is used for 65W AC-DC power adapter
application. Input voltage doubler circuit is added to reduce the DC bus voltage range, so
that the LLC converter can be optimized with large magnetizing inductance. Both Si-based
and GaN-based half bridge LLC power adapters are designed based on FHA method.
Simulation results validate the designed converters. The power loss on primary side
switches, magnetics and secondary side SRs are analyzed and compared. Due to the
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advantages of GaN devices over conventional Si MOSFETs, GaN-based LLC power
adapter could provide size reduction for magnetics components, while maintaining similar
system performance.
Both Si-based and GaN-based of 120V – 240Vrms AC input, 19V/65W output
prototypes have been built and tested. On the prototypes, the magnetics size of GaN-based
converter is reduced by 65% compared to Si-based converter due to the higher switching
frequency. The experiment results justify the feasibility and effectiveness of both power
adapters. Moreover, it demonstrates a peak efficiency of 93.8% at 220V AC input for GaNbased power adapter, which is about 0.5% higher than that of Si-based power adapter.
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500W High Efficiency Wide Input Voltage Range LCLC Resonant
Converter with Nonlinear Voltage-controlled Oscillator
4.1 Introduction
With advancements of power electronics devices and power conversion technology,
high efficiency and high power density become a major challenge for front-end DC-DC
converter in server and data center applications. Fig. 4.1 shows the structure of a front-end
server power supply system.

Universal
AC Input

400V
DC Bus

PFC

DC/DC
Converter
48V/12V
DC Bus

POL
Converter

IC

POL
Converter

IC

POL
Converter

IC

Fig. 4.1: Structure of a front-end server power supply system

LLC resonant converter featuring high switching frequency and high efficiency is an
excellent candidate for the front-end DC-DC converter. To meet the hold-up time
requirement, LLC resonant converter is preferred to be designed with wide input voltage
range (250V – 400V). Otherwise, a large electrolytic capacitor will be added on DC bus
side, which will defeat the purpose of improving power density. But for conventional LLC
converter, the performance will be deteriorated once the converter is designed for
accommodating regulation over wide input voltage range. This is because a small
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magnetizing inductor needs to be used to achieve the voltage gain requirement at low input
voltage. Such design will significantly increase primary side rms current and turn-off
current at normal input voltage, such as 400V, leading to additional conduction loss and
turn-off loss on primary side switches. A modified LLC topology with variable
magnetizing inductance, LCLC resonant converter, has been successfully proved to extend
the input voltage range without sacrificing normal efficiency. The diagram of the LCLC
resonant converter is shown in Fig. 4.2. A capacitor is added in series with the magnetizing
inductor. The equivalent impedance of the parallel branch is designed to be inductive.
Therefore, the resonant tank is still an L-L-C structure featuring variable magnetizing
inductance. Conventional frequency modulation method can still be used to regulate the
output voltage, leading to an easy-to-control resonant converter with high reliability.

Q1
Vdc

Cin

Lm_eq

Lr

A

Tx

S1

Lp

Q2
B

Vo

Cp
Cr

Co
S2

Fig. 4.2: Diagram of the LCLC resonant converter

Because of the steeper voltage gain variation of the LCLC converter, it is more difficult
to regulate the output voltage than conventional LLC converter. The frequency modulation
with linear voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) could lose output voltage regulation at
corner input cases. Besides, the stability margin at low input voltage and the dynamic
response at high input voltage may also be sacrificed. To better control the LCLC resonant
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converter, a frequency modulation with a nonlinear VCO control strategy is proposed in
this chapter.
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 analyzes the wide voltage gain feature
of the LCLC resonant converter; Section 4.3 introduces the details of the proposed
frequency modulation and nonlinear VCO control strategy; Section 4.4 demonstrates the
effectiveness of the designed LCLC resonant converter and the proposed nonlinear VCO
through simulation and experimental studies; and a summary is given in Section 4.5.
4.2 LCLC Resonant Converter
To make sure that the LCLC resonant converter behaves like an LLC converter with
variable magnetizing inductance, the equivalent impedance of Lp and Cp connected in series
must be inductive. The resonant frequency of Lp and Cp can be derived as,

fp =

1
2  L p  C p

(4.1)

Thus, the switching frequency of the converter should satisfy,

fs  f p

(4.2)

Then, the equivalent inductance Lm_eq is modified along with switching frequency, and
can be calculated as,

Lm _ eq ( f s ) = L p −

1

( 2 f s )2 C p

(4.3)

Where, fs is the switching frequency.
The equivalent magnetizing inductor Lm_eq is increasing along with the increasing of
the fs. On one hand, at high input voltages, high switching frequency is needed to reduce
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the voltage gain. While high switching frequency leads to high equivalent magnetizing
inductance, Lm_eq, which could help reduce the primary side rms current and turn-off
current. On the other hand, at low input voltages, low switching frequency is needed to
boost the voltage gain, the equivalent magnetizing inductance is reduced accordingly.
Thus, high voltage gain can be achieved at low input voltages.
The LCLC resonant tank can be simplified as a first order sinusoidal circuit based on
first-harmonic approximation (FHA) method by ignoring all higher order harmonics, as
shown in Fig. 4.3.

Lr
Lm_eq

Re

Cr

Fig. 4.3: Sinusoidal model of the LCLC resonant tank

Based on FHA method, the voltage gain function of the LCLC converter can be
normalized as,

Mg =

1

1
1 +
 keq


2


1   
1 
1 − 2   +  Qe  f n −  
fn  
f n    


2

(4.4)

Where, keq is the inductance ratio between the equivalent magnetizing inductor Lm_eq and
the series resonant inductor Lr; Qe is the quality factor; and fn is the normalized frequency.
The definitions of these variables are expressed as,
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keq =

Lm _ eq
Lr

, Qe =

Lr Cr
Re

f

s
, fn = f
r

(4.5)

The specifications of an 250V – 400V DC input, 12V/500W output LCLC resonant
converter are shown in Table 4.1. The design process of the LCLC is similar with
conventional LLC converter, except that the inductance ratio is changing with respect to
the switching frequency. Instead of setting one constant inductance ratio, the minimum
inductance ratio of keq_min at lowest operating frequency and the maximum inductance ratio
of keq_max at highest operating frequency should be set to calculate the Lp and the Cp value.
The Lp and the Cp value can be calculated based on the following equations.

Lr  keq_min = L p −

Lr  keq_max = L p −

1

( 2 f s_min )

2

(4.6)

Cp

1

( 2 f s_max )

2

(4.7)

Cp

Table 4.1: Specification of an 12V/500W front-end LCLC resonant converter
DC input voltage (Vin)

Rated output voltage
(Vo)

Rated output current
(Io)

Rated output power
(Po)

250V – 400V

12V

42A

500W

The final parameters of the designed LCLC resonant converter is shown in Table 4.2.
With such parameters, the series resonant frequency of Lr and Cr is 340kHz, the parallel
resonant frequency of Lp and Cp is 150kHz. Fig. 4.4 shows the voltage gain curves of the
designed LCLC converter at 0A and 42A outputs. It can be observed from Fig. 4.4 that the
designed converter could meet the voltage gain requirement over all input voltages and
output loads. The operating frequency changes between 170kHz and 250kHz. The
maximum required voltage gain is 1.6 at 250V input. The minimum required voltage gain
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is 1.02 at 400V input. Moreover, it should be noticed that the voltage gain is zero at
150kHz, at which point the parallel inductor Lp is resonant with the parallel capacitor Cp,
and the transformer primary side is equivalently short circuit.
Table 4.2: Parameters of the designed LCLC resonant converter
Turns ratio (n)

Series resonant
inductor (Lr)

Series resonant
capacitor (Cr)

Parallel resonant
inductor (Lp)

Parallel resonant
capacitor (Cp)

17

11µH

20nF

227µH

5nF

Mg = 1.6

Mg = 1.02

Mg = 0

Fig. 4.4: Voltage gain curves of the designed LCLC resonant converter

146µH

52µH

Fig. 4.5: Relationship between equivalent magnetizing inductance and switching frequency
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Fig. 4.5 illustrates the relationship between equivalent magnetizing inductor and
switching frequency. The equivalent Lm_eq is of large value at 250kHz, which is 146µH. It
is reduced to 52µH when switching frequency decreases to 170kHz.
Assuming that the resonant frequency and the quality factor at full load are the same
with designed LCLC converter, the magnetizing inductance of conventional LLC converter
should be as small as 40µH to satisfy voltage gain requirements over all input and output
conditions, as shown in Fig. 4.6.

Mg = 1.6

Mg = 1.02

Fig. 4.6: Voltage gain curves of conventional LLC resonant converter

Comparing Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.6, several things can be observed, including,
1) The voltage gain curve of LCLC converter is steeper than conventional LLC
converter when switching frequency is far below resonant frequency. Thus, LCLC
converter can easily achieve wider voltage gain range.
2) Same as conventional LLC converter, the voltage gain of LCLC converter at the
resonant frequency is unity. It is also independent of load.
3) In the vicinity of the resonant frequency, the voltage gain curve of LCLC converter
becomes flatter than conventional LLC converter. Therefore, to further reduce the
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voltage gain, the switching frequency of LCLC converter should become much
higher than conventional LLC converter.
4) It is preferred to operate the LCLC converter at or below the resonant frequency
other than beyond the resonant frequency. Thus, the steeper voltage gain area can
be utilized to accommodate wide input voltage and output load variation range.
5) To meet voltage gain requirement, the magnetizing inductance of LCLC converter
can change from 52µH to 146µH, while the magnetizing inductance of LLC
converter needs to be fixed at 40µH. It is more promising for LCLC converter to
achieve high efficiency over wide input voltage range.
4.3 Frequency Modulation with Nonlinear VCO
In this section, the state-space model of the LCLC resonant converter is introduced.
Besides, the control strategy of frequency modulation with proposed nonlinear VCO is
presented in detail.
4.3.1 State-space Model of LCLC Resonant Converter

Unlike conventional PWM-based converter, the small signal model of LLC converter
cannot be obtained from the state-space averaging method since its switching frequency is
close to the natural frequency of the resonant tank. Generally, extended describing function
(EDF) method is applied to model the LLC resonant converter as this method considers all
switching frequency harmonics for accuracy [74-76]. LCLC resonant converter, similar to
LLC resonant converter, can also be modeled by using the EDF method. The equivalent
circuit of the LCLC resonant converter is shown in Fig. 4.7.
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Lm_eq

Lr

A

Tx

S1

Lp

rs

rc

VAB

Cp
Co

B

Cr

Vco

S2

Fig. 4.7: Equivalent circuit of the LCLC resonant converter
The state-space representation of the LCLC resonant converter is expressed as [74],

 dxˆ
 = Axˆ + Buˆ
 dt
 yˆ = Cxˆ + Duˆ


(4.8)

Where,

xˆ = iˆs

iˆc

vˆs

vˆc

iˆms

iˆmc

vˆco 

T

(4.9)

is the state vector. is and ic are the sine and cosine components of the fundamental series

resonant current. vs and vc are the sine and cosine components of the fundamental resonant
capacitor voltage. ims and imc are the sine and cosine components of the fundamental
magnetizing current. vco is the DC component of the output voltage. uˆ = ˆ n is the control
input of the system, which is the normalized frequency in radians. yˆ = vˆo is the output voltage
of the system. The definitions of the matrix A, B, C, and D are expressed as,
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−
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(4.10)

 L I
B = − r r c
Lr


Lr r I s
Lr

CV
− r r c
Cr

Cr rVs
Cr

−

Lm _ eqr I mc

Lm _ eqr I ms

Lm _ eq

Lm _ eq


0


T

(4.11)

C =  K is rc'


K ic rc'

0 0 − Kis rc'

− Kic rc'

rc' 
, D=0
rc 

(4.12)

Where, Co is the output filter capacitor. rs is the DC resistance of the series resonant
inductor, and rc is the ESR of the output filter capacitor. ωr is the resonant frequency in
radians. r’c is the equivalent resistance of the parallel connection of the rc and the load
resistor. More variable definitions in the matrix can be found as follows.

H ip =

( I c − I mc )2

4nVco







( I s − I ms ) − ( I c − I mc )
2
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2





3

(4.13)

H ic = −

4nVco
 



H vco = −

Gip = −



4nVco
 



Gvco =

4n



Kis =

2n

Kic =

2n





( I s − I ms ) + ( I c − I mc )
2

2





3

( I s − I ms )
2
2
( I s − I ms ) + ( I c − I mc )

4n

4nVco
Gic =
 



( I s − I ms )( I c − I mc )
(4.14)

(4.15)

( I s − I ms )( I c − I mc )
( I s − I ms ) + ( I c − I mc )
2

2





3

(4.16)

( I c − I mc )2
( I s − I ms ) + ( I c − I mc )
2

2

( I c − I mc )
2
2
( I s − I ms ) + ( I c − I mc )
( I s − I ms )
2
2
( I s − I ms ) + ( I c − I mc )
( I c − I mc )
2
2
( I s − I ms ) + ( I c − I mc )





3

(4.17)

(4.18)

(4.19)

(4.20)

Where, Vco is the voltage across the output filter capacitor without considering the ESR.
Based on (4.8), the control-to-output voltage transfer function can be calculated as,

vˆo
−1
= C ( sI − A ) B + D = G p ( s )
ˆ n
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(4.21)

By using MATLAB programming, the transfer function of output voltage over
switching frequency can be derived from (4.21). It is a complicated seven order function.
It can be simplified and generalized as a fourth-order model by neglecting poles and zeros
beyond switching frequency, and expressed as,

Gp ( s ) =

G po ( s + esr ) ( s − RHP )

 p2
 2  p1


s +  2p1   s 2 +
s +  2p 2 
s +
Q1
Q2




(4.22)

Where, ωp1 represents the dominant pole, and ωp2 is the high frequency pole. ωesr is the
zero on the left half plane, and ωRHP is the zero on the right half plane.
Considering the rc of 5mΩ, and the rs of 10mΩ, the transfer function of the LCLC
resonant converter at 400V DC input, 12V/42A output can be written as,

Gp ( s ) =

(

)(

4.68  1011  s + 4.68  105 s − 3.3  105

(s

2

)(

)

)

+ 1.17  105 s + 1.32  1010 s 2 + 7.3  104 s + 1.88  1012 (4.23)

If only taking the dominant poles into consideration, the transfer function (4.22) can
be further simplified as a second-order model,

Gp ( s ) =

−G poesr RHP

 p1


 2p 2  s 2 +
s +  2p1 
Q1



(4.24)

The simplified second-order transfer function at 400V DC input, 12V/42A output can
be written as,

Gp ( s ) =

(s

−38.45  109
2

+ 1.17  105 s + 1.32  1010
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)

(4.25)

(a) 1A load

(b) 42A load

Fig. 4.8: Bode plots of the fourth-order and the second-order model at 250V DC input

(a) 1A load

(b) 42A load

Fig. 4.9: Bode plots of the fourth-order and the second-order model at 400V DC input

Fig. 4.8 shows the bode plots of the simplified fourth-order and second-order transfer
functions at 250V DC input, 1A output and 42A output, respectively. Fig. 4.9 shows the
bode plots of simplified transfer functions at 400V DC input, 1A and 42A output,
respectively. The solid line represents the simplified second-order model, and the dash line
represents the simplified fourth-order model. It can be observed from Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9
that in high frequency range (above 200kHz), the simplified second-order model attenuates
much quicker than fourth-order model. This is because the high frequency conjugate pole
is excluded for second-order model. However, in low and medium frequency range (below
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200kHz), the second-order model share similar frequency characteristics with fourth-order
model. The simplified second-order model is accurate enough for the loop design.
4.3.2 Control Strategy of LCLC Resonant Converter

The closed loop diagram of the LCLC resonant converter is shown in Fig. 4.10. A type
II controller implemented by “TL431 + optocoupler” is used to implement output voltage
regulation and provide electrical isolation between primary and secondary sides [77, 78].
The feedback signal Vf is then used to calculate the desired switching frequency for primary
side switches through VCO.

Q1
Vdc

Lm_eq

Lr

Cin

Tx

S1

Lp
Q2

Cp

Co

Cr

PWM

S2

Ro

Vo

Vcc
R4

Gate
Driver

fs

VCO
fs = f(Vf)

R3

Vf

R1

C1

C2

Opto
TL431
R2

Fig. 4.10: Closed loop diagram of the LCLC resonant converter
4.3.2.1 Type II Controller Design

The transfer function of the type II feedback compensator is expressed as,
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Gc ( s ) = −CTR

R4
R3



1 + sR1C1


 sR1C1 (1 + sR4C2 ) 

(4.26)

Where, CTR is the current transfer ratio of the optocoupler. For different optocouplers, the
CTR varies from 50% to 600%. In this design, an optocoupler with CTR varying from
100% to 200% is used.
The internal reference voltage of the TL431 is normally 2.5V, thus, the output voltage
will be regulated to,


R 
Vo =  1 + 1   2.5
R2 


(4.27)

The output voltage can be controlled to its desired value by proper selecting the resistor
R1 and R2. As the desired output voltage is 12V, resistor values of 20kΩ and 5.25kΩ are
selected for R1 and R2 in practice.
The resistor R3 is used to limit the current flowing through the optocoupler LED. The
maximum current flowing through the optocoupler LED can be calculated as,

I LED_max =

Vo − V forward − VTL 431_min
R3

(4.28)

Where, Vforward is the forward voltage drop of the optocoupler LED, which is normally
0.7V. VTL431_min is the minimum cathode-to-anode voltage of the TL431, which is 2.5V.
The maximum current ILED_max is usually selected in the range of 5mA to 10mA to utilize
the relatively linear CTR region of the optocoupler. A 1kΩ resistor is used as R3 in practice,
resulting in a maximum current of 8.8mA flowing through the optocoupler LED. With
8.8mA current, the CTR of the selected optocoupler is around 160%.
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The maximum current reflected to the optocoupler bipolar transient side is then
derived as,

I opto_max = I LED_max CTR

(4.29)

Thus, the minimum feedback voltage can be determined as,

V f_min = Vcc − I opto_max R4

(4.30)

If there is no current flowing through the optocoupler LED, the reflected current on
optocoupler bipolar transient side will be zero, and the feedback voltage will be at its
maximum value of Vcc. Thus, the feedback voltage changes from Vf_min to Vcc, which is also
the input voltage range of the VCO. The resistor R4 should be set as a small value so that
the minimum feedback voltage Vf_min can be approached to the saturation voltage of the
optocoupler bipolar transient, which is normally around 0.5V. Thus, wide feedback voltage
range can be obtained.
In addition to the feedback voltage range, the poles and zeros of the type II controller
should also be considered carefully to make sure that the controller could help achieve
good feedback performance. The final parameters of the designed type II controller are
shown in Table 4.3. Based on the designed parameters, the feedback voltage Vf is changing
between 0.5V and 3.3V. The bode plot of the designed controller is shown in Fig. 4.11.
Table 4.3: Parameters of the designed type II controller
Resistor (R1)

Resistor (R2)

Resistor (R3)

Resistor (R4)

20kΩ

5.25kΩ

1kΩ

200Ω

Capacitor (C1)

Capacitor (C2)

Current transfer ratio
(CTR)

Maximum feedback
voltage (Vcc)

20nF

0.56µF

1.6

3.3V
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Fig. 4.11: Bode plot of the designed type II controller
4.3.2.2 Proposed Nonlinear VCO Design

Taking advantage of digital control, a micro-controller unit (MCU) is used as the
VCO. The MCU at first senses the feedback single Vf by using ADC module, then,
calculates the desired switching frequency based on the sensed voltage, finally, outputs
PWM signal to primary side switches. For conventional linear VCO, the relationship
between feedback voltage Vf and switching period Ts is linear, and can be expressed as,

(

)

Ts = aV f + b Fn

(4.31)

Where, a and b are parameters to be determined. Fn is the PWM resolution of the MCU.
Thus, the corresponding switching frequency can be derived as,

fs =

1
1
=
Ts
aV f + b Fn

(

)

(4.32)

Fig. 4.12 shows the relationship between feedback voltage and switching frequency
with different a and b combinations. It can be observed from Fig. 4.12 that the ratio of
switching frequency over feedback voltage can be approximately seen as constant, which
is referred as proportional coefficient in the following discussion. The proportional
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coefficient should be designed carefully to not only cover whole switching frequency range
within feedback voltage variation range, but achieve enough stability margin and fast
dynamic response [79].
If a small proportional coefficient is designed, the switching frequency range will be
narrowed, which will not be able to cover whole operating frequencies. The output voltage
will loss regulation at certain cases. In addition, small proportional coefficient will cause
low bandwidth and slow dynamic response at high input voltages. For example, with a =
1000 and b = 3600, switching frequency is changing from 170kHz to 240kHz within Vf
variation range of 0.5V to 3.3V. Thus, the output voltage will loss regulation when the
required switching frequency is above 240kHz.
Conversely, if a large proportional coefficient is set, the switching frequency range
will be expanded. However, the system may become unstable, especially when it operates
far below the resonant frequency, where the voltage gain changes sharply. For example,
with a = 1400 and b = 2800, the switching frequency is changing from 170kHz to 290kHz
within Vf variation range of 0.5V to 3.3V. Although all operating frequencies can be
covered, the minor variation on feedback voltage causes large variation on switching
frequency. Considering that the voltage gain of LCLC resonant converter changes a lot
with small variation on switching frequency, when works far below resonant frequency.
Thus, the minor variation on feedback voltage leads to large variation on switching
frequency, and even larger variation on voltage gain, which will cause the system unstable.
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Fig. 4.12: Relationship between feedback voltage and switching frequency

By taking both switching frequency range and control performance into consideration,
a compromised combination of a = 1200 and b = 3200 could be a better choice for linear
VCO of (4.32). Based on (4.32), The transfer function of conventional linear VCO is
calculated as,

Gvco ( s ) =

df s
a
=−
dV f
aV f + b

(

)

2

1
Fn

(4.33)

Fig. 4.13 and Fig. 4.14 show the frequency responses of the open loop circuit with a
= 1200 and b = 3200. The crossover frequency at 400V input 1A output is 60Hz. It is
increased to 400Hz at 250V input 1A output, leading to small stability margin at low input
voltage. Moreover, the crossover frequency at 250V input 42A output is 150Hz, while it is
decreased to 35Hz at 400V input 42A output, leading to slow dynamic response at high
input voltage.
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(a) 1A load

(b) 42A load

Fig. 4.13: Open loop bode plot at 250V DC input with conventional VCO

(a) 1A load

(b) 42A load

Fig. 4.14: Open loop bode plot at 400V DC input with conventional VCO

Compared to conventional LLC converter, it is more difficult for LCLC converter to
select suitable a and b to achieve good output voltage regulation, while maintaining good
stability and dynamic performance simultaneously. This is because the nonlinear feature
of the voltage gain over switching frequency for LCLC converter is stronger than that of
conventional LLC converter, as compared between Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.6. In theory, to
obtain the best regulation performance, the switching frequency should vary slowly if the
voltage gain changes quickly, and vice versa. To compensate the nonlinear feature between
voltage gain and switching frequency, a quadratic function is proposed to represent the
opposite variations of voltage gain versus switching frequency, and it is expressed as,
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(

)

Ts =  a − b c − V f


fs =

1

(

a − b c −Vf

)

2

2

F
 n


(4.34)

1
Fn

(4.35)

Where, a, b and c are parameters to be determined. In addition, c should not be equal to the
feedback voltage Vf. Based on (4.35), the transformer function of the proposed nonlinear
VCO is calculated as,

Gvco ( s ) =

(
(

2b c − V f
df s
=−
dV f
 a − b c −V

f


) 1
2
2  Fn
) 

(4.36)

Fig. 4.15 shows the relationship between switching frequency and feedback voltage
by using conventional linear VCO of (4.32) and proposed nonlinear VCO of (4.35). As
shown in Fig. 4.15, the switching frequency variation rate is changing along with the
feedback voltage for the proposed nonlinear VCO. It changes faster at low feedback
voltage than high feedback voltage, and vice versa.
At low switching frequency, the voltage gain changes quickly while the nonlinear
VCO compensates it by making the switching frequency change slowly. Thus, the system
will become more stable. In contrast, at high switching frequency, the voltage gain changes
slowly, while the nonlinear VCO compensates it by making the switching frequency vary
fast. Thus, the dynamic response will be improved.
Another benefit of the proposed nonlinear VCO is that it is easier to achieve wider
switching frequency range than conventional linear VCO. Within 0.5V to 3.3V feedback
voltage range, the switching frequency range covered by conventional linear VCO is
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between 170kHz and 260kHz. However, for proposed nonlinear VCO, the switching
frequency range being covered is between 170kHz and 300kHz.

Large rate

Small rate

Fig. 4.15: Relationship between feedback voltage and switching frequency

(a) 1A load

(b) 42A load

Fig. 4.16: Open loop bode plot at 250V DC input with nonlinear VCO

Fig. 4.16 and Fig. 4.17 show the frequency responses of the open loop circuit by using
nonlinear VCO of (4.35) with a = 450, b = 5600, and c = 3.5. With the proposed nonlinear
VCO, the crossover frequencies at 250V input, 1A and 42A output have been reduced to
300Hz and 80Hz, which would increase the system stability margin. Moreover, the
crossover frequencies at 400V input, 1A and 42A output have been increased to 130Hz and
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70Hz, which will help improve the system dynamic response. Therefore, better control
performance can be obtained with the proposed nonlinear VCO.

(a) 1A load

(b) 42A load

Fig. 4.17: Open loop bode plot at 400V DC input with nonlinear VCO

4.4 Simulation and Experimental Results
In this section, the designed LCLC converter with the proposed nonlinear VCO will
be validated through simulation and experimental studies.
4.4.1 Simulation Verification

The simulation model of the designed LCLC converter and the proposed nonlinear
VCO has been built by using PSIM software. The corresponding parameters are shown in
Table 4.2 and Table 4.3. The simulations at four corner cases are carried out, including: 1)
250V DC input, 0A load, 2) 250V DC input, 42A load, 3) 400V DC input, 0A load, and 4)
400V DC input, 42A load.
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(a) 250V DC input 0A load
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(b) 250V DC input 42A load
Fig. 4.18: Simulation waveform of the designed LCLC resonant converter at 250V DC input

Fig. 4.18 shows the steady-state waveform at 250V input, 0A and 42A output,
respectively. Fig. 4.19 shows the steady-state waveform at 400V input, 0A and 42A output,
respectively. It can be observed from both Fig. 4.18 and Fig. 4.19 that the output voltage
can be regulated to 12V at all four cases, which confirms that the designed LCLC converter
could meet the voltage gain requirement at all input and output conditions.
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(a) 400V DC input 0A load
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(b) 400V DC input 42A load
Fig. 4.19: Simulation waveform of the designed LCLC resonant converter at 400V DC input

Fig. 4.20 shows the load transient response at 300V input 12V output with
conventional linear VCO and proposed nonlinear VCO. Fig. 4.21 shows the load transient
response at 400V input with conventional VCO and proposed nonlinear VCO. The output
current experiences a sudden increasing from 8A (20% of full load) to 32A (80% of full
load) at 10ms point and a sudden decreasing from 32A to 8A at 20ms point. The load step
rate is 0.15A/us. In the simulation, for conventional linear VCO, a is 1200, b is 3200; and
for proposed nonlinear VCO, a is 450, b is 5600, and c is 3.5.
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(a) conventional linear VCO
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(b) proposed nonlinear VCO
Fig. 4.20: Load transient responses at 300V input 12V output between 8A and 32A

It can be observed from Fig. 4.20 that the setting times of load rising and falling are
2.5ms and 2.7ms, respectively with conventional linear VCO. However, the setting times
are reduced to 2.2ms and 2.4ms, respectively with proposed nonlinear VCO. The dynamic
response by using proposed nonlinear VCO is improved but limited. This is because at
300V input, which is relatively low input voltage, the proposed nonlinear VCO is designed
to achieve more stability margin instead of faster dynamic response.
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It can be observed from Fig. 4.21 that the setting times of load rising and falling are
6.5ms and 5.5ms, respectively with conventional linear VCO. However, the setting times
are reduced to 4ms and 3ms, respectively with proposed nonlinear VCO. Obvious dynamic
performance improvement can be observed at 400V input by using the proposed nonlinear
VCO. The bandwidth has been increased to achieve better dynamic response at high input
voltage with proposed nonlinear VCO.
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(a) conventional linear VCO
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15m
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(b) proposed nonlinear VCO
Fig. 4.21: Load transient responses at 400V input 12V output between 8A and 32A
4.4.2 Experimental Verification
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To verify the effectiveness of the designed LCLC converter and proposed nonlinear
VCO, a 250V – 400V DC input, 12V/42A/500W output prototype has been built and tested,
as shown in Fig. 4.22. Table 4.4 shows the prototype parameters. To improve the
efficiency, gallium nitride (GaN) devices of GS66516B from GaN Systems are used as the
primary side switches.

Fig. 4.22: Prototype of the designed LCLC resonant converter
Table 4.4: Circuit parameters of the designed LCLC resonant converter
Circuit Parameters
Transformer

N = 17, Lleak = 4.75µH, Lm =
1.8mH, PQ35/35 3C95 core

Parallel inductor

Lp = 227µH, PQ32/30 3C95
core

Series inductor

Lr = 12µH, PQ32/20 3C95 core

Parallel capacitor

C1812C102JGGACTU 2KV,
1000pF × 5

Series capacitor

1812AA202JAT9A 1KV,
2000pF × 10

Primary side switches

GS66516B (650V, 60A) × 2

Secondary side switches

IPC100N04S5L1R5 (40V,
100A) × 6

Output capacitor

C3216JB1E476M160AC,
47µF/25V × 9

Micro-controller

DSPIC33FJ32GS606
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Fig. 4.23 presents the steady-state waveforms of the designed LCLC converter at 250V
input 10A output. It can be observed from Fig. 4.23, the GaN device is turned on after its
drain to source voltage drops to zero. Thus, ZVS turn-on is achieved.

ZVS

CH1: gate signal of low side GaN CH2: drain to source voltage of low side GaN
CH3: series resonant current CH4: parallel resonant current

Fig. 4.23: Steady-state waveform of the designed LCLC converter at 250V DC input 10A output

Fig. 4.24 presents the steady-state waveforms at 250V input 42A output. From Fig.
4.24(a), the ZVS turn-on for GaN device is also achieved. Besides, the output voltage is
regulated to its derived value of 12V as shown in Fig. 4.24(b). In addition, the switching
frequency at the testing condition is 171kHz, which is almost the same with the
mathematical analysis and the simulation result.
Fig. 4.25 and Fig. 4.26 show the steady-state waveform at 400V input, 10A and 42A
output, respectively. From Fig. 4.26, the output voltage is also regulated to 12V at 400V
input, 42A output. The testing result at 42A load is consistent with the simulation result.
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ZVS

CH1: gate signal of low side GaN CH2: drain to source voltage of low side GaN
CH3: series resonant current CH4: parallel resonant current

(a) primary side waveform

Vo = 12V

CH1: output voltage CH2: gate signal of secondary side SR
CH3: parallel resonant current CH4: series resonant current

(b) secondary side waveform
Fig. 4.24: Steady-state waveform of the designed LCLC converter at 250V DC input 42A output
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CH1: gate signal of secondary side SR CH2: drain to source voltage of secondary side SR
CH3: series resonant current CH4: parallel resonant current

Fig. 4.25: Steady-state waveform of the designed LCLC converter at 400V DC input 10A output

Vo = 12V

CH1: output voltage CH2: gate signal of secondary side SR
CH3: parallel resonant current CH4: series resonant current

Fig. 4.26: Steady-state waveform of the designed LCLC converter at 400V DC input 42A output

Fig. 4.27 shows the load rising and falling transient waveform with the proposed VCO
at 300V DC input 12V output between 8A and 32A. Fig. 4.28 shows the same transient
waveform captured at 400V DC input 12V output. The load rising and falling speed is
0.15A/us. It can be observed from both Fig. 4.27 and Fig. 4.28 that the output voltage is
quite stable during the load transient period. Fast transient response is achieved by using
the proposed nonlinear VCO method.
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Vo AC Coupling
DC Coupling
Vo = 12V(5V/div)

(500mV/div)
Io = 32A

Io = 8A (5A/div)
400us/div

400us/div

CH1: output voltage

CH4: series resonant current

(a) Load rising from 8A to 32A
DC Coupling
Vo = 12V(5V/div)
Io = 32A

Vo AC Coupling

Io = 8A (5A/div)

(500mV/div)

400us/div

CH1: output voltage

400us/div

CH4: series resonant current

(b) Load falling from 32A to 8A
Fig. 4.27: Load transient waveform at 300V DC input 12V output between 8A and 32A

Vo AC Coupling
DC Coupling
Vo = 12V(5V/div)

Io = 8A (5A/div)

(500mV/div)
Io = 32A

400us/div

CH1: output voltage

800us/div

CH4: series resonant current

(a) Load rising from 8A to 32A
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DC Coupling
Vo = 12V(5V/div)
Io = 32A

Vo AC Coupling

Io = 8A (5A/div)

(500mV/div)

400us/div

CH1: output voltage

400us/div

CH4: series resonant current

(b) Load falling from 32A to 8A
Fig. 4.28: Load transient waveform at 400V DC input 12V output between 8A and 32A

Fig. 4.29 shows the holdup time process at 20A (50% of the full load) output current.
The output voltage can be regulated to 12V from 400V DC input (label a) till 234V DC
input (label b). The output voltage will loss regulation when input voltage is below 234V.
Thus, the designed LCLC converter could accommodate voltage regulation over wide input
voltage variation range. At half load condition, 100ms holdup time can be obtained.

Vo = 12V(5V/div)
Vin = 400V
Vin = 234V

(100V/div)

Io = 20A(5A/div)

40ms/div

CH1: output voltage

CH3: input voltage

CH4: output current

Fig. 4.29: Holdup time performance at 20A output current

Fig. 4.30 shows the thermal images of the designed converter at 250V and 400V input,
12V/42A output. The thermal images are captured after ten minutes’ operation. A small
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fan is used during the testing to cool the board. Due to the ZVS operation and the low onstate resistance, the temperature of GaN devices is around 40°C at both 250V and 400V
input. The hottest spot on board is the secondary side SRs due to the high secondary side
current. The temperature could be 102°C at 250V input. It is reduced to 83°C at 400V
input. This is mainly because the converter works around the resonant frequency, when
input voltage is 400V. The secondary side rms current is decreased, leading to lower
conduction loss on secondary side SRs.

(a) 250V DC input 42A load (GaN temp = 40°C, SR temp = 102°C)

(b) 400V DC input 42A load (GaN temp = 40°C, SR temp = 83°C)
Fig. 4.30: Thermal images of the designed LCLC resonant converter at 250V and 400V input
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Fig. 4.31: Characteristic of output voltage regulation with proposed control method

Fig. 4.32: Measured efficiencies of the designed LCLC converter at different conditions

Fig. 4.31 shows the measured output voltage regulation characteristics by using the
proposed control strategy. From Fig. 4.31, the output voltage can be controlled to 12V over
all input voltage and output load ranges. Due to the nonlinear feature of the proposed
controller, wider switching frequency range can be covered. Good output voltage
regulation performance can be obtained even at light load. The maximum regulated output
voltage is 12.06V. The minimum regulated output voltage is 11.91V. The voltage
difference is only 150mV.
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Fig. 4.32 shows the measured efficiencies of the designed LCLC converter at different
load conditions with 250V, 300V, 350V, and 400V input, respectively. It demonstrates
96.8% peak efficiency and 96.4% full load efficiency at 400V input. Besides, 95% peak
efficiency is achieved at 250V input, which is only 1.8% lower than that of 400V input. In
addition, 93.9% full load efficiency is obtained at 250V input. The efficiency over all input
voltages is not penalized due to the frequency-dependent magnetizing inductance.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, a modified LLC resonant converter with variable magnetizing
inductance was introduced and analyzed. The LCLC converter could achieve wider input
voltage operation within narrower switching frequency range compared to conventional
LLC converter. Due to the nonlinear derivate of voltage gain over switching frequency,
conventional linear VCO may cause oscillation and slow dynamic response problem. To
achieve better control performance, a nonlinear VCO is proposed. The details of the control
strategy are explained. The proposed control strategy could achieve better output voltage
regulation over all operation conditions. Moreover, it helps increase the stability margin at
low input voltages and improve the transient response at high input voltages. Due to the
limited sensing and calculation assignments, a low-cost MCU can be used as the proposed
nonlinear VCO.
Taking advantage of GaN devices, a GaN-based 250V – 400V DC input,
12V/42A/500W output prototype has been built and tested. Both simulation and
experimental results verified the effectiveness and correctness of the designed LCLC
resonant converter and the proposed control strategy. The output voltage was regulated to
its desired value 12V over entire input voltage and output current range. A peak efficiency
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of 96.8% and a full load efficiency of 96.4% are achieved at 400V input, 14V/25A output
and 14V/42A output. Moreover, faster dynamic response can be achieved at high input
voltage by using proposed nonlinear VCO.
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Interleaved LLC Converter for High Efficiency High Power Density
DC-DC Converter in Electric Vehicle Applications
5.1 Introduction
With increasing environmental pollution caused by green-house gas emissions from
conventional fossil fuel-driven vehicles, electric vehicles (EVs) are attracting more
attention as they are not only more environmentally friendly, but less expensive to operate
than fossil fuels vehicles. Along with the development of EVs, more and more auxiliary
equipment is required to satisfy consumer requirements. High power on-board low voltage
DC-DC converter (LDC) is essential in electric vehicles (EVs) power train system, which
takes responsibility to transfer power from high-voltage (HV) battery to low-voltage (LV)
battery for auxiliary equipment. The battery system of EVs is consisted of HV Li-ion
batteries (250V – 430V) and LV Lead-acid batteries (9V – 16V), as shown in Fig. 5.1.

Motor

Traction
converter

DC-DC
converter

DC-DC
converter
On-Board
Charger

Auxiliary
LV Battery

HV Li-ion
Battery
Lamp

Speaker
ect.

Fig. 5.1: Diagram of EV power train system
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In general, HV batteries are used for traction motor drives. LV batteries provides
power to auxiliary equipment, such as, lighting, audio system, video systems, air
conditioners, automatic seats, etc. At least 2.4kW power rating is required to supply
auxiliary equipment. Therefore, the LDC should provide more than 200A output current at
low voltage of 14V (adjustable from 9V to 16V).
Of all resonant converters, LLC configuration provides many added benefits over
other resonant configurations. It could achieve zero-voltage-switching (ZVS) for primary
side switches, and zero-current-switching (ZCS) for secondary side switches. The LLC
converter has been widely used in recent years by providing both high efficiency and high
power density, which makes it an excellent candidate for EV LDC application.
Due to the high power rating, the LLC converter needs to provide more than 200A
load current. With such a high current, the converter will experience several limitations,
including, 1) high conduction loss; 2) high current stress; 3) high output voltage and current
ripple. Particularly, high conduction loss results in poor thermal performance, or even
worse, breakdown of the board. Interleaving technique has been verified to solve the
limitations and expand the load capacity for LLC converter. With interleaving, the total
output current will be divided into several interleaved phases. For example, the conduction
loss of I2R will be reduced to I2R/N, if N phases are interleaved.
However, when interleaved, all phases need to operate at same switching frequency.
While the voltage gain of each phase at same switching frequency is different from each
other if taking resonant component tolerances into consideration. Different voltage gains
cause output current unbalance, leading to system performance degrading. Switchcontrolled capacitor (SCC) circuit is added into resonant tank to compensate the component
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tolerance. By adjusting the turn-on time of the SCC MOSFETs, the equivalent resonant
capacitance can be modified, then, the voltage gain can be matched with each other, and
finally, the current sharing can be achieved.
This chapter proposed a three-phase interleaved LLC converter for 14V/270A (3.8kW)
output EV LDC application. The design procedure of three-phase converter is presented.
The power loss on primary side and secondary side switches, and magnetics is investigated.
The current unbalance feature among three phases will be analyzed in Chapter 6. The
operation of the SCC circuit and the corresponding control strategy will also be discussed
in Chapter 6.
The chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 compares the advantages and
disadvantages of different LLC configuration in EV LDC application; Section 5.3
introduces the design details of the three-phase interleaved LLC converter and the
corresponding simulation results; Section 5.4 shows the mathematical analysis of power
loss on one of the three phases; Section 5.5 verifies the designed LLC converter through
experimental results, and finally, a summary is presented in Section 5.6.
5.2 Comparison of LLC Configurations as LDC
The specifications of a high power LDC for EV application are shown in Table 5.1.
The input voltage is between 250V and 430V, and the output voltage is between 9V and
16V. The rated output current at 14V output voltage is 270A, which results in a rated output
power of 3.8kW.
Table 5.1: Specification of a high power EV LDC
DC input voltage (Vin)

Rated output voltage
(Vo)

Rated output current
(Io)

Rated output power
(Po)

250V – 430V

9V – 16V

270A @ 14V

3.8kW
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The simplest way to implement the specific LDC is using a single-phase LLC
converter as shown in Fig. 5.2.
Tx

Lr
Q1

Vdc

Q4

S1

Lm

Cin

Q2

Q3

Cr

Co

Vo

S2

Fig. 5.2: Single-phase one-transformer LLC converter in EV LDC application

For this configuration, all 270A output current needs to be transferred through single
phase. Although active switches with small on-state resistance, such as gallium nitride
(GaN) and silicon carbide (SiC) devices, can be used, the active switches especially the
secondary side synchronous rectifiers (SRs) still experience extremely high conduction
loss. Moreover, the transformer secondary side copper loss is also extremely high due to
the high rms current. In addition, the active switch with high current rating is much more
expensive than its counterpart with low current rating. The high conduction loss and copper
loss may cause severe temperature rising concern, which makes the converter less reliable.
Within single-phase configuration, four transformers of input side connected in series
and output side connected in parallel are proposed to reduce the conduction loss [80]. The
diagram of the single-phase four-transformer topology is shown in Fig. 5.3. The 270A full
load is distributed into four branches of SRs. Thus, the current rating and the conduction
loss of SRs is reduced to 1/4 compared to one-transformer configuration, if same number
of SR MOSFET are used. The transformer secondary side copper loss is also reduced.
However, the primary side is still single-phase structure. The current rating and conduction
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loss on primary side switches are the same with the one-transformer configuration. The
thermal concern is still existing.
For both single-phase one-transformer and single-phase four-transformer structures,
the LLC converter is designed to satisfy the voltage gain requirement at 270A full load.
Thus, small magnetizing inductance is needed to meet the heavy load voltage gain
requirement. Such design will cause high rms current and turn-off current. The conduction
loss and turn-off loss on primary side will be further increased. Besides, large air gap is
needed to acquire small magnetizing inductance, which may cause severe fringing loss near
the air gap. In addition, the light load efficiency is very poor since the converter is
optimized at 270A full load. Phase shedding technique cannot be applied to improve the
light load efficiency as the primary side is single-phase. In a word, the single-phase LLC
configuration is not suitable for the high power EV LDC application.
Tx1
S1

S2
Tx2
S3

Lr
Q1
Vdc

Q4

S4
Lm

Cin
Q2

Q3

Tx3

Co

Vo

S5

Cr

S6
Tx4
S7
S8

Fig. 5.3: Single-phase four-transformer LLC converter in EV LDC application

Instead of using single-phase on the primary side, three-phase parallel connection
topology is proposed to reduce the current stress and the corresponding conduction loss.
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Ideally, the 270A full load will be equally distributed into three phases. Thus, each phase
can be designed to meet the voltage gain requirement at 90A load instead of 270A load.
By doing so, the magnetizing inductance can be increased, and the corresponding
conduction loss and turn-off loss can be significantly reduced. Besides, small air gap can
be used, which could help reduce the fringing effect near the air gap. In addition, to further
reduce the secondary side SR conduction loss, two transformers are used in each phase
with input connected in series and output connected in parallel. Therefore, each SR branch
only carries 45A load. Finally, phase-shedding technology can be applied to improve the
light load efficiency. With light load operation, only one phase will be enabled, and the
other two phases will be disabled.
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Q1

Q4
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Ca1
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Lm2
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Q6
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Scc3
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Tx4
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S7
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S8
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Lr3
Q9

Q12

Cin3

S10
Lm3

Ca3
Q10

Q11

Tx6
S11

Scc5

Scc6

Cr3
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Fig. 5.4: Three-phase interleaved SCC-LLC converter in EV LDC application

The schematic of the proposed three-phase interleaved LLC converter is presented in
Fig. 5.4. Full-wave SCC circuit consisted by two MOSFET with back-to-back connection
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and a capacitor is added into each phase resonant tank to compensate the resonant
component tolerance and achieve current sharing. The details of the operation and the
control strategy of the SCC circuit will be discussed in Chapter 6.
Table 5.2 compares the rms current on primary side switches, secondary side switches,
resonant inductor, and transformer among three different LLC topologies. It can be
observed from Table 5.2 that by using three-phase interleaving topology, the rms current
of primary side switches is reduced to around 1/3 compared to single-phase topologies.
Moreover, the rms current of secondary side switches is reduced to 1/6 compared to singlephase one-transformer topology, and 2/3 compared to single-phase four-transformer
topology. Besides, the rms current flowing through the resonant inductor and the
transformer primary and secondary sides are also reduced. The conduction loss of primary
side and secondary side switches, and the copper loss of magnetics are compared in Table
5.3. Due to the reduction on rms current, three-phase LLC converter provides the lowest
conduction loss and copper loss among three configurations.
Table 5.2: Comparison of rms current of three different topologies
Structure
rms current of each
primary side switch
rms current of each
secondary side SR branch
rms current of resonant
inductor
rms current of
transformer primary side
rms current of each
transformer secondary
side

Single-phase onetransformer



Single-phase fourtransformer



I in

4

Io
4

2 2


2 2

I in

4

Io
16


I in

2 2



I in

2 2


Io
4


16
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I in

I in

Io

Three-phase sixtransformer



I in
12

Io
24

6 2


6 2

I in

I in


Io
24

Table 5.3: Comparison of conduction loss and copper loss of three different topologies
Structure
Conduction loss of
primary side switches
Conduction loss of
secondary side SR
switches

Single-phase onetransformer
2 2
4

2
8

Single-phase fourtransformer
2 2

I in RDS ( on )

4

2

I o2 RDS ( on )

32

I in RDS ( on )

Three-phase sixtransformer
2 2

I o2 RDS ( on )

12

2
48

Copper loss of resonant
inductor Lr

2 2
I in RLr _ ac
8

2 2
I in RLr _ ac
8

2

Copper loss of
transformer primary side

2 2
I in RTx1_ ac
8

2

2

2

2

Copper loss of
transformer secondary
side

8

2

I o2 RTx 2 _ ac

32

I in2 RTx1_ ac
I o2 RTx 2 _ ac

24
12

2
48

I in RDS ( on )
I o2 RDS ( on )

I in2 RLr _ ac
I in2 RTx1_ ac
I o2 RTx 2 _ ac

In Table 5.2 and Table 5.3, Iin is the input current, Io is the load current, RDS(on) is the
on-state resistance of the primary side or the secondary side switches, RLr_ac is the AC
resistance of the resonant inductor Lr winding. RTx1_ac and RTx2_ac are the AC resistance of
the transformer primary side and secondary side windings, respectively.
5.3 Three-phase Interleaved LLC Converter
In this section, the design process of the three-phase interleaved LLC converter is
introduced. The corresponding simulation results are provided to validate the designed
converter. Moreover, the details of the two-PCB vertical structure are explained at the end.
5.3.1 Design of the Three-phase Interleaved LLC Converter

In theory, three phases are the same and each phase carries 90A output current without
considering the resonant component tolerance. It only needs to design one phase and the
other two phases will have the same parameters. The SCC circuit is not included in the
LLC power circuit design. The diagram of single-phase in the three-phase interleaved LLC
converter without SCC circuit is shown in Fig. 5.5.
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Fig. 5.5: Single-phase in the three-phase interleaved LLC converter

For the proposed LLC converter, the load capacity is varying along with the input
voltage and output current. The details are described as follows,
330V to 430V input voltage:
1) the converter is designed with full load capacity, which is 270A current at 14V
output voltage. Thus, each phase needs to carry 90A current at 14V output.
2) if the output voltage increases to 16V, the corresponding output current will be
reduced to 240A to keep the output power constant. Thus, each phase should carry
80A current at 16V output.
3) if the output voltage is between 9V and 14V, the corresponding output current
keeps at 270A with reduced power.
250V to 330V input voltage:
1) the converter is designed with 60% load capacity, which is 165A current at 14V
output voltage. Thus, each phase needs to provide 55A load current at 14V output.
2) if the output voltage increases to 16V, the corresponding output current will be
reduced to 145A to maintain the same output power. Thus, each phase should carry
48A current at 16V output.
3) if the output voltage is between 9V and 14V, the corresponding output current
keeps at 165A with reduced power.
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The resonant point (unity voltage gain) is selected based on the maximum input
voltage and the minimum output voltage so that the converter can obtain ZVS operation
for primary side switches, and ZCS for secondary side SRs within all operating conditions.
The transformer turns ratio of the single-phase LLC converter is then determined by,

Vin_max

n=

Vo_min

=

430V
= 47.8
9V

(5.1)

In theory, the transformer turns ratio should be 48 : 1 : 1. However, since 9V output
voltage is an odd operation point with less current requirement, the transformer turns ratio
is selected as 44 in practice. As mentioned before, two transformers are used in one phase,
thus, the turns ratio of each transformer is set to 22 : 1 : 1.
The maximum voltage gain point is occurring at the minimum input voltage and the
maximum output voltage, which are corresponding to 250V and 16V. Therefore, the
required maximum voltage gain can be derived as,

M1 =

n  Vo_max
Vin_min

=

44 16V
= 2.82
250V

(5.2)

For single-phase converter, the maximum output power is reduced to 60% of the full
load at 250V input, 16V output, which is 50A load current. Thus, single-phase converter
should satisfy 2.82 voltage gain requirement with 50A output current.
When input voltage is increased to 330V, the converter should provide full power to
output side. With 16V output voltage, the full load current is 240A. The required voltage
gain at 330V input and 16V output is calculated as,

M2 =

n  Vo_max
Vin

=
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44  16V
= 2.13
330V

(5.3)

Thus, single-phase converter also needs to meet 2.13 voltage gain requirement at 80A
output current.
The voltage gain at 330V input, 14V/90A output should also be considered. The
required voltage gain at the condition is derived as,

M3 =

n  Vo_nom
Vin

=

44  14V
= 1.87
330V

(5.4)

Thus, each phase needs to meet 1.87 voltage gain requirement at 90A output current.
The resonant frequency between Lr and Cr of the proposed LLC LDC is set to 550kHz
to reduce passive components size and improve power density. First harmonic
approximation (FHA) method is used to design the proposed three-phase interleaved LLC
converter. The final parameters of single-phase converter are shown in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4: Parameters of single-phase LLC converter
Resonant
frequency (fr)

Turns ratio (n)

Series resonant
inductor (Lr)

Series resonant
capacitor (Cr)

Magnetizing
inductor (Lm)

550kHz

44

25µH

3.4nF

125µH

The voltage gain curves of the designed single-phase LLC converter are shown in Fig.
5.6. The designed converter could meet the voltage gain requirement at 250V input,
16V/50A output, which is shown as case 1 in Fig. 5.6. In addition, both the voltage gain
requirements at 330V input, 16V/80A output and 14V/90A output can also be satisfied,
which are shown as case 2 and case 3, respectively in Fig. 5.6. In addition, the minimum
normalized switching frequency is 0.47, which is equal to 260kHz. Thus, the switching
frequency range of the designed converter is roughly between 260kHz and 550kHz.
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Case 1
Case 2

Case 3

Fig. 5.6: Voltage gain curves of the designed single-phase LLC converter
5.3.2 Simulation Verification

According to the designed parameters in Table 5.4, the simulation model of singlephase LLC converter is built and simulated by using PSIM software.
Fig. 5.7 shows the simulation results at 250V input and 16V/50A output. From Fig.
5.7, the output voltage can be regulated to 16V, which means that the designed converter
could satisfy the voltage gain requirement of 2.82. The rms current of the series resonant
inductor Lr and parallel resonant inductor Lm are 4.02A and 2.75A, respectively, at the
simulation condition. Besides, the switching frequency is 265kHz.
Vo
20
15
10
5
0
I(Lm)

I(Lr)

Time (s)

10
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0
-5
-10

11.33m
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Fig. 5.7: Simulation waveform of the designed LLC converter at 250V input 16V/50A output
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Fig. 5.8 illustrates the simulation results at 330V input and 16V/80A output. The
output voltage can also be controlled to 16V. Thus, the voltage gain requirement of 2.13 is
also satisfied. The rms current of the Lr and the Lm are 4.5A and 2.63A, respectively, at the
simulation condition.
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-10
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Fig. 5.8: Simulation waveform of the designed LLC converter at 330V input 16V/80A output

Fig. 5.9 shows the simulation waveform at 330V input and 14V/90A output. The
output voltage is controlled to 14V, confirming that voltage gain of 1.87 can be obtained.
The rms current of the Lr and the Lm at the simulation condition are 4.46A and 2.28A,
respectively. The switching frequency is 300kHz.
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Fig. 5.9: Simulation waveform of the designed LLC converter at 330V input 14V/90A output
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The simulation results verified the validity of the designed single-phase LLC
converter. Since all three phases are the same, the simulation results of other two phases
will not be included.
5.3.3 Two-PCB Vertical Structure

For single-phase four-transformer topology, there are only one series resonant inductor
Lr, one parallel resonant inductor Lm, and four transformers Tx. However, for proposed
three-phase interleaved topology, the number of magnetics is increased. Particularly, there
are three Lr, three Lm, and six Tx in total.
The magnetics components, controller circuit and active switches need to be placed on
same board if only one PCB structure is used. The vertical space of the PCB board is not
used effectively, since the height of magnetic components is much larger than controller
circuit and active switches. Thus, the power density will be degraded severely with one
PCB structure.
To make full use of the vertical space and increase the power density, a two-PCB
vertical structure is proposed. The corresponding 3D model is shown in Fig. 5.10. The top
side PCB is named as control board. All components related to control circuit are placed
on the control board, including, micro-controlled units (MCUs), gate drivers, comparators,
optocouplers, resistors, capacitors, etc. The bottom side PCB is designed as main power
board. All components related to main power circuit are placed on the main power board,
including primary side switches, secondary side switches, resonant capacitors, SCC circuit,
and output filter capacitors. A short distance is kept between two PCBs, so that the surface
mount components can be placed on the bottom side of the control board, and the top side
of the main power board. Magnetics are placed on the top side of the control board, which
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are then connected to power board by using metal connectors. There is no direct electrical
connection between the control board and the magnetics. With two-PCB vertical structure,
the power density can be almost doubled compared to conventional one-PCB structure.
Besides, a liquid cooling cold plate is added to the bottom side of main power board to
dissipate heat of the components in main power circuit, as shown in Fig. 5.10(b).
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(a) Top side view
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Control
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Power
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(b) Front side view
Fig. 5.10: 3D model of the proposed two-PCB vertical structure

5.4 Loss Analysis
In this section, the power loss on the main power circuit components is analyzed.
Particularly, the conduction loss of primary side switches, the core loss and copper loss of
magnetics, and the conduction loss and gate drive loss of secondary side SRs are estimated.
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5.4.1 Power Loss on Primary Side Switches

The simulation waveform at normal operation condition of 380V input, 14V/90A
output is presented in Fig. 5.11. The switching frequency at the simulation condition is
316kHz. The rms current for series resonant inductor Lr and parallel resonant inductor Lm
are 4.06A and 2.36A, respectively. The peak current flowing through the Lr and the Lm are
6A and 3A, respectively. Besides, the rms current of one branch of secondary side SRs is
44.75A. The peak current flowing through SRs is 110A.
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Fig. 5.11: Simulation waveform of the designed LLC converter at 380V input and 14V/90A
output

Due to the ZVS operation, there is no turn-on loss for primary side devices. Moreover,
a separate auxiliary DC source is used to supply gate drive power, which is not considered
as the main power circuit loss. Besides, the turn-off loss of GaN devices with soft switching
is very small and can be neglected. Thus, only conduction loss is calculated for primary
side switches. By taking advantage of low on-state resistance, GaN device of GS66508B
(650V/30A) from GaN Systems is used as the primary side switches. The key parameters
of the GaN device are given in Table 5.5.
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Table 5.5: Key parameters of GS66508B GaN device
Primary device

Voltage rating

GS66508B

650V

On-state resistance

Effective output
capacitance, time
related

50mΩ @ 6V, 25°C
65mΩ @ 6V, 75°C

160pF

Considering the temperature rising in practice, the on-state resistance of 65mΩ at 75°C
is selected. The conduction loss of single GaN device is calculated as,
2

PGaN _ cond =

2
I GaN
_ rms RDS ( on )

 4.06 
=
A   65m = 535.7mW
 2 

(5.5)

To avoid cross-conduction and achieve ZVS turn-on, deadtime is added between high
side and low side GaN gate signals. The deadtime should be longer enough so that ZVS
operation can be achieved at the worst case, which is occurring at the maximum input
voltage. To achieve ZVS operation at 430V input, the required deadtime should be 150ns.
The drain to source voltage Vds drops to zero quicker, when input voltage is reduced to
380V. When Vds discharges to zero, the “body diode” starts conducting until the end of the
deadtime period. Thus, extra conduction loss caused by “body diode” conduction exists.
The required deadtime at 380V input and 14V output can be calculated as,

tdead  16  Co( tr )  f s  Lm = 16  160 pF  316kHz  125 H = 100ns (5.6)
Where, Co(tr) is the time related effective output capacitance, which can be directly obtained
from the device datasheet. fs is the switching frequency.
At 380V input, 14V output, the Vds drops to zero in 100ns, Therefore, the “body diode”
conducts for the left 50ns, causing extra conduction loss of,

Pdcond = V forward I Lm _ pk tdcond f s = 2V  3 A  50ns  316kHz = 95mW
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(5.7)

Where, Vforward is the forward voltage drop of the “body diode” of GaN device, and tdcond is
the “body diode” conduction time. ILm_pk is the peak current via magnetizing inductor.
For single-phase converter, there are four GaN devices on primary side. The total loss
on these four GaN devices is calculated as,

(

)

PGaN _ total = PGaN _ cond + Pdcond  4
= ( 535.7 mW + 95mW )  4
= 2.52W

(5.8)

5.4.2 Power Loss on Magnetics

Magnetic components are the most critical design target in an LLC converter to
achieve high efficiency and high power density. Since the designed converter mainly
operates below 500kHz, 3C97 core material is used, which is suitable for switching
frequency lower than 500kHz. Moreover, Litz wire is used to minimizing the AC losses
caused by skin and proximity effect.
5.4.2.1 Power Loss on Series Resonant Inductor

PQ32/20 core is chosen to build the series resonant inductor Lr. The parameters of the
PQ32/20 core are shown in Table 5.6.
Table 5.6: Parameters of the PQ32/20 core
Core

Effective area

Size

Volume

Window area

PQ32/20

169mm2

33mm (L) ×
22mm (W) × 21
mm (H)

9440mm3

7mm × 11.5mm

According to the window area of the PQ32/20 core, the Lr winding is realized by using
15 turns of litz wire of 650 strands with an outside diameter of 1.8mm. The maximum flux
density at 380V input, 14V/90A output can be derived as,
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BLr _ max =

Lr  I Lr _ pk
N Lr Ae

=

25 H  6 A
15  169mm2

= 59.2mT

(5.9)

Where, NLr is the number of turns of the inductor Lr, ILr_pk is the peak current flowing
through the inductor Lr, and Ae is the effective area of the core.
The core loss of the Lr can be derived by using the Steinmetz equation,

Pfe = Kc f s BLr
_ maxVc

(5.10)

Where, Vc is the core volume. Typical values of Kc, σ, and β are given by the core material
manufacturers. For simply, the core loss can be calculated based on the following equation,

Pfe = PcVc

(5.11)

Where, Pc is the core loss density. The Pc value at specific maximum flux density and
temperature can be achieved directly from the core material datasheet. With 59.2mT flux
density and 70°C temperature, the core loss density Pc is 0.1mW/mm3. Thus, the core loss
of Lr is estimated as,

Pfe = Vc Pc = 9440mm3  0.1 mW mm3 = 944mW

(5.12)

The switching frequency of the LLC converter is quite high and the high frequency
effect of the winding loss cannot be ignored. For Litz wire, the AC resistance factor for
any number of strands can be derived as [73],

FR =

RLr _ ac
RLr _ dc

= 1+

( ns N Lr )

2

d s6

192 4 bw2

(5.13)

Where, ns is the number of strands used, ds is the strand diameter, δ is the skin depth, and
bw is the breath of the winding. All the related parameters are given in Table 5.7.
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Table 5.7: Parameters of series resonant inductor winding
Number of strands

Strand diameter

Skin depth

Breath of winding

650

0.0508mm

0.13mm

8.9mm

Substituting the related parameters from Table 5.7 into (5.13), the AC resistance factor
FR is then calculated as,

(  650 15)2  ( 0.0508)6
FR = 1 +
4
2
192  ( 0.13)  ( 8.9 )

= 5.16

(5.14)

The DC resistance of the selected Litz wire can be obtained directly from the datasheet.
The total DC resistance of the Lr winding is 16mΩ. Thus, the AC resistance is 83mΩ. The
copper loss caused by AC resistance can be derived as,
2
Pcu = I Lr
_ rms  RLr _ ac = ( 4.06 A )  83m = 1.37W
2

(5.15)

Where, ILr_rms is the rms current flowing through the inductor Lr.
5.4.2.2 Power Loss on Parallel Resonant Inductor

Another challenge in the magnetics design is the parallel resonant inductor Lm design.
Normally, Lm is implemented by using the magnetizing inductor of the transformer.
However, the Lm value is only 125µH and a big air gap on the transformer core is required
to reduce the magnetizing inductor to the desired value. This will add a significant amount
of fringing loss to the transformer winding. In this design, a separate parallel resonant
inductor is used. On one hand, it can avoid the extra fringing loss. On the other hand, it
shunts the high circulation current so that transformer primary winding current is reduced.
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PQ35/35 core with 3C97 material is used for the Lm. Table 5.8 shows the core
parameters. Based on the window area, the Lm winding is implemented by 44 turns of Litz
wire of 270 strands with 1.5mm outside diameter.
Table 5.8: Parameters of the PQ35/35 core
Core

Effective area

Size

Volume

Window area

PQ35/35

190mm2

36mm (L) ×
26mm (W) × 35
mm (H)

16300mm3

8.8mm × 25mm

The maximum flux density of the Lm at 380V input, 14V/90A output is calculated as,

BLm _ max =

n  Vo
44 14V
=
= 58.3mT
4 N Lm Ae f s 4  44  190mm2  316kHz

(5.16)

Where, NLm is the number of turns of the inductor Lm.
With 58.3mT flux density and 70°C temperature, the core loss density Pc is
0.095mW/mm3. Therefore, the core loss of the inductor Lm can be derived as,

Pfe = Vc Pc = 16300mm3  0.095 mW mm3 = 1.55W

(5.17)

The DC resistance of the Lm winding is 78mΩ. From (5.13), the AC resistance factor
FR is calculated as 7.62. Thus, the AC resistance is equal to 595mΩ. The corresponding
copper loss is then calculated as,
2
Pcu = I Lm
_ rms  RLm _ ac = ( 2.36 A )  595m = 3.32W
2

(5.18)

Where, ILm_rms is the rms current flowing through the inductor Lm.
5.4.2.3 Power Loss on Transformer

PQ35/35 core is also used to build the transformer. For each transformer, the primary
side winding is achieved by using 22 turns of Litz wire of 650 strands with an outside
diameter of 1.8mm. Due to the massive output current, the secondary side winding is
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obtained by using three-layer paralleled 20mm × 0.25mm copper foil. The maximum flux
density of each transformer at 380V input, 14V/90A output can be calculated as,

BTx _ max =

n  Vo
22 14V
=
= 58.3mT
4 NTx Ae f s 4  22 190mm2  316kHz

(5.19)

Where, NTx is primary side turns of the transformer.
As each transformer has the same core size and maximum flux density with the parallel
resonant inductor Lm, the core loss of each transformer is exactly the same with the inductor
Lm, which is 1.55W for each transformer. In addition, The DC and AC resistance of the
primary side and secondary side windings of each transformer are shown in Table 5.9. The
copper loss of each transformer including primary side and secondary side windings is
derived as,
2
2
Pcu = ITx
1_ rms  RTx1_ ac + ITx 2 _ rms  RTx1_ ac
2

2
 44.75  2 
=
A   70.2m + 44.75  2 A  1.85m


22


= 8W

(

)

(5.20)

Where, ITx1_rms and ITx2_rms are the rms current on transformer primary side and secondary
side, respectively.
Table 5.9: DC and AC resistance of the transformer winding

Primary side winding
Secondary side
winding (each branch)

DC resistance

Resistance factor

AC resistance

26mΩ

2.7

70.2mΩ

0.2mΩ

9.2

1.85mΩ

5.4.3 Power Loss on Secondary Side SRs
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In the designed LLC converter, the transformer secondary side is constructed by using
center-tapped configuration. For each transformer branch, two MOSFETs are connected in
parallel to share output current and reduce the conduction loss. Silicon MOSFET of
TPHR8504PL is selected as the secondary side SR. The key parameters of the MOSFET
are presented in Table 5.10.
Table 5.10: Key parameters of TPHR8504PL MOSFET
Primary device

Voltage rating

Current rating

On-state
resistance
1mΩ @ 5V, 25°C

TPHR8504PL

40V

150A

1.25mΩ @ 5V,
75°C

Gate charge
49nC @ 5V
103nC @ 10V

NCP4305 IC from ON Semiconductor is used as the SR gate driver [81]. The gate
drive power is coming from the output voltage through a step-down converter. The drain
to source voltage is detected by the gate driver IC to determine when to turn on and turn
off the MOSFETs. The switching process of the SR MOSFET is shown in Fig. 5.12. The
corresponding details can be described as follows.
At time t1, current starts to flow through the SR MOSFET. The channel is not turned
on yet, thus, current flows through the body diode. After body diode is conducting, the
drain to source voltage drops to around negative 1.2V, which is the forward voltage drop
of the body diode of the SR MOSFET. The gate driver IC keeps sensing the drain to source
voltage Vds. Only if the Vds keeps below the turn-on threshold voltage for certain time
period, the SR MSOFET will be turned on. At time t2, the MOSFET is turned on. By doing
so, false trigging caused by noise and oscillation on Vds can be avoided. In addition, the
MOSFET is turned on with almost zero voltage, and there is no turn-on loss. During the
turn-on process, the body diode conducts for a period of (t2 – t1).
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Fig. 5.12: Switch process of the SR MOSFET

Ideally, the MOSFET should be turned off when current is reduced to zero, which is
happening at time t4. However, due to the parasitic inductance from the MOSFET package
and the layout, the Vds actually hits the turn-off threshold at time t3, causing earlier turn-off
of the MOSFET. The MOSFET is turned off with almost zero voltage and very small
current, therefore, the turn-off loss is very small and is neglected in the analysis.
After the MOSFET being turned off, the current starts to flow through the body diode
again until it decreases to zero. During the turn-off process, the body diode conducts for a
period of (t4 – t3).
Based on above analysis, only conduction loss and gate drive loss are present. Besides,
extra conduction loss caused by the body diode should also be taken into consideration.
To reduce the gate drive loss, the SR gate drive voltage is set to 5V. The gate drive
loss of one SR branch is calculated as,

PSR _ drive = QGVgs f s = 2  49nC  5V  316kHz = 155mW

(5.21)

Where, QG is the gate charge of the SR MOSFET, and Vgs is the gate to source voltage.
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Considering the temperature rising, the on-state resistance of one MOSFET is
1.25mΩ at 75°C. In theory, the on-state resistance should be reduced by half, since there
are two MOSFETs connected in parallel. However, in practice, the two MOSFETs cannot
be placed exactly symmetric on the PCB, thus, the load current is not evenly distributed
into these two MOSFETs, which causes the equivalent on-state resistance larger than
theoretical analysis. A reasonable assumption is that the on-state resistance of two
MOSFETs connected in parallel is reduced to 0.7 × 1.25mΩ. Thus, the corresponding
conduction loss on the SR MOSFET channel can be derived as,
2
PSR _ cond = I SR
_ rms RDS ( on ) = ( 44.75 A )  0.7  1.25m = 1.8W
2

(5.22)

From Fig. 5.12, the body diode conduction time is consisted of (t2 – t1) during turn-on
process, and (t4 – t3) during turn-off process. The MOSFET channel conduction time is (t3
– t2). The time from t1 to t4 is half of the resonant period, which is 900ns. In addition, due
to the on-time control of NCP4305 IC, the SR on-time is set to 700ns in practice. Therefore,
the body diode will conduct for 200ns in half switching cycle. Assuming that the periods
of (t2 – t1) and (t4 – t3) are same, which will be 100ns for each period, then, the average
current flowing through the body diode of each SR MOSFET can be calculated as,

I davg =

1
1
 100ns

 I SR _ pk  sin ( ) =  110 A  sin 
 180  = 9.4 A (5.23)
4
4
 900ns


Where, ISR_pk is the peak current exerting on SR MOSFET.
The corresponding body diode conduction loss of one SR branch is calculated as,

Pdcond = 2  V forward I davg tdcond f s
= 2  1.2V  9.4 A  200ns  316kHz
= 1.5W
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(5.24)

The total loss of all four SR branches can then be summarized as,

(

)

PSR _ total = PSR _ cond + Pdcond + PSR _ drive  4
= (1.8W + 1.5W + 155mW )  4
= 13.4W

(5.25)

It is noted from (5.25), the conduction loss is the dominant loss on secondary side SRs.
5.4.4 Total Power Loss Breakdown

The total power loss breakdown of single-phase LLC converter is shown in Fig. 5.13.
The calculated total power loss at 380V input, 14V/90A output is 42.8W, leading to a
theoretical efficiency of 96.7%. The dominant power loss are the transformer copper loss
and the SR conduction loss due to the high secondary side rms current.

Fig. 5.13: Power loss breakdown of single-phase converter at 380V input and 14V/90A output

5.5 Experimental Results
To experimentally verify the effectiveness of the designed three-phase LLC converter,
a 250V – 430V DC input, 9V – 16V/3.8kW output prototype was built and tested. The
photos of the designed transformer are shown in Fig. 5.14. The photos of the developed
prototype and test bench are shown in Fig. 5.15 and Fig. 5.16, respectively. Due to the
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proposed two-PCB vertical structure, the prototype size is 185mm (length) × 135mm
(width) × 48mm (height), leading to a power density of 3kW/L.

(a) primary side terminal

(b) secondary side terminal

Fig. 5.14: Photos of the designed transformer

#1 phase

#2 phase

#3 phase

Fig. 5.15: Photo of the designed three-phase LLC converter

Oscilloscopes

Load

Prototype
Source

Fig. 5.16: Photo of the test bench
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Table 5.11: Parameters of the designed three-phase LLC LDC
Transformer

N = 44, PQ35/35 core
Lm1 = 125.5µH, Lm2 =

Parallel inductor

124.2µH, Lm3 = 127.2µH,
PQ35/35 core
Lr1 = 26.1µH, Lr2 = 25.7µH,

Series inductor

Lr3 = 26.1µH, PQ32/20 core
C1808C681JGGAC7800

Series capacitor

2KV, 680pF × 5 (per phase)
GS66508B (650V, 30A) × 4

Primary side GaNs

Secondary side SRs

(per phase)
TPHR8504PL (40V, 150A) ×
8 (per phase)
C3216JB1E336M160AC,

Output capacitor

25V, 33µF × 10 (per phase)

MCU

DSPIC33FJ32GS610 × 2

The parameters of the designed prototype are given in Table 5.11. It can be observed
from Table 5.11, the parameters of the resonant tank components are not exactly the same,
especially for the Lr and the Lm. Due to the component tolerance on resonant tank, severe
current unbalance will happen among three phases. With current unbalance, one phase may
carry more than 90A load current, another phase may carry 0A load current, which could
cause performance degrading or even worse breakdown of the board. Thus, in this chapter,
the designed converter is validated with single-phase operation. More experimental results
on two-phase operation and three-phase operation with full-wave SCC compensation will
be provided in next chapter.
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CH1: gate signal of low side MOSFET

CH3: series resonant current

CH4: parallel resonant current

(a) 20A output current
ZVS

CH1: gate signal of low side GaN CH2: drain to source voltage of low side GaN
CH3: series resonant current CH4: parallel resonant current

(b) 50A output current
Fig. 5.17: Steady-state waveform of single-phase LLC converter at 430V input, 14V output

Fig 5.17 shows the waveform of the single-phase LLC converter at 430V input, 14V
output with 20A and 50A output current. From Fig. 5.17(b), the drain to source voltage
already drops to zero before the GaN device is turned on. Thus, the GaN device is turned
on with zero voltage, and there is no turn-on loss. 430V is the maximum input voltage and
the most critical point to achieve ZVS operation, thus, ZVS operation can be guaranteed at
any other input voltages below 430V.
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Fig. 5.18 shows the waveform at 380V input, 14V/90A output. The rms current
flowing through the series resonant inductor and the parallel resonant inductor are 3.93A
and 1.98A, which is close to the simulation results of 4.03A and 2.06A. The switching
frequency at the testing condition is 318kHz which is also similar with the switching
frequency acquired from simulation result, which is 316kHz.

CH1: output voltage in AC coupling CH2: drain to source voltage of SR MOSFET
CH3: series resonant current CH4: parallel resonant current

Fig. 5.18: Steady-state waveform of single-phase LLC converter at 380V input, 14V/90A output

Fig. 5.19 illustrates the steady-state waveform at 330V input, 14V/90A output. Fig.
5.20 illustrates the steady-state waveform at 250V input, 14V/20A output. At both testing
condition, the converter works properly. ZVS turn-on can be achieved and output voltage
can be regulated at both testing conditions.
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CH1: series resonant current

CH3: drain to source voltage of low side GaN

Fig. 5.19: Steady-state waveform of single-phase LLC converter at 330V input, 14V/90A output

ZVS

CH1: gate signal of low side GaN CH2: drain to source voltage of low side GaN
CH3: series resonant current

Fig. 5.20: Steady-state waveform of single-phase LLC converter at 250V input, 14V/20A output

The thermal images of single-phase LLC converter at 380V input, 14V/70A output are
presented in Fig. 5.21. The thermal images are captured after 20 minutes operation with
fan cooling and liquid cooling. Due to the cooling methods, the temperatures of magnetics
Lr, Lm and Tx are only 34°C, 41°C, and 36°C at the testing condition.
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(a) Series resonant inductor (Temp = 34°C)

(b) Parallel resonant inductor (Temp = 41°C)

(c) Transformer (Temp = 36°C)
Fig. 5.21: Thermal images at 380V input, 14V/70A output with fan cooling and liquid cooling

The measured efficiencies of single-phase converter at different input voltages and
output currents are shown in Fig. 5.22. Since the converter is designed with 60% of the full
load if input voltage is between 250V and 330V, the converter is tested with the maximum
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output current of 60A at 250V input. A peak efficiency of 96.5% is obtained at 250V input,
14V/40A output. When input voltage is between 330V and 430V, the converter is tested
with full load, which is 90A at 14V output. A peak efficiency of 96.7% is achieved at 380V
input, 14V/50A output. The full load efficiency at 380V is 96%, which is 0.7% lower than
the mathematic analysis. This is because the conduction loss caused by parasitic resistance
on the board is not considered in the theoretical analysis. Due to the high rms current on
secondary side, very small parasitic resistance on secondary side could cause nonnegligible conduction loss.

Fig. 5.22: Measured efficiencies of designed single-phase LLC converter at 14V output

5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, a three-phase interleaved LLC converter is proposed for high power
EV LDC application. Compared with conventional single-phase single-transformer
configuration, and single-phase four-transformer configuration, the proposed three-phase
interleaved LLC converter could provide reduced conduction loss on both primary side and
secondary side switches. Moreover, it could also provide copper loss reduction on
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magnetics. A two-PCB vertical structure is proposed to utilize the vertical space of the PCB
board and improve the power density. A power density of 3kW/L is obtained.
The design procedure of single-phase converter is presented. The corresponding
simulation results validate the correctness of the designed converter. The power loss on
primary side switches, magnetics and secondary side switches are analyzed theoretically.
Finally, a prototype of 250V – 430V DC input, 14V/270A/3.8kW output has been built.
The developed prototype is verified through single-phase operation, since the other two
phases will be the same. Experimental results show that the designed converter works
properly at different input and output conditions. A peak efficiency of 96.7% and a full
load efficiency of 96% are obtained at 380V input, 14V output.
In next chapter, the current sharing feature among three phases will be analyzed, and
the two-phase operation and three-phase operation with full-wave SCC circuit will be
examined.
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Adaptive Hysteresis Comparison Control of Load Sharing for ThreePhase Interleaved SCC-LLC DC-DC Converter
6.1 Introduction
In Chapter 5, a three-phase interleaved LLC converter has been designed and verified
for high output current low output voltage DC-DC charger (LDC) in electric vehicle (EV)
application. The designed prototype is validated by using single-phase operation instead of
two-phase operation and three-phase operation due to the output current unbalance caused
by resonant component tolerance. In this chapter, full-wave SCC is added on each phase
of the proposed three-phase interleaved LLC converter to compensate the component
tolerance and to achieve current sharing.
The concept of switch-controlled capacitor (SCC) was introduced in [82]. It provides
a simple solution for interleaving, load sharing and phase shedding. Both half-wave SCC
and full-wave SCC have been successfully applied on two-phase LLC converter to achieve
interleaving and load sharing [83, 84]. The authors either combined fixed switching
frequency with full-wave SCC or variable switching frequency with half-wave SCC.
However, the first solution limited the voltage gain variation range, which made the circuit
only work in a narrow input and output range. The second solution needed extra logic
circuit to prevent SCC MOSEFT body diode from conducting. Moreover, since only one
phase was designed with SCC, it may lose current sharing ability if the phase with SCC
carries higher current than that of the phase without SCC.
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The topology of three-phase interleaved LLC converter with full-wave SCC is shown
again in Fig. 6.1. The full-wave SCC circuit contains one capacitor in parallel with two
MOSFETs. Due to the existing of SCC circuit on each phase, current sharing can be
achieved no matter which phase could potentially carry the highest/lowest current.
Conventional frequency modulation is used to regulate output voltage. An adaptive
hysteresis comparison control scheme is proposed to control SCC MOSFETs to achieve
current sharing. The proposed control strategy can be integrated into a cost-effective microcontroller unit (MCU).
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S8
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Q9

Q12
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S10
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Ca3
Q10
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Tx6
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Fig. 6.1: Three-phase interleaved LLC converter with full-wave SCC

The chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 discusses the operation principle of
the half-wave and full-wave SCC circuits; Section 6.3 analyzes the current sharing
characteristic among three phases, and compares the current sharing performance with and
without SCC circuit by simulation; Section 6.4 explains the details of the proposed adaptive
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hysteresis comparison control method; experimental results and a conclusion are provided
in section 6.5 and section 6.6, respectively.
6.2 Operation Principle of SCC Circuit
Through turning on/off of the SCC MOSFETs, both half-wave and full-wave SCC
circuits can be used to adjust the equivalent resonant capacitance in LLC converter, so that
the voltage gain of three phases can be matched and current sharing can be achieved. This
section discusses the operation principle of both SCC circuits.
6.2.1 Half-wave SCC Circuit

Fig. 6.2 shows the schematic of a half-wave SCC circuit. It consists a capacitor in
parallel with a MOSFET. Fig. 6.3 presents the operation waveform of the half-wave SCC
circuit. Ca is the SCC capacitor. Cr is the series resonant capacitor. By connecting the SCC
capacitor Ca in and out of the resonant tank, the equivalent resonant capacitance Cr_eq could
be modulated.

VCa
ICa

Ca
B

Is

IAB

Cr

A
SCC1

Fig. 6.2: Schematic of the half-wave SCC circuit

The operation principle of half-wave SCC is described as follows [85].
Assuming a sinusoidal current IAB is flowing through the SCC circuit, the current zerocrossing points are at angle 0, π, 2π, …. etc.
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For a positive half cycle, SCC1 is turned off at angle 2nπ+α, or α degree after the zerocrossing points (from negative to positive) of the current. After SCC1 is turned off, the
current flows from A to B via Ca and charges the capacitor until the next current zerocrossing point at (2n+1)π.
Then, the current IAB reverse direction, and begins to discharge Ca. After Ca is
completely discharged, the negative current is about to flow from B to A via the body diode
of SCC1. SCC1 is turned on as soon as the Ca voltage drops to zero. Thus, ZVS turn-on is
achieved for SCC1. Moreover, its body diode is not conducted. SCC1 remains on for the rest
of the cycle and turns off again at angle (2n+2)π+α. The delay angle α is defined from the
positive current zero-crossing point to the SCC1 turn-off point, as shown in Fig. 6.3. Its
variation range is from 0° to 180°. Since a large capacitor Ca (several nF) is connected in
parallel with SCC1, the voltage VCa rises slowly after SCC1 is turned off. Therefore, ZVS
turn-off is also achieved for the MOSFET.
IAB
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π
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0

Fig. 6.3: Waveform of the half-wave SCC circuit

Considering the fundamental component in the Fourier series of voltage VCa and
current IAB, the equivalent capacitance of the half-wave SCC circuit can be derived as,
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Csc =

2Ca

2 − ( 2 − sin ( 2 ) ) 

(6.1)

For LLC converter, the equivalent resonant capacitor Cr_eq becomes the series
connection of the half-wave SCC and the series resonant capacitor Cs, as shown in Fig. 6.2.
Thus, the equivalent resonant capacitance is calculated as,

Cr _ eq =

Csc Cr
Csc + Cr

(6.2)

Substituting (6.1) into (6.2), the equivalent resonant capacitance can be rewritten as,

Cr _ eq =

2 Ca Cr
2 ( Ca + Cr ) − 2 Cr + sin ( 2 ) Cr

(6.3)

When α = 0°, SCC1 and its body diode keep OFF all the time. Current IAB flows through
capacitor Ca all the time. The equivalent resonant capacitance is at the minimum value
which is equal to Cr and Ca connected in series. When α = 180°, SCC1 keeps ON all the
time. The SCC capacitor is short circuit, which makes the equivalent resonant capacitance
equal to its maximum value of Cr.
As described before, half-wave SCC circuit only modulates resonant capacitance in
positive half cycle, which causes asymmetrical resonant current in positive and negative
half cycles. Thus, the energy transferred to output side in two half cycles are different,
which is not desirable for LLC converter.
6.2.2 Full-wave SCC Circuit

To achieve symmetrical resonant current, full-wave SCC circuit can be applied. The
structure of a full-wave SCC circuit is shown in Fig. 6.4. The circuit consists a capacitor
and two MOSFETs with back-to-back configuration. Fig. 6.5 shows the corresponding
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operation waveform. By controlling the capacitor Ca in and out of the resonant tank, the
equivalent resonant capacitance Cr_eq can also be adjusted.

VCa
ICa

Ca
B

Is

IAB

Cr

A

SCC2

SCC1

Fig. 6.4: Schematic of the full-wave SCC circuit
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Fig. 6.5: Waveform of the full-wave SCC circuit

The control scheme of the full-wave SCC circuit can be described as follows [85].
For a positive half cycle, SCC1 is turned off at angle 2nπ+α, or α degree after the zerocrossing points (from negative to positive) of the current. After SCC1 is turned off, current
IAB flows from A to B via Ca. Due to the large capacitance of Ca, the voltage VCa increases
slowly, leading to ZVS turn-off for SCC1. The current keeps charging the capacitor until
next current zero-crossing point at (2n+1)π.
Then, the current reverses direction, and begins to discharge Ca. After Ca is fully
discharged, the negative current is about to flow from B to A via the body diode of SCC1.
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To achieve ZVS turn-on and prevent the body diode from conducting, SCC1 is turned on as
soon as the capacitor voltage drops to zero. It remains on for the rest of cycle and turns off
again at angle (2n+2)π+α.
Following the same procedure, SCC2 controls the negative half cycle. It is turned off at
angle (2n+1)π+α, or α degree after the zero-crossing points (from positive to negative) of
the current. When capacitor voltage VCa discharges to zero, SCC2 is turned on with ZVS.
Besides, due to the large capacitance of Ca, ZVS turn-off is also achieved for SCC2. The
angle α changes from 90° to 180°.
It can be observed from Fig. 6.5 that current IAB flows through SCC1 and SCC2, when
both switches are ON at the same time, otherwise, it flows via SCC capacitor Ca to charge
and discharge it. Considering the fundamental components in Fourier series of voltage VCa
and current IAB, the equivalent capacitance of full-wave SCC, CSC can be calculated as a
function of delay angle α,

Csc =

Ca

2 − ( 2 − sin ( 2 ) ) 

(6.4)

The equivalent resonant capacitance Cr_eq can be rewritten as,

Cr _ eq =

 Ca Cr
 Ca + 2 Cr − 2 Cr + sin ( 2 ) Cr

(6.5)

When α = 90°, SCC1 and SCC2 are not ON at the same time, current IAB always flows
through capacitor Ca, making capacitor Ca fully connected into the circuit. The equivalent
resonant capacitance is at the minimum value, which is equal to Cr and Ca connected in
series. When α = 180°, SCC1 and SCC2 are always ON, and Ca is short circuit by these two
MOSFETs. The equivalent resonant capacitance is at its maximum value of Cr.
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Fig. 6.6 shows the ratio of equivalent resonant capacitor Cr_eq over series resonant
capacitor Cr with respect to SCC angle α. In this example, Cr is 3.4nF, and Ca is 10nF.
From Fig. 6.6, both half-wave and full-wave SCC circuits have the same capacitance
modulation capacity. The ratio Cr_eq over Cr for half-wave SCC is changing from 0.75 to 1
over entire delay angle α variation range. The difference is that the delay angle α of halfwave SCC varies from 0° to 180°, but the delay angle α of full-wave SCC varies from 90°
to 180°.

Fig. 6.6: Capacitance ratio of Cr_eq over Cr with respect angle α

To sum up, the following facts are observed.
1. Both half-wave SCC and full-wave SCC could achieve ZVS operation during turnon and turn-off process.
2. For both SCC circuits, the SCC MOSFETs are turned on as soon as the SCC
capacitor voltage drops to zero. The body diode of the MOSFET is prevented from
conducting.
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3. For both SCC circuits, they have the same capacitance modulation range. They
compensate component tolerance through decreasing equivalent resonant
capacitance.
4. Compared to half-wave SCC, full-wave SCC is preferred for LLC converter due
to the symmetrical modulation in both positive and negative half cycles.
This chapter focuses on applying full-wave SCC circuit into the three-phase
interleaved LLC converter.
6.3 Current Sharing Characteristic among Three-phase LLC Converter
Due to resonant component tolerance, the resonant frequencies of three phases are
slightly different from each other, which will cause different voltage gains at same
switching frequency. The voltage gain of LLC converter in boost mode (voltage gain
higher than unity) can be derived using time-domain method [86, 87]. It is expressed as,

Vo
2
=−
Vin
n

Z r r
4n 2 f s Ro

( cos − 1) +

1
Zp
2 Lmr

sin − ( cos + 1)

(6.6)

All definitions are given as follows.

Zr =

p =

Lr
Zp =
Cr ,

Lr + Lm
, r =
Cr


1

1

1
Lr Cr

(6.7)

1 

,  =  p  2 f −  
( Lr + Lm ) Cr
s
r 


(6.8)

Where, fs is switching frequency. ωp and ωr are the parallel resonant frequency and series
resonant frequency in radians, Ro is the output load resistor, n is the transformer turns ratio.
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A set of voltage gain curves are obtained based on (6.6) and plotted in Fig. 6.7. The
specifications are: Vin = 380V, Vo = 14V, and Io = 90A. The total transformer turns ratio is
44 : 1. The nominal values of resonant components Lr, Lm, and Cr are 25uH, 125uH, and
3.4nF, respectively. Moreover, +5% tolerance is assumed on Lr, Lm, and Cr for the first
phase. 0% and -5% tolerances are assumed on Lr, Lm, and Cr for the second phase and the
third phase, respectively.

Fig. 6.7: Voltage gains of LLC converter at 380V input, 14V/90A output

From Fig. 6.7, different component tolerance causes different voltage gains at same
switching frequency. Taking 340kHz as an example, the first phase with -5% tolerance has
the highest voltage gain, which is around 1.54. The voltage gain is reduced to 1.45 for the
0% tolerance phase. The third phase with +5% tolerance has the lowest voltage gain, which
is 1.39 at 340kHz. As mentioned before, when interleaved, all three phases operate at same
switching frequency. Furthermore, the input voltage and output voltage are the same for
all three phases due to the input-parallel and output-parallel structure. Thus, same voltage
gain at same switching frequency is a prerequisite for interleaving. However, when three
phases are connected in parallel, the first phase should carry a heavier load to reduce its
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voltage gain, and the third phase should carry a lighter load to increase its voltage gain.
Therefore, severe output current unbalance will happen.
The output current of the LLC converter can be derived from (6.6), and it is expressed
as,

Io =

Zp


Vo
4n 2 f sVo
2Vin
=
−
sin 
 cos + 1 −
Ro Z r r ( cos − 1) 
nVo 2 Lmr


(6.9)

Fig. 6.8 shows the output current versus switching frequency at 380V input, 14V
output. The peak output current obtained by mathematic calculation is the theoretical
maximum capacity of such resonant tank. At 340kHz, the output current for three phases
are 63A, 26A and 0A, respectively. The first phase with -5% tolerance carries 63A load
current. On the other hand, the third phase with +5% tolerance carries 0A load current.
This is consistent with the result analyzed from voltage gain point of view. Therefore, there
is no current sharing among three phases when component tolerance is considered.

Fig. 6.8: Output current of LLC converter at 380V input, 14V output

To compensate component tolerance and achieve load sharing, full-wave SCC circuit
is added into the resonant tank. By controlling the delay angle α, the equivalent resonant
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capacitor Cr_eq is adjusted so that the voltage gain could be modulated to match with each
other, then, current sharing could be obtained. Substituting the equivalent resonant
capacitance of (6.5) into (6.9), the output current with full-wave SCC compensation can be
recalculated as,

4n 2 f s Cr _ eq ( ) Vo 
2V
 cos + 1 − in − 
Io ( fs , ) =

cos − 1
nVo 2



1  1
1 

+
sin




Lm  Lr Lm 

(6.10)

Where, Cr_eq(α) is the calculated equivalent resonant capacitance with full-wave SCC
circuit.
Defining the actual values of resonant components for three phases are Lr1, Lm1, Cr1,
Ca1, Lr2, Lm2, Cr2, Ca2, and Lr3, Lm3, Cr3, Ca3, respectively. Tolerances on resonant
components are included. The output currents of all three phases are expressed as,
First phase:

I o1 ( f s , 1 )
4n 2 f s Cr _ eq1 (1 )Vo 
2V
 cos + 1 − in − 
=

cos − 1
nVo 2



1  1
1 
+

 sin 

Lm1  Lr1 Lm1 


(6.11)

Second phase:

Io2 ( fs , 2 )
4n 2 f s Cr _ eq 2 ( 2 )Vo 
2V
 cos + 1 − in − 
=

cos − 1
nVo 2

Third phase:
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1
Lm 2

 1
1
+

 Lr 2 Lm 2



 sin  (6.12)




I o3 ( f s ,  3 )
4n 2 f s Cr _ eq 3 ( 3 )Vo 
2V
 cos + 1 − in − 
=

cos − 1
nVo 2



1  1
1 
 (6.13)
+
sin




Lm3  Lr 3 Lm3 


With a good SCC compensation, the output currents of three phases will be the same.
Thus, the following relationship can be built,

I o1 ( f s , 1 ) = I o 2 ( f s ,  2 )
I o1 ( f s , 1 ) = I o3 ( f s ,  3 )
I o 2 ( f s ,  2 ) = I o3 ( f s ,  3 )

(6.14)

In (6.14), there are four unknown parameters in three equations, which are switching
frequency fs, and delay angle α1, α2, and α3. In theory, multiple combinations of switching
frequency fs and delay angle α can be solved to meet current sharing requirement. To solve
(6.14), either fs or one of the delay angle α should be assigned to a given value. Since
frequency modulation is used to regulate output voltage, wide variation range is expected
for fs. Besides, SCC angle α is tuned to compensate resonant component tolerance, which
has small impact on the normal operation of LLC converter. It is reasonable to set one
delay angle α to a given value.
As mentioned before, smaller angle α will reduce the equivalent resonant capacitance
to increase the output current. Therefore, after current sharing is achieved, the first phase
with -5% tolerance will have the largest angle α1, the second phase with 0% tolerance will
have the second largest angle α2, and the third phase with +5% tolerance will have the
smallest angle α3. Thus, the delay angle α1 can be set to a given value. The angle α2 and α3
can be reduced accordingly to increase the output current and achieve current sharing.
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In theory, the delay angle α1 can be set to any value in the range from 90° to 180° for
full-wave SCC circuit. However, setting delay angle α1 to a bigger value instead of a
smaller value has several advantages. Specifically,
1) Smaller voltage rating on SCC MOSFETs. The voltage rating of SCC MOSFETs
is the maximum voltage on SCC capacitor Ca, and it can be calculated as,

VCa_max =

1 ( − )Ts
iAB ( t )dt
Ca 0



(6.15)

Where, iAB(t) is the current flowing through SCC circuit. Larger angle α leads to
shorter charging time for the capacitor Ca. The maximum voltage across Ca will be
reduced. Thus, lower voltage rating MOSFETs can be used, which usually have
lower on-state resistance.
2) Less deviation on quality factor of the LLC converter. The quality factor of the
LLC converter is derived as,

Qe =

 2 I o Lr Cr _ eq
8n 2Vo

(6.16)

With large delay angle α, the equivalent resonant capacitance Cr_eq will be towards
to the original series resonant capacitor Cr. Thus, the modified quality factor will
be closer to the nominal quality factor. Besides, the modified LLC operating points
will be closer to the pre-designed operating points with nominal resonant
parameters, which usually have been optimized.
3) Larger tolerance compensation margin. SCC circuit compensates component
tolerance by reducing angle α. For full-wave SCC, it will loss compensation
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capacity when angle α is decreased to 90°. Therefore, larger angle α provides more
compensation margin than smaller angle α.
Simulation studies are carried out by using PSIM software to verify the validity of the
above mathematical analysis. The first phase delay angle α1 is set to 180° and 150°,
respectively. The required delay angle α2 and α3 for the second phase and the third phase
will be derived for current sharing. The simulation performance between α1 = 180° and α1
= 150° are compared.
Case 1: α1 = 180°
Angle α1 is set to 180° to bypass the first phase SCC capacitor Ca. At 380V input, 14V
output and 340kHz frequency, the first phase with -5% tolerance outputs 63A load. Fig.
6.9 shows the relationship of output current versus SCC angle α for the second phase and
the third phase. To deliver the same amount of load, the required angle α2 and α3 of 0%
tolerance and +5% tolerance phases should be 123° and 103°. Thus, the total output current
of three phases will be 189A (3 × 63A).

Fig. 6.9: Output current versus angle α at 380V input, 14V output and 340kHz frequency
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With SCC compensation, the voltage gain curves at 380V input, 14V/63A output are
drawn in Fig. 6.10. Three gain curves are intersected at 340kHz with a voltage gain of 1.54,
which means that three phases have the same voltage gain at same switching frequency
with same load condition. Thus, current sharing could be achieved by using SCC
compensation from voltage gain point of view.

Fig. 6.10: Voltage gains of LLC converter with SCC compensation at 340kHz frequency

Fig. 6.11 shows the simulation result of three-phase operation at 380V input,
14V/189A output, and 340kHz frequency without SCC compensation. From Fig. 6.11, the
rms values of the primary side current are 6.2A, 2.4A, and 1.8A, respectively. In addition,
the average values of the secondary side rectified current (output current) are 143A, 46A,
and 0A, respectively. Thus, severe current unbalance is existing due to the resonant
component tolerance.
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Fig. 6.11: Simulation waveform at 380V input, 14V output and 340kHz frequency without SCC
compensation

Fig. 6.12 shows the simulation result at 380V input, 14V/189A output, and 340kHz
frequency by using PSIM software. SCC compensation is applied in this simulation case.
Angle α1 of the first phase is set to 180°, angle α2 of the second phase is set to 123°, and
angle α3 of the third phase is set to 103°. From Fig. 6.12(a), the rms values of the primary
side current are 2.9A, 2.8A, and 2.7A, respectively. Besides, the average values of the
secondary side rectified current are 64A, 63A and 62A, respectively. Three phases carry
almost the same amount of output current, which confirms the effectiveness of the SCC
compensation. The SCC capacitor voltage of the first phase is zero since the capacitor is
short circuit by the SCC MOSFTs, as shown in Fig. 6.12(b). It can also be observed from
Fig. 6.12(b) that the peak capacitor voltage is 130V for the +5% tolerance phase. In
addition, the SCC MOSFET is turned and turned off with zero voltage.
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(b) SCC capacitor voltage
Fig. 6.12: Secondary side rectified current and SCC capacitor voltage at 380V input, 14V output
and 340kHz frequency with SCC compensation

Case 2: α1 = 150°
If set angle α1 of the -5% tolerance phase to 150°, another combination of α2, α3, and
fs could be solved to achieve current sharing. To deliver 63A load at 380V input and 14V
output, the switching frequency is increased to 343kHz. Fig. 6.13 shows the relationship
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of output current versus SCC angle α for the second phase and the third phase. The required
α2 and α3 of 0% and +5% tolerance phases should be set to 118° and 99°, respectively. Fig.
6.14 shows the voltage gain curves with SCC compensation. All three phases could achieve
1.54 voltage gain at 343kHz frequency.

Fig. 6.13: Output current versus angle α at 380V input, 14V output and 343kHz frequency

Fig. 6.14: Voltage gains of LLC converter with SCC compensation at 343kHz frequency

Fig. 6.15 shows the simulation result at 380V input, 14V output, and 343kHz
frequency by using PSIM software. The SCC angle α for three phases are set to 150°, 118°,
and 99°, respectively. It can be observed from Fig. 6.15(a) that the rms values of the
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primary side current are 2.85A, 2.82A and 2.7A, respectively. In addition, the average
values of the secondary side rectified current are 63A, 64A and 62A, respectively. Good
current sharing performance is also achieved. However, the peak capacitor voltage of the
+5% tolerance phase is increased to 145V as shown in Fig. 6.15(b).
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Fig. 6.15: Secondary side rectified current and SCC capacitor voltage at 380V input, 14V output
and 343kHz frequency with SCC compensation
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The above simulation results verify that multiple combinations of frequency fs and
angle α are present to satisfy load current sharing requirement. It is noted that SCC circuit
decreases the equivalent resonant capacitance and increases the resonant frequency by
reducing the angle α. The increasing on resonant frequency increases the voltage gain at
same switching frequency, and therefore, increases the output current at same voltage gain.
Thus, when angle α decreases, the output current increases. Besides, larger angle α reduces
the charging time of capacitor Ca, leading to lower peak voltage across it. Lower voltage
rating MOSFETs can be used. It is a good choice to set the delay angle α to its maximum
for the phase that carries the highest load current; then, reducing delay angle α of other two
phases to increase their output current to match with the highest load current phase.
6.4 Proposed Adaptive Hysteresis Comparison Control Strategy
Among digital controllers, the cost-effective MCU is preferred in industrial
applications. In this work, two Microchip dsPIC33FJ32GS610 MCUs are used to
implement the proposed control scheme.
The voltage loop is implemented in secondary side MCU by using conventional PI
control method. Frequency modulation is performed to regulate the output voltage. The
digital implementation of the voltage loop is shown in Fig. 6.16. A resistor voltage divider
is used to scale down the output voltage. The divided output voltage is then sensed by the
MCU ADC module and compared with the reference voltage. The error signal is processed
by digital PI controller in MCU to calculate the required switching period information.
Based on the calculation result, the PWM module generates the gate signal at specific
switching frequency for primary side switches.
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Fig. 6.16: Digital implementation of voltage loop

The current loop is implemented in primary side MCU. An adaptive hysteresis
comparison control scheme is proposed to adjust SCC angle α. It is desirable to achieve
largest angle α for the phase that carries the highest load current so that the voltage rating
of SCC MOSFETs can be reduced. In addition, when delay angle α is reduced, the output
current of that phase will be increased, and vice versa. The proposed SCC angle α tuning
process is described as follows.
At start up, three phases angle α are set to the maximum value. The difference among
three phases output current is large. Based on energy balancing, all three phases’ input
current are sampled and compared to estimate output current sharing performance. Of all
three phases, there is one phase which carries the highest current; and there is another phase
which carries the lowest current. Delay angle α is tuned by Δα degree every step based on
the comparison result. The controller keeps checking angle α of the highest current phase.
If the angle α is smaller than its maximum value, the controller increases the angle α to
decrease its load current at first. Until the angle α arrives its maximum value, the controller
starts to decrease angle α of the lowest current phase to increase its load current. After
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several cycles, new relationship among three phases’ input current will be built, and the
controller adjusts angle α based on new comparison result. The angle α is tuned step-bystep to eliminate the difference among three-phase input currents. Finally, the total output
current will be distributed into three phases equally. Fig. 6.17 shows the flowchart of the
proposed current sharing strategy. To filter out unexpected current sensing noise, hysteresis
is added into the current loop. Only if the comparison result of three phases input current
keeps constant for consecutive several times, angle α of the corresponding phase will be
updated then; otherwise, angle α will keep unchanged. Due to the existing of SCC on each
phase, current sharing could always be achieved no matter which phase potentially carries
the highest or the lowest load current.
Set α1, α2, α3 to αmax

Sense and compare
Iin1, Iin2, Iin3

Check α of the highest
Iin phase
If (α == αmax)

N

Phase with highest Iin
α = α + Δα

Y
Phase with smallest Iin
α = α - Δα

Fig. 6.17: Control flowchart of the proposed current sharing control strategy

To avoid oscillation and eliminate the interference between two loops, current loop is
designed much slower than voltage loop. By doing so, the tuning of angle α is always
performed with stabilized and constant output voltage. Besides, current loop will not
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interfere the operation of voltage loop, which is the highest priority for the LLC converter
to work correctly.
Fig 6.18 shows the digital implementation of the current loop. PWM module in MCU
is used to generate gate single for SCC MOSFETs. The PWM signal is synchronized with
the zero-crossing points of resonant current of the corresponding phase. A current
transformer (CT) and a comparator are used to sense the resonant current zero-crossing
point. Then, the output of the comparator is transmitted to MCU as an external interrupt
(INT) to reset SCC PWM signal every switching cycle.
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Fig. 6.18: Digital implementation of the proposed current loop

6.5 Experimental Results
The photo of the developed three-phase interleaved LLC prototype is shown again in
Fig. 6.19. The SCC circuit has already been added on the main power PCB of the prototype.
As the SCC circuit is connected in series with the series resonant capacitor, it is placed on
the top side of the main power board. The parameters of the prototype including SCC
circuit are presented in Table 6.1. Silicon MOSFET of IPB200N25N3 from Infineon is
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used as the SCC switches. Three 450V/4700pF NP0 series ceramic capacitors connected
in parallel are used as the SCC capacitor. In addition, when delay angle α changes from
140° to 180° (as shown in Fig. 6.6), the equivalent resonant capacitance variation is very
limited. Therefore, the maximum angle α is set to 140° in the following testing.

#1 phase

#2 phase

#3 phase

Fig. 6.19: Photos of the designed three-phase LLC LDC with full-wave SCC

Fig. 6.20 shows the waveforms of single-phase SCC-LLC converter at 380V input,
14V/90A output. The SCC angle α is set to 140°, which is the largest delay angle α in
testing. From Fig. 6.20, SCC MOSFET is turned on as soon as the capacitor voltage is
discharged to zero. ZVS turn-on is achieved. Moreover, the body diode of the SCC
MOSFET is not conducted. In addition, the SCC capacitor voltage increases slowly after
the SCC MOSFET is turned off, resulting in ZVS turn-off.
Fig. 6.21 compares the measured efficiencies of single-phase converter with and
without SCC at 380V input, 14V output. When output current is below 55A, the efficiency
with SCC circuit is lower than that of without SCC circuit. However, the efficiency with
SCC circuit is higher at heavy load condition. Due to the ZVS turn-on and turn-off, SCC
circuit does not have much impact on system efficiency.
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Table 6.1: Parameters of the designed three-phase LLC LDC with full-wave SCC
Transformer

N = 44, PQ35/35 core
Lm1 = 125.5µH, Lm2 =

Parallel inductor

124.2µH, Lm3 = 127.2µH,
PQ35/35 core
Lr1 = 26.1µH, Lr2 = 25.7µH,

Series inductor

Lr3 = 26.1µH, PQ32/20 core
C1808C681JGGAC7800

Series capacitor

2KV, 680pF × 5 (per phase)
C2012NP02W472J125AA,

SCC capacitor

450V, 4700pF × 3 (per phase)
GS66508B (650V, 30A) × 4

Primary side GaNs

(per phase)
TPHR8504PL (40V, 150A) ×

Secondary side SRs

12 (per phase)
IPB200N25N3 (250V, 64A) ×

SCC MOSFETs

2 (per phase)
C3216JB1E336M160AC,

Output capacitor

25V, 33µF × 10 (per phase)

MCU

DSPIC33FJ32GS610 × 2

CH1: gate signal of SCC1
CH3: SCC capacitor voltage

CH2: gate signal of SCC2
CH4: series resonant current

Fig. 6.20: Waveform of single-phase SCC-LLC converter at 380V input, 14V/90A output
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Fig. 6.21: Measured efficiencies of single-phase LLC converter with and without SCC circuit at
380V input, 14V output

To improve the light load efficiency, phase shedding technique is performed. The
prototype is tested at 250V, 330V and 380V input voltages, with single-phase, two-phase
and three-phase modes, respectively.
1. At 250V input, 14V output, the converter operates at single-phase mode if the
output current is less than 50A. It will operate at two-phase mode if the output
current is between 50A and 100A. From 100A to 165A output current, the
converter works at three-phase mode.
2. At 330V input, 14V output, the converter operates at single-phase mode if the
output current is less than 70A. If the output current is changing from 70A to 120A,
the converter works at two-phase mode. If the output current is between 120A and
270A, the converter operates at three-phase mode.
3. At 380V input, 14V output, the converter operates at single-phase mode if output
current is less than 70A. If output current is between 70A and 140V, the converter
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operates at two-phase mode. In addition, if the output current is between 140A and
270A, the converter operates at three-phase mode.
Two oscilloscopes are used during the testing, one is used to measure the series
resonant current; the other one is used to measure the SCC capacitor voltage.
6.5.1 Testing Results of Single-phase Operation

Fig. 6.22 shows the waveforms of the resonant current and the SCC capacitor voltage
at 250V input, 14A/50A output. Single-phase operation is performed to carry the output
current. The first phase is enabled. The second phase and the third phase are disabled.
Delay angle α of the first phase is set at 140°. The rms current of the series resonant inductor
is 3.36A. In addition, the SCC capacitor peak voltage of the first phase is 50V.
Fig. 6.23 shows the thermal image captured at the testing condition with fan cooling
and liquid cooling. It can be observed from Fig. 6.23 that only the first phase is operating,
and the hottest spot is the parallel resonant inductor winding, which is around 42°C.

(a) series resonant current
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(b) SCC capacitor voltage
Fig. 6.22: Waveform of single-phase SCC-LLC converter at 250V input, 14V/50A output

Fig. 6.23: Thermal images at 250V input, 14V/50A output with fan cooling and liquid cooling
6.5.2 Testing Results of Two-phase Operation

Fig. 6.24 shows the waveforms of the resonant current and the SCC capacitor voltage
at 250V input, 14A/100A output. Two-phase operation is performed to carry the output
current. The first phase and the third phase are enabled. The second phase is shut down.
Besides, 0° and 90° interleaving are implemented in the testing to attenuate output voltage
ripple. From Fig. 6.24, the measured rms current of the series resonant inductor are 3.26A
and 3.18A. Good current sharing performance is obtained. The delay angle α of the first
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phase is at its maximum value, which is 140°. The delay angle α of the third phase is
reduced to 128° for current sharing. In addition, the SCC capacitor peak voltage of the third
phase is 50V.

CH1: #1 series resonant current

CH3: #3 series resonant current

(a) series resonant current

CH2: #1 SCC capacitor voltage

CH3: #3 SCC capacitor voltage

(b) SCC capacitor voltage
Fig. 6.24: Waveform of two-phase SCC-LLC converter at 250V input, 14V/100A output with
interleaving

Fig. 6.25 illustrates the waveform of the resonant current and the SCC capacitor
voltage at 330V input, 14A/120A output. 0° and 90° interleaving are also implemented.
From Fig. 6.25, the measured rms current of the series resonant inductor are 3.26A and
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3.14A. The delay angle α of the first phase and the third phase are 140° and 126°,
respectively. Good current sharing performance is also achieved between two phases.

CH1: #1 series resonant current

CH3: #3 series resonant current

(a) series resonant current

CH2: #1 SCC capacitor voltage

CH3: #3 SCC capacitor voltage

(b) SCC capacitor voltage
Fig. 6.25: Waveform of two-phase SCC-LLC converter at 330V input, 14V/120A output with
interleaving

Fig. 6.26 shows the waveform of the resonant current and the SCC capacitor voltage
at 380V input, 14A/130A output. The first phase and the third phase are enabled. 0° and
90° interleaving are implemented. From Fig. 6.26, the measured rms current of the series
resonant inductor are 3.11A and 2.90A. The delay angle α of the first phase and the third
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phase are 140° and 133°, respectively. The SCC capacitor peak voltage of the third phase
is around 40V.

CH1: #1 series resonant current

CH3: #3 series resonant current

(a) series resonant current

CH2: #1 SCC capacitor voltage

CH3: #3 SCC capacitor voltage

(b) SCC capacitor voltage
Fig. 6.26: Waveform of two-phase SCC-LLC converter at 380V input, 14V/130A output with
interleaving

Fig. 6.27 shows the thermal image captured at 380V input, 14V/130A output with fan
cooling and liquid cooling. It can be observed from Fig. 6.27 that the first phase and the
third phase are operating, and the second phase is shut down. The highest temperature is
52°C at the testing condition.
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Fig. 6.27: Thermal images at 380V input, 14V/130A output with fan cooling and liquid cooling
6.5.3 Testing Results of Three-phase Operation

Fig. 6.28 shows the waveforms of the resonant current and the SCC capacitor voltage
at 250V input, 14A/165A output. All three phases are operating at the same time. From
Fig. 6.28, delay angle α1, α2 and α3 are 140°, 136°, and 122°, respectively. The rms current
for three phases are 3.56A, 3.48A, and 3.39A. The rms current difference is 0.17A. Good
current sharing performance is achieved among three phases.

CH1: #1 series resonant current

CH2: #2 series resonant current

(a) series resonant current
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CH3: #3 series resonant current

CH1: #1 SCC capacitor voltage

CH2: #2 SCC capacitor voltage

CH3: #3 SCC capacitor voltage

(b) SCC capacitor voltage
Fig. 6.28: Waveform of three-phase SCC-LLC converter at 250V input, 14V/165A output
without interleaving

Due to power limitation of electronics load, a maximum output current of 260A is
tested rather than 270A full load. Fig. 6.29 shows the waveform of the resonant current and
the SCC capacitor voltage at 330V input, 14A/260A output. 0°, 60° and 120° interleaving
are implemented in the testing to attenuate output voltage ripple. The measured rms current
of the series resonant inductor are 4.42A, 4.15A and 4.43A, respectively. The first phase
and the third phase carry the same output current. But the second phase carries a little bit
lower output current. The angle α2 is at 140°. The angle α1 and α3 of the first phase and the
third phase are reduced to 138° and 130°, respectively, to obtain current sharing.
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CH1: #1 series resonant current

CH2: #2 series resonant current

CH3: #3 series resonant current

(a) series resonant current

CH1: #1 SCC capacitor voltage

CH2: #2 SCC capacitor voltage

CH3: #3 SCC capacitor voltage

(b) SCC capacitor voltage
Fig. 6.29: Waveform of three-phase SCC-LLC converter at 330V input, 14V/260A output with
interleaving

Fig. 6.30 shows the resonant current and the SCC capacitor voltage at 380V input,
14A/260A output. 0°, 60° and 120° interleaving are also implemented in the testing to
attenuate output voltage ripple. From Fig. 6.30, angle α2 of the second phase is at the
maximum value of 140°. Angle α1 and angle α3 of the first phase and the third phase are
decreased to 107° and 99°, respectively. The measured rms current of the series resonant
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inductor are 3.86A, 3.95A and 4.00A, respectively. The maximum rms current difference
is 0.14A.

CH1: #1 series resonant current

CH2: #2 series resonant current

CH3: #3 series resonant current

(a) series resonant current

CH1: #1 SCC capacitor voltage

CH2: #2 SCC capacitor voltage

CH3: #3 SCC capacitor voltage

(b) SCC capacitor voltage
Fig. 6.30: Waveform of three-phase SCC-LLC converter at 380V input, 14V/260A output with
interleaving

Fig.6.31 presents the thermal images captured at 380V input, 14V/260A output with
fan cooling and liquid cooling. The temperature of the parallel inductors is around 60°C,
and the temperature of the transformers is around 67°C. It is noted that the temperature for
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three phases transformer are almost the same, which can also indirectly indicate that the
output current is distributed into three phases equally.

(a) Input side

(b) Output side

Fig. 6.31: Thermal images at 380V input, 14V/260A output with fan cooling and liquid cooling

Fig. 6.32 shows the three-phase efficiency measured at 250V, 330V and 380V input
with 14V output. Both fan cooling and liquid cooling are used during the testing. Due to
the good current sharing performance, high efficiency is achieved. A full load efficiency
of 96% is obtained at 250V. A peak efficiency of 96.4% and a full load efficiency of 95.2%
are achieved at 330V input. In addition, a peak efficiency of 96.4% and a full load
efficiency of 95.8% are achieved at 380V input. It can be observed that the efficiency is
quite stable when output load is above 40A. Taking 380V input as an example, from 15A
to 60A load, the converter is tested with single-phase operation; from 70A to 130A load,
the converter is tested with two-phase operation; and from 140A to 260A load, the
converter is tested with three-phase operation. For two-phase operation, the load assigned
to each phase is from 35A to 65A. For three-phase operation, the load assigned to each
phase is from 47A to 87A. No matter for single-phase operation, two-phase operation and
three-phase operation, each phase converter is working within the load range of 15A to
87A, where high efficiency is usually achieved. In addition, due to phase shedding
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technique, the efficiency at light load is improved. The efficiency at 380V input 14V/15A
output is measured at 91.6%.

Fig. 6.32: Measured efficiencies of three-phase LLC converter at 250V, 330V and 380V input
and 14V output

On the developed prototype, the output side of all three phases are connected in
parallel. Thus, it is difficult to measure the output current carried by each phase directly.
The rms value of series resonant current is used to investigate the current sharing
performance. Fig. 6.33 shows the rms value of series resonant current from 70A to 130A
load at 380V input, 14V output with two-phase operation. Fig. 6.34 shows the rms value
of series resonant current from 140A up to 260A load at 380V input, 14V output with threephase operation.
From Fig. 6.33, the rms value of the first phase and the third phase resonant current
are similar, which indicates that the current sharing performance is good at different load
condition. However, the rms current of the first phase is around 0.2A (or error of 0.1A/3A
= 3.3%) higher than that of the third phase. From Fig. 6.34, the current sharing performance
with three-phase operation becomes better. The rms current error is reduced within 0.1A
(or error of 0.05A/4A = 1.25%).
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Fig. 6.33: rms value of series resonant current at 380V input with two-phase operation

Fig. 6.34: rms value of series resonant current at 380V input with three-phase operation
6.5.4 Performance Comparison with Other LDC Topologies

The most recent literatures about LDC are listed in Table 6.2. It can be observed that
most LDCs consisted of two or three phases in parallel could achieve high efficiency
because of the reduction of conduction loss and copper loss. Due to the SCC compensation,
the proposed LDC could achieve both high efficiency and high power density at the same
time compared with other LDCs.
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Table 6.2: Comparison between proposed three-phase LLC LDC and most recent literatures
Refe
rence

Specification of the Converter
Topology

Switch
es

Configur
ation

Input
voltage

Output
voltage

Power

Peak
efficiency

Full-load
efficiency

Power
density

Switching
frequency

[39]

Phase-shift
full bridge
converter

MOSF
ET

1 modular

200V~400V

12V

1.2kW

95.5%

90%

0.5kW/L

100kHz

[42]

LLC
converter

MOSF
ET

1 modular

220V~450V

6.5V~16V

2.5kW

93.2%

92%

1.17kW/L

90kHz
~200kHz

[43]

Phase-shift
full bridge
converter

MOSF
ET

1 modular

235V~431V

11.5V~15V

2kW

93.5%

93%

0.94kW/L

200kHz

[88]

Phase-shift
full bridge
converter

MOSF
ET

1 modular

300V

12V

2kW

94%

93.2%

-

227kHz
~297kHz

[89]

Phase-shift
full bridge
converter

SiC

1 modular

300V~400V

12V~16V

0.7kW

93.5%

90%

-

100kHz

[90]

Phase-shift
full bridge
converter

MOSF
ET

1 modular

250V~400V

13V~15V

1kW

93%

92%

-

100kHz

[91]

Phase-shift
full bridge
converter

IGBT

3
modulars
in parallel

300V

14V

1.2kW

94.7%

93.9%

-

100kHz

[92]

Three-level
phase-shift
half bridge
converter

GaN

1 modular

200V

12V

0.5kW

91%

90%

[93]

Two-stage
converters

MOSF
ET

2
modulars
in parallel

200V~400V

12V

2kW

95.9%

94.3%

-

100kHz
~133kHz

[94]

LLC
converter

MOSF
ET

1 modular

260V~430V

12.5V~14.5V

1.9kW

93%

91%

1.02kW/L

65kHz
~150kHz

[95]

LLC
converter

MOSF
ET

2
modulars
in parallel

330V~410V

14V

2.5kW

95%

93%

1kW/L

250kHz

GaN

3
modulars
in
parallel

250V~430V

9V~16V

3.8kW

96.7%

95.8%

3kW/L

260kHz
~400kHz

The
prop SCC-LLC
osed converter
LDC

40kHz

6.6 Conclusion
Three-phase interleaved LLC converter is designed for high power EV high voltage to
low voltage DC-DC converter application. Due to the component tolerance on resonant
tank, severe current unbalance exists. Full-wave SCC circuit is applied into the converter
to compensate the resonant component tolerance and achieve current sharing.
The operation principle of half-wave SCC and full-wave SCC are introduced and
compared. Since the symmetric operation on both positive and negative cycles, full-wave
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SCC is more suitable for LLC converter than half-wave SCC for high power application.
The SCC MOSFETs can be turned on/off with ZVS operation, thus, only conduction loss
is present on SCC circuit.
The load sharing characteristic of LLC converter with and without SCC is analyzed
and compared. Simulation results verified the effectiveness of the SCC circuit. Besides, the
solution with large delay angle a could help reduce the voltage rating for SCC MOSFETs.
Two MCUs are used to implement the control strategy. One is for output voltage
regulation, and the other one is for current sharing control. Frequency modulation with PI
control is used to regulate the output voltage. A digital comparison control strategy is
proposed to control SCC MOSFETs.
Experimental results of a 250V – 430V input, 9V – 16V/270A output, three-phase
interleaved SCC-LLC prototype demonstrate the effectiveness of the SCC circuit and the
correctness of the control strategy. Phase shedding technique is performed during the
testing to improve light load efficiency. Good current sharing performance and high
efficiency are obtained at the same time.
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Power Converter Controlled Capacitor Ripple Cancellation for Singlestage LLC Converter in Electric Vehicle AC-DC On-board Charger
Applications
7.1 Introduction
The diagram of the electric vehicle (EV) power train system is shown in Fig. 7.1. In
chapter 5 and chapter 6, the high power on-bard low voltage DC-DC converter (LDC) is
investigated. The LDC transfers the high Li-ion battery voltage (250V – 430V) to the low
Lead-acid battery voltage (9V – 16V). Expect for the LDC, the on-board charger (OBC),
which takes responsible to charge the high voltage (HV) Li-ion batteries from utility grid
is also considered as one of the critical parts in EV power train system.
Off-board
Charger

Motor

Traction
Converter

DC-DC
Converter

DC-DC
Converter

HV
Battery

On-board
Charger

Auxiliary
LV Battery

Lamp,
Speaker,
etc

Fig. 7.1: Diagram of EV power train system
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Conventional OBC is implemented by using two-stage configuration, as shown in Fig.
7.2. The first stage is consisted by a diode rectifier bridge and boost converter. The second
stage is an isolated LLC converter. The drawback of this two-stage configuration is that
the output power needs to be converted twice. The first time is in the boost converter, which
is designed to achieve power factor correction (PFC). The second time is in the LLC
converter, which regulates the output voltage to certain level and provides galvanic
isolation. Therefore, the efficiency will be reduced. Besides, due to the existing of bulky
inductor in boost stage, the power density is limited. In addition, the cost can be very high
as each stage should be developed to handle full output power, thus, high voltage/current
rating components are needed.
Vbus

Iac
Boost
PFC

EMI
Filter

Vac

Vo
LLC
Converter

Rectifier
Vac

Vreti

400V

Vbus

Vo

Iac
Fig. 7.2: Schematic of conventional two-stage boost-LLC OBC

Instead of using two-stage configuration, a single-stage LLC-based AC-DC converter
has been proposed and verified for OBC application. The schematic of the single-stage
LLC OBC is shown in Fig. 7.3. Both AC-DC stage with PFC and DC-DC stage with
voltage regulation and galvanic isolation are realized by using a single-stage LLC
converter. The LLC OBC essentially removes the bulky boost inductor and reduces the
number of switches, leading to a solution with higher power density and lower cost. In
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addition, taking advantage of the soft switching feature of LLC converter, higher efficiency
is also very promising.
Vo

Iac
EMI
Filter

Vac

LLC
Converter
Rectifier

Vac

Vreti

Vo

Iac
Fig. 7.3: Schematic of single-stage LLC OBC

When PFC is achieved, the input current of the converter (before the diode bridge) is
a sinusoidal waveform in phase with the input AC voltage. No matter for single-stage
configuration or for two-stage configuration, it is commonly known that the output voltage
of the PFC stage contains double line frequency ripple (100Hz for Europe, Asia, and 120Hz
for North America). The amplitude of the ripple voltage depends on the output capacitance
and the load current. For two-stage configuration, the double line frequency ripple exists
on the DC bus voltage, Vbus, as shown in Fig. 7.2. To suppress this ripple, large value
electrolytic capacitor should be added on DC bus side. By doing so, the DC bus voltage
variation range is reduced, and the second-stage LLC converter helps remove the 100Hz
or 120Hz voltage ripple.
However, for single-stage configuration, the double line frequency ripple exists on the
output voltage, Vo, as shown in Fig. 7.3. There is no second-stage converter to remove it.
Thus, large value electrolytic capacitor should be added on the output side. For example,
for 6.6kW single-stage LLC OBC with output voltage range of 250V to 430V, the load
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current is 16.5A at 400V/6.6kW output. To suppress the double line frequency voltage
ripple to ±10V, six 560µF/450V electrolytic capacitors should be connected in parallel as
the output capacitor. However, this ±10V voltage ripple will introduce significant amount
of AC current flowing through the high voltage battery pack. Such high AC current will
convert into extra heat on battery pack because of the existing of internal resistor. The
lifespan of the battery pack will be reduced. Based on [96], with nominal cell voltage and
capacity of 3.3V and 18Ah, the internal resistance is around 10mΩ. Thus, for an
400V/36Ah/14.4kWh EV Li-ion battery pack, the internal resistance can be estimated as
0.6Ω. The total dissipated power on the internal resistor will be 83W. To reduce the power
loss on battery pack internal resistor, the double line frequency voltage ripple should be
further suppressed. To achieve ±1V double line frequency voltage ripple, sixty
560µF/450V electrolytic capacitors are needed. However, the dimension for an
560µF/450V electrolytic capacitor is already 4.5cm (height) × 3.5cm (diameter). Sixty of
such large electrolytic capacitors connected in parallel is too large to be possible in practice.
In this chapter, a new technology called power converter-controlled capacitor (PCCC)
is proposed to eliminate the double line frequency ripple for single-stage LLC OBC
application. This chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 introduces the details of the
proposed PCCC; Section 7.3 investigates the design procedure of the full bridge PCCC and
its control strategy; Section 7.4 verifies the PCCC method along with the single-stage LLC
OBC by using PSIM simulation; Section 7.5 shows the conclusion of this chapter.
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7.2 Power Converter Controlled Capacitor
In this section, the ripple cancellation converter (RCC) is briefly reviewed. Then, the
basic idea of PCCC method and the operation principle of full bridge PCCC are introduced.
Finally, the performance between proposed PCCC with conventional RCC is compared.
7.2.1 Ripple Cancellation Converter

The diagram of the LLC PFC converter with RCC is shown in Fig. 7.4 [97]. The output
terminal A of the LLC PFC converter is connected to the output positive terminal. The
output terminal R1 of the RCC is connected in series with the output terminal B of the LLC
PFC converter. The output terminal R2 of the RCC is connected to output negative terminal.
The RCC is normally implemented by using a bi-polar converter, such as buck-boost
converter and full bridge inverter.
Iac
Vac

Io

A

EMI
Filter

LLC
Converter
Rectifier

VLLC
Vba ttery

Io

Iin
Vdc

CLLC
B

Ripple
Cancellation
Converter (RCC)

R1
VRCC
R2

Fig. 7.4: Diagram of the single-stage LLC OBC with conventional RCC

The RCC generates a pure opposite AC voltage with zero DC bias to cancel the double
line frequency voltage ripple on LLC PFC output. Fig. 7.5 illustrates the voltage
waveforms of the LLC output voltage VLLC, the RCC output voltage VRCC, and the
combined output voltage Vbattery, respectively.
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VLLC
Vrip_pp
0
VRCC

Vrip_pp

0
Vbattery
0

Fig. 7.5: Waveform of the output voltage for single-stage LLC PFC converter with RCC

The output voltage VLLC of the LLC PFC converter contains both the AC and the DC
components. It can be expressed as,

VLLC = VDC + vripple ( t )

(7.1)

Where, VDC is the DC component of the output voltage, vripple(t) is the AC component of
the output voltage at double line frequency. The switching frequency ripple is neglected.
The output voltage VRCC of the RCC is a pure AC voltage with zero DC bias. To achieve a
ripple-free output voltage on Vbattery, VRCC should be controlled to satisfy,

VRCC = −vripple ( t )

(7.2)

Then, the output voltage Vbattery is the sum of the output voltage of the LLC PFC
converter and the output voltage of the RCC. It can be calculated as,

(

)

Vbattery = VLLC + VRCC = VDC + vripple ( t ) + −vripple ( t ) = VDC
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(7.3)

It is noted from (7.3) that the AC component on the battery voltage is cancelled. The
Vbattery only contains DC component as shown in the bottom green line in Fig. 7.5. With
RCC compensation, the double line frequency voltage ripple can be effectively eliminated.
7.2.2 Basic Idea of PCCC

The diagram of the LLC PFC converter with the proposed PCCC is shown in Fig. 7.6.
The output terminal A of the LLC PFC converter is still connected to the output positive
terminal. The output terminal P1 of the PCCC is connected in series with the LLC output
capacitor, CLLC. Both the output terminal P2 of the PCCC and the output terminal B of the
LLC PFC converter are connected together to output negative terminal. As compared with
Fig. 7.4, the RCC is connected in series with the LLC PFC converter, which is two
converters connected in series. However, the proposed PCCC is connected in series with
the output capacitor CLLC other than the LLC PFC converter.
Iac
Vac

A
EMI
Filter

LLC
Converter

Rectifier
Iin
Vdc

Power Converter
Controlled
Capacitor (PCCC)

CLLC
Ipccc

Io

VLLC
Vbattery

P1

VPCCC
B/P2

Fig. 7.6: Diagram of the single-stage LLC PFC converter with proposed PCCC

The ripple cancellation principle of proposed PCCC is same as the conventional RCC.
The output voltage of the PCCC, VPCCC is controlled to be the opposite of the double line
frequency voltage ripple on LLC PFC converter output side so that the voltage ripple can
be cancelled. The PCCC output voltage VPCCC is expressed as,
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VPCCC = −vripple ( t )

(7.4)

Then, the battery voltage of the whole system can be derived as,

(

)

Vbattery = VLLC + VPCCC = VDC + vripple ( t ) + −vripple ( t ) = VDC

(7.5)

The double line frequency voltage ripple across the CLLC can be expressed as,

vripple ( t ) =

Vrip _ pp
2

sin ( 4 fline t )

(7.6)

Where, Vrip_pp is the peak to peak value.
Based on (7.4) and (7.6), the output voltage of the PCCC can be calculated as,

vPCCC ( t ) = −vripple ( t ) = −

Vrip _ pp
2

sin ( 4 fline t )

(7.7)

Since the PCCC is connected in series with the CLLC, the current flowing through
PCCC is same as the current flowing through CLLC, which is a double line frequency AC
current. The switching frequency ripple is also neglected. Considering that the CLLC is a
pure capacitor, the AC current flowing through it is leading its voltage by 90°. In addition,
the peak value of the AC current is equal to the DC output current. Thus, the double line
frequency AC current can be derived as,

iPCCC ( t ) = I o sin ( 4 fline t + 90 ) = I o cos ( 4 flinet )

(7.8)

Where, Io is the DC output current.
Considering the voltage and current direction shown in Fig. 7.6, the instantaneous
output power of the PCCC can be derived as,
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pPCCC ( t ) = −vPCCC ( t ) iPCCC ( t )
 Vrip _ pp

= 
 I o  sin(4 fline t )cos ( 4 fline t )
 2

Vrip _ pp I o
=
sin(8 fline t )
4

(7.9)

It is noted from (7.9) that the instantaneous output power is a sinusoidal with four
times line frequency. For half of the cycle, the PCCC absorbs power from DC input source,
when power value is positive. For the other half of the cycle, the PCCC delivers power to
the DC input source, when power value is negative. In addition, the average output power
of PCCC is zero. This is very helpful in practical application, since the output power of the
PCCC that is generated by the DC input source will be very small. It is only the power loss
on the PCCC circuit. The actual power rating of the PCCC can be estimated by taking the
average value of the absolute number of the output power. Therefore, the power handling
capacity of the PCCC can be derived as,

Prate =

Vrip _ pp I o
2

(7.10)

Ignoring the power loss on PCCC, the input current of the PCCC can be calculated as,

iin ( t ) =

Vrip _ pp I o
4Vin

sin(8 fline t )

(7.11)

It is noted from (7.11) that the frequency of the PCCC input current is two times of
the frequency of the LLC output capacitor current, which becomes four times of the line
frequency. Due to the increased current frequency, the input capacitance of the PCCC can
be reduced to maintain the same voltage ripple on PCCC input side.
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It is also noted that although the above analysis of PCCC is based on double line
frequency, the control method of (7.4) and the circuit connection shown in Fig. 7.6 can also
compensate the ripple voltage caused by multiple frequencies.
7.2.3 Operation Principle of Proposed Full-bridge PCCC

Compared to linear regulators, power converters are more suitable to be the PCCC,
because of the lower power loss and higher efficiency. A full bridge inverter can be used
as the PCCC converter to generate the opposite AC ripple voltage. The input voltage of the
full bridge converter should be electrically isolated from the terminal A and the terminal B
so that the complete circuit can operate as expected. Fig. 7.7 shows the circuit of singlephase LLC PFC converter with full bridge PCCC. The DC input voltage of the PCCC can
be achieved from an auxiliary DC power source such as flyback converter.
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Vdc

Q6

VPCCC

Q7
B (P2)

Fig. 7.7: Single-stage LLC PFC converter with proposed full bridge PCCC

Fig. 7.8 shows the operation waveform of the full bridge PCCC. Sine Pulse Width
Modulation (SPWM) is used to control the switches Q5 ~ Q8 [98, 99]. A sinusoidal signal
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is compared with a sawtooth signal to determine the turn on and turn off time of the four
switches. If Vsaw is smaller than Vsin, Q5 and Q7 are turned on, Q6 and Q8 are turned off,
and vice versa. The output current of the PCCC, IPCCC is same as the current flowing
through CLLC, which is a double line frequency AC current. The PCCC inductor current
ILPCCC contains both double line frequency ripple and switching frequency ripple. The
double line frequency ripple current is equal to the output current IPCCC. The switching
frequency ripple current flows through the PCCC output capacitor, CPCCC.

Vsaw

Vsin
Vgs5
Vgs7
Vgs6
Vgs8
IPCCC
90°

VPCCC

B

ILPCCC

A

B

Fig. 7.8: Switching waveform of the full bridge PCCC

Based on the polarity of the PCCC output current IPCCC, the switching operation at
IPCCC > 0, and IPCCC < 0 can be described separately.
A. IPCCC > 0
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Fig. 7.9 shows the circuit operation at IPCCC > 0. When Q5 and Q7 are turned on, the
inductor LPCCC is discharging to charge the input capacitor Cin, as shown in Fig. 7.9(a). The
inductor current is decreasing. In contrast, when Q6 and Q8 are turned on, the inductor
LPCCC absorbs power from the DC input source and its current is increasing in this mode.
At both charging and discharging conditions, the PCCC inductor current ILPCCC is always
positive. The current is flowing through the inductor from the right side to the left side as
shown in Fig. 7.9.
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Vdc

CPCCC
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(a) LPCCC discharging

Q7

(b) LPCCC charging

Fig. 7.9: Circuit operation with IPCCC > 0
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Vrcc

Q7
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Fig. 7.10: Circuit operation with IPCCC < 0

B. IPCCC < 0
Fig. 7.10 shows the circuit operation at IPCCC < 0. The operation principle becomes
exactly opposite. When Q5 and Q7 are turned on, the DC source provides power to charge
the inductor LPCCC. On the contrary, when Q6 and Q8 are turned on, the inductor LPCCC is
discharging to transfer power to the DC input source. At both conditions, the PCCC
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inductor current ILPCCC is always negative, which flows through the inductor from the left
side to the right side.
7.2.4 Performance Comparison between PCCC and RCC

To fairly compare, a full bridge inverter is also used as the RCC in an LLC PFC
converter. Since the RCC is connected in series with the LLC output terminal, the output
current of the RCC, IRCC is equal to the DC load current. Thus, the instantaneous output
power of the RCC can be calculated as,

pRCC ( t ) = vRCC ( t ) iRCC ( t ) =

Vrip _ pp I o
2

sin(4 fline t )

(7.12)

It is noted that the average power of the RCC is also zero. There is only the power loss
on the RCC circuit. The actual power rating of the RCC can also be estimated by taking
the average value of the absolute number of the output power. Therefore, the power rating
of the RCC can be derived from (7.12) as,

Prate =

Vrip _ pp I o



(7.13)

Ignoring the power loss on RCC, the input side current can be calculated from input
and output power balance as,

iin ( t ) =

Vrip _ pp I o
2Vin

sin(4 fline t )

(7.14)

Table 7.1 shows the performance comparison between proposed PCCC and
conventional RCC. The details are described as follows.
1) The peak value of the PCCC input current is reduced by half, and the frequency of
the input current is doubled as compared to the RCC.
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2) Due to the reduced peak value and increased frequency on input current, the input
capacitance of the PCCC is reduced to 1/4 to maintain the same input voltage ripple
amplitude.
3) The output current of the RCC is the DC load current, however, the output current
of the PCCC is the sinusoidal current with a peak value equals to DC load current
and a frequency equals to double line frequency.
4) The instantaneous output power of the PCCC is half of the instantaneous output
power of the RCC. The frequency of the output power of the PCCC is doubled as
compared to the RCC.
5) The power rating of the PCCC is also reduced by half.
Table 7.1: Comparison between proposed PCCC and conventional RCC
PCCC
Input current
equation
Input current (peak
value)
Input current
frequency

iin ( t ) =

Vrip _ pp I o
4Vin

I in _ pk =

RCC

sin ( 8 fline t )

Vrip _ pp I o
4Vin

Vrip _ pp I o

iin ( t ) =

2Vin

I in _ pk =

sin ( 4 fline t )

Vrip _ pp I o
2Vin

240Hz

120Hz

Input capacitor

Cin

4Cin

Output current
equation
Instantaneous
output power
equation

iPCCC ( t ) = I o cos ( 4 fline t )

iRCC ( t ) = I o

Power rating

pPCCC ( t ) =

Vrip _ pp I o

Prate =

sin ( 8 fline t )

4
Vrip _ pp I o
2

pRCC ( t ) =

Vrip _ pp I o

Prate =

sin ( 4 fline t )
2
Vrip _ pp I o



7.3 Design Procedure and Control Strategy of the PCCC
In light of the analysis discussed above, the design procedure of proposed full bridge
PCCC is summarized in this section. Besides, the corresponding control strategy of the full
bridge PCCC is also introduced in this section.
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7.3.1 Single-stage LLC PFC Converter

The maximum output power of single-phase LLC PFC converter is designed to be
1.65kW. Four such converters can be connected in parallel to achieve a 6.6kW power rating
converter for EV OBC application with decreased current stress on the components. The
specifications of the single-phase LLC PFC converter are shown in Table 7.2. The AC
input voltage is between 200V rms and 240V rms. The output voltage is changing from
250V DC to 430V DC. Full power is provided from 330V to 430V output voltage. The
output current is 5A at 330V output voltage. With output voltage above 330V, the output
current will be reduced accordingly to keep output power constant at 1.65kW. In addition,
the output power is decreased between 250V and 330V output voltage with 5A load current
at maximum.
Table 7.2: Specification of single-phase LLC PFC converter
AC input voltage (Vin)

Rated output voltage
(Vo)

Rated output current
(Io)

Rated output power
(Po)

200Vrms – 240Vrms

250V DC – 430V DC

5A @ 330V

1.65kW

To achieve PFC operation, the LLC converter should be designed to satisfy the voltage
gain requirement at θ = 90°, where the AC input voltage is at its peak value and the output
load is twice the rated load. The design process of the single-stage LLC converter with
PFC operation can be found in [100], which will not be covered in this section. The
designed parameters of the LLC converter are presented in Table 7.3.
Table 7.3: Parameters of the designed LLC PFC converter
Resonant
frequency (fr)

Turns ratio (n)

Series resonant
inductor (Lr)

Series resonant
capacitor (Cr)

Magnetizing
inductor (Lm)

650kHz

23 : 17

8.5µH

7nF

21µH

7.3.2 Design Procedure of the Proposed Full-bridge PCCC
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In practice, two 360µF/450V electrolytic capacitors are connected in parallel to be the
output filter for the LLC PFC converter. With 720µF capacitance and 5A load current, the
peak to peak value of the double line frequency voltage ripple can be derived as,

Vrip _ pp =

Io
5A
=
= 18.4V
2 fline Co 2  60 Hz  720 F

(7.15)

Therefore, the PCCC should be designed with the capacity of generating an opposite
double line frequency voltage with 18.4V peak to peak value. The input voltage of the
PCCC should be higher than half of the peak to peak output ripple, which is 9.2V. Thus,
the input voltage can be set to 15V. Considering the hard switching of the full bridge
inverter, a relatively low switching frequency of 100kHz is selected to reduce the switching
loss. The specification of the PCCC is shown in Table 7.4.
Table 7.4: Specification of the full bridge PCCC
DC input voltage (Vin)

Rated output voltage
(Vrip_pp) peak to peak

Rated output current
(Io) peak value

Switching frequency
(fs)

15V

18.4V

5A

100kHz

A. Input Capacitor
The ripple frequency on PCCC input voltage is same as the input current, which is
four times of the line frequency. Taking input voltage ripple into consideration, the energy
released from Cin with its voltage changes from maximum value to minimum value (half
cycle) can be derived as,

E =

1
1
2
2
CinVin_max
− CinVin_min
= CinVin Vin _ rip _ pp
2
2

(7.16)

Where, ΔVin_rip_pp is the peak to peak voltage ripple on input capacitor.
The energy delivered to the PCCC output side during the above period can be
calculated as,
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W = pt =



Tline
8

0

vPCCC ( t )  iPCCC ( t ) =

I oVrip _ pp
8 fline

(7.17)

From energy balance point of view, the input capacitance of the PCCC can be
expressed as,

Cin =

I oVrip _ pp
8 flineVin Vin _ rip _ pp

(7.18)

To generate 18.4V peak to peak ripple, the minimum input voltage should also be
higher than 9.2V. Thus, the voltage ripple on the PCCC input side can be set to ±4V,
leading to a minimum input voltage of 11V and a maximum input voltage of 19V. The
input capacitance is derived as,

Cin =

5 18.4
= 508 F
8  60  15  8

(7.19)

As the maximum input voltage is 19V, a 25V/560µF electrolytic capacitor with the
dimension of 10mm (diameter) × 10mm (height) can be used as the input capacitor. Please
note that the designed 508µF input capacitor could maintain the PCCC works correctly if
with an initial stored energy on the capacitor, and without power loss and extra DC power
source. In practice, a separate DC power supply is used to provide the PCCC input power
so that the input voltage can be viewed as constant, and the input capacitor value can be
reduced a lot.
B. Output Inductor
As mentioned before, the current flowing through PCCC inductor contains both double
line frequency AC current and switching frequency current ripple. At switching frequency,
the relationship between inductance and current ripple can be calculated as,
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LPCCC =

Vin
2 f s I rip _ pp

(7.20)

Where, ΔIrip_pp is the peak to peak switching frequency current ripple. fs is the switching
frequency of the PCCC. Assuming a 5A peak to peak current ripple, the required output
inductance is derived as,

LPCCC =

15
2  100  103  5

= 15 H

(7.21)

Therefore, at 100kHz switching frequency, the maximum and minimum instantaneous
inductor currents can be calculated as,

ILPCCC _ max = I o +

1
I rip _ pp = 5 A + 2.5 A = 7.5 A
2

(7.22)

ILPCCC _ min = I o −

1
I rip _ pp = 5 A − 2.5 A = 2.5 A
2

(7.23)

C. Full Bridge MOSFETs
The peak voltage exerting on MOSFETs is the maximum input voltage, which is 19V
including input voltage ripple. In addition, the peak current flowing through MOSFETs is
the maximum inductor current, which is 7.5A. For safety purpose, MOSFETs with voltage
rating around 30V, and current rating around 12A can be used as the full bridge switches.
D. Output Capacitor
For PCCC, the output inductor LPCCC and the output capacitor CPCCC together form a
second-order LC filter. On one hand, the designed LC filter should provide enough high
cut-off frequency so that the double line frequency voltage signal cannot be attenuated. On
the other hand, the designed LC filter should have enough low cut-off frequency so that
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the switching frequency voltage ripple can be attenuated. Thus, the cut-off frequency of
the LC filter should satisfy,

100 Hz ( or 120 Hz )

f cut −off

100kHz

(7.24)

A cut-off frequency of 10kHz can be used. Therefore, the output capacitance can be
calculated as,

CPCCC =

1

( 2 fcut −off )

2

=
LPCCC

1

( 2 10 10 )
3

2

 15  10

−6

= 17  F

(7.25)

In practice, a 22µF/25V ceramic capacitor is selected as the PCCC output capacitor.
Table 7.5 shows the parameters of the designed full bridge PCCC converter.
Table 7.5: Parameters of the designed full bridge PCCC
Input capacitor (Cin)

MOSFET

Output inductor (LPCCC)

Output capacitor (CPCCC)

560µF/25V

30V/12A

15µH

22µF/25V

7.3.3 Modeling of the Proposed PCCC

To simply the state-space model, the symbols of the components, the current and the
voltage in full bridge PCCC are redefined in Fig. 7.11. M and N represents the center points
of two switch branches. The DC resistance of the output inductor is considered. The statespace model is built by considering the output current Ip as a perturbation factor so that the
designed model can be applied for different load applications [101, 102].
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Fig. 7.11: Components, current and voltage re-definition in full bridge PCCC

The duty cycle for switches Q5 and Q7 is defined as d, and the duty cycle for switches
Q6 and Q8 is defined as (1 – d). The inductor current iL and the capacitor voltage vP are
selected as the state variables. When Q5 and Q7 are turned on, the following relationship
can be built based on KCL and KVL theories,

 dv p
= iL − i p
CP
dt

 L diL = v − v − r i
in
P
s L
 P dt

(7.26)

When Q6 and Q8 are turned on, Q5 and Q7 are turned off, new relationship is written
as,

 dv p
= iL − i p
CP
dt

 L diL = −v − v − r i
in
P
s L
 P dt

(7.27)

Calculating the average of (7.26) and (7.27) over one switching cycle, the following
relationship can be built,
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 dv p
= iL − i p
CP
dt

 L diL = v − v − r i
MN
P
s L
 P dt

(7.28)

Where, vMN(t) is the center point voltage and is calculated as,

vMN ( t ) = ( 2d − 1) vin

(7.29)

Equation (7.28) can also be rewritten in matrix form as,


0
v p  
 =
iL   − 1

 LP

1 
 0 
 1 
−
CP  v p   
   + 1 v +  CP  i
 p
rs   iL    MN 
− 
 LP 
 0 
LP 

(7.30)

Considering the perturbation factor ip as zero, the transfer function of the full bridge
PCCC can be derived as,

1
vp ( s)
LP CP
GPCCC ( s ) =
=
r
1
vMN ( s )
s2 + s s +
LP
LP CP

(7.31)

Fig. 7.12 shows the block diagram of the full bridge PCCC. It is a typical second-order
system consisted by an inductor Lp and a capacitor Cp.

IP(s)
VP(s)
VMN(s)

1/LP

1/s

1/(sCP)

r/LP

Fig. 7.12: Block diagram of the full bridge PCCC
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7.3.4 Control Strategy of the Proposed PCCC

Fig. 7.13 presents the control diagram of the proposed PCCC circuit. It can be observed
from Fig. 7.13 that the control system mainly includes the following four parts: 1) double
line frequency voltage ripple sensing circuit; 2) PCCC output voltage sensing circuit; 3) PI
controller; 4) SPWM generator.
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DMA
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R11
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CPCCC

Op-Amp

R14

Comparator

C3

Q6 Q8

Vsaw

VP_sen
Op-Amp

R9

R12
PCCC voltage sensing

Fig. 7.13: Control diagram of the proposed PCCC

The ripple component Vrip_pp on the LLC PFC converter output voltage is sensed and
scaled as the reference signal for the PCCC circuit. An analog high pass filter (HPF)
consisted of a capacitor and a resistor is added to block the DC component. In addition, an
analog differential mode amplifier (DMA) is used to scale down and reverse the voltage
ripple signal. Besides, a two-stage analog inverting amplifier is used to scale down the
PCCC output voltage. The transfer function of the PCCC output voltage sensing circuit is
expressed as,

Gsen ( s ) =

vP _ sen ( s )
vPCCC ( s )
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=

R11 R8

R10 R7

(7.32)

It is noted that the scaling down factor for the double line frequency voltage ripple
sensing circuit and the PCCC output voltage sensing circuit should be same. Therefore, the
following relationship should be satisfied,

R5 R6 R11 R8
=
=

R3 R4 R10 R7

(7.33)

An analog PI controller is implemented by using an Op-Amp. With PI controller, the
sensed output voltage VP_sen is able to track the AC reference signal Vref, which can help
cancel the double line frequency voltage ripple on the LLC PFC converter output side. The
PI controller needs to be designed to provide enough high loop gain at double line
frequency, so that good voltage ripple suppression can be achieved. The transfer function
of the analog PI controller shown in Fig. 7.13 is calculated as,

GPI ( s ) =

vsin ( s )

vP _ sen ( s )

= Kp +

Ki R14
1
=
+
s R13 sR13C3

(7.34)

The output signal of the PI controller Vsin(t) is the sinusoidal modulation signal for the
SPWM generator. It is compared with a sawtooth waveform to generate the gate signal
with specific duty cycle to control the full bridge PCCC switches. For bi-polar SPWM
modulation, the produced duty cycle is calculated as,

1  Vsin ( t ) 
d= 
+ 1

2  Vsaw


(7.35)

Where, Vsaw is the peak value of the sawtooth waveform. Substituting (7.35) into (7.29),
the center point voltage vMN(t) can be rewritten as,

vMN ( t ) = Vin
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Vsin ( t )
Vsaw

(7.36)

The voltage gain of the SPWM generator is then derived as,

GSPWM ( s ) =

vMN ( s )
vsin ( s )

=

Vin
Vsaw

(7.37)

By combing (7.31), (7.32), (7.34), and (7.37), the open loop transfer function of the
whole system is expressed as,

Gopen ( s ) = GPCCC ( s )  Gsen ( s )  GPI ( s )  GSPWM ( s )

(7.38)

The parameters of the designed control circuit are shown in Table 7.6.
Table 7.6: Parameters of the designed control circuit
R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

R6

120kΩ

120kΩ

100kΩ

100kΩ

10kΩ

10kΩ

R7

R8

R9

R10

R11

R12

100kΩ

0kΩ

10kΩ

10kΩ

10kΩ

10kΩ

R13

R14

C1

C2

C3

12kΩ

24kΩ

470nF

470nF

10nF

Fig. 7.14: Frequency response of the PI controller
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Fig. 7.15: Frequency response of the open loop system

Fig. 7.14 and Fig. 7.15 present the frequency responses of the analog PI controller and
the open loop circuit, respectively. It can be observed from Fig. 7.15 that the open loop
crossover frequency is 10.5kHz, which is around ten times higher compared to the double
line frequency, and ten times lower compared to the switching frequency. The open loop
gain at double line frequency 100Hz or 120Hz is around 20dB.
7.4 Simulation Results
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed PCCC ripple cancellation method for
single-stage LLC PFC converter, the simulation model of the LLC PFC converter and the
proposed PCCC has been built and simulated in PSIM software. The parameters of the two
converters and the control circuit are already given in Table 7.3, Table 7.5, and Table 7.6,
respectively.
7.4.1 Simulation Studies of Single-stage LLC PFC Converter

Fig. 7.16 presents the circuit diagram of the closed loop LLC PFC converter. A microcontroller unit (MCU) is used to implement the outer voltage loop and inner current loop
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for PFC operation. Besides, a sinusoidal loop-up table (LUT) is used to generate the AC
input current reference. The LUT is synchronized with the zero-crossing point of the AC
input voltage. In addition, conventional frequency modulation is applied to control the
primary side switches Q1 to Q4.
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Fig. 7.16: Closed loop circuit diagram of the single-stage LLC PFC converter

Fig. 7.17 shows the simulation results of the single-stage LLC PFC converter at 220V
AC input, and 250V DC output with 5A load current. At this simulation condition, a power
factor (PF) of 99.6% is achieved. The average output voltage is regulated to 250V. The
peak to peak value of the double line frequency output voltage ripple is 18V, which is
consistent with the mathematical analysis.
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Fig. 7.17: Simulation results of single-stage LLC PFC converter at 220V AC input 250V DC
output with 5A load current

Fig. 7.18 shows the simulation results at 220V AC input, and 330V DC output with
5A load current. The PF can be 99.8% at the condition. The average output voltage is
controlled to 330V. The peak to peak value of the double line frequency voltage ripple is
also 18V at the testing condition, since the output current is still 5A.
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Fig. 7.18: Simulation results of single-stage LLC PFC converter at 220V AC input 330V DC
output with 5A load current

Fig. 7.19 shows the simulation results at 220V AC input, and 430V DC output with
reduced load current of 3.8A. The output power is fixed at 1.65kW. A PF of 99.9% is
obtained at the condition. The average output voltage is controlled to 430V. The peak to
peak double line frequency voltage ripple is reduced to 14V as the load current is decreased
from 5A to 3.8A.
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Fig. 7.19: Simulation results of single-stage LLC PFC converter at 220V AC input 430V DC
output with 3.8A load current

Fig. 7.20 shows the experimental waveform at 220V AC input, and 330V DC output
with 5A load current. The converter works at rated output power of 1.65kW. A PF of 99.1%
and an efficiency of 96.9% are achieved at the testing condition.
Both simulation and experimental results verify the effectiveness and the correctness
of the single-stage LLC PFC converter. In addition, the fact of double line frequency
voltage ripple existing on output side is also confirmed.
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Vac

Iac

Fig. 7.20: Experimental waveform of single-stage LLC PFC converter at 220V AC input 330V
DC output with 5A load current
7.4.2 Simulation Studies of Full Bridge PCCC

Fig. 7.21 shows the simulation waveform of the full bridge PCCC at 250V DC output
with 5A load current of the LLC PFC converter. It can be observed from Fig. 7.21(a) that
the PCCC output voltage VPCCC could track the reference signal very well. The peak to
peak double line frequency voltage ripple on output side is decreased from 18V to 1V.
Besides, from Fig. 7.21(b), the PCCC inductor current contains both double line frequency
component and switching frequency component. The double line frequency current
component is equal to the current flowing through LLC PFC converter output capacitor.
The maximum current of the PCCC inductor at switching frequency is 7.5A. The peak to
peak current ripple is 5A, which is the same as the theoretical analysis. In addition, from
Fig. 7.21(c), the output voltage of the PCCC is leading its current by 90°.
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Fig. 7.21: Simulation results of the PCCC with 250V DC output and 5A load current of the LLC
PFC converter
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Fig. 7.22 shows the simulation waveform of the full bridge PCCC at 330V DC output
with 5A load current of the LLC PFC converter. The peak to peak double line frequency
voltage ripple on output side is reduced from 18V to 1.4V. The maximum and minimum
current of the PCCC inductor at switching frequency are 7.5A and 2.5A, respectively. The
peak to peak current ripple is 5A.
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Fig. 7.22: Simulation results of the PCCC with 330V DC output and 5A load current of the LLC
PFC converter

Fig. 7.23 shows the simulation waveform of the PCCC at 430V DC output with 3.8A
load current of the LLC PFC converter. The peak to peak double line frequency voltage
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ripple is 14V without PCCC compensation. It is reduced to 1V with PCCC cancellation.
The maximum and minimum current of the PCCC inductor at switching frequency are 6.3A
and 1.3A. The peak to peak current ripple is also 5A.
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Fig. 7.23: Simulation results of the PCCC with 430V DC output and 3.8A load current of the
LLC PFC converter

Simulation results confirms the effectiveness of the proposed PCCC ripple
cancellation method. In addition, the validity of the mathematical analysis on the full bridge
PCCC is also verified. Good ripple cancellation performance can be achieved at different
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operation conditions. Due to the reduced double line frequency voltage ripple, the power
dissipation on battery pack internal resistor becomes acceptable.
It is noted that the double line frequency voltage ripple is reduced to around 1V instead
of totally cancelled. This is because the open loop gain with PI controller at 120Hz is
limited to 20dB, and steady-state error exists. To further improve the ripple cancellation
performance, proportional resonance (PR) controller can be used in the future, which could
provide much high open loop gain at double line frequency [103].
7.5 Conclusion
A signal stage LLC converter is designed with PFC operation for EV AC-DC OBC
applications. Due to the absence of the second stage, the double line frequency voltage
ripple on output side cannot be eliminated. The high voltage ripple leads to high AC current
flowing through the battery pack, which will cause unacceptable thermal concern due to
the existing of internal resistor. Adding lots of electrolytic capacitors on output side to
suppress the double line frequency voltage ripple to a small value is impractical because of
the large size and high cost of the electrolytic capacitor. To cancel the double line frequency
voltage ripple effectively, a new PCCC method is proposed in this chapter.
The basic idea of the proposed PCCC is introduced. The comparison between
proposed PCCC and conventional RCC is analyzed with full bridge inverter
implementation. The proposed PCCC provides many added benefits, such as, lower input
current, lower input capacitance, lower power handling capacity, and lower instantaneous
output power over conventional RCC.
The design procedure and the control strategy of the proposed full bridge PCCC are
investigated. Besides, simulation studies on the designed 1.65kW single-stage LLC PFC
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OBC with full bridge PCCC are carried out by using PSIM software. The results verify the
effectiveness of the single-stage LLC PFC converter and the proposed PCCC ripple
cancellation method. The double line frequency ripple has been reduced from 14V/18V to
1V with PCCC compensation at different output conditions.
Because of the severe condition caused by Covid-19, the experimental verification of
the proposed PCCC method is not performed and presented in this chapter.
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Conclusion and Future Work
8.1 Conclusion of the Thesis
Inspired by the ever-increasing demand of high power density and high efficiency in
different power electronics applications, this thesis focuses on the improvement of the
front-end AC-DC and DC-DC power converters for specific requirements including wide
input voltage range, and high output current. LLC converter is selected as the main research
object due to its feature of zero-voltage-switching (ZVS) for primary side switches and zerocurrent-switching (ZCS) for secondary side switches. In addition, gallium nitride (GaN)
devices featuring of low on-state resistance, low gate charge and low output capacitance are
used as the primary side switches to achieve further power density and efficiency improvement.
In this thesis, GaN-based LLC converter with proposed techniques are applied into different
power rating applications including 65W AC-DC power adapter without power factor
correction (PFC), single-stage 500W DC-DC converter that can be used for data center
application, three-phase interleaved 3.8kW electric vehicle (EV) low voltage DC-DC charger
(LDC), and single-stage 1.65kW AC-DC EV on-bard charger (OBC) with PFC. Specifically,

Chapter 3 proposes a half bridge LLC resonant converter for 65W AC-DC power
adapter application. Voltage doubler circuit is used at input AC side to reduce the DC bus
voltage variation range when the AC voltage changes from 120Vrms to 220Vrms. Thus,
the LLC converter is designed with large magnetizing inductance to reduce the rms current
and turn-off current. Both Si-based and GaN-based half bridge LLC power adapters are
designed by using first harmonic approximation (FHA) method and examined through
simulation and experimental testing. The simulation and experiment results justify the
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effectiveness of the designed power adapters. Due to the higher switching frequency, the
magnetics size of GaN-based converter is reduced by 65% compared to Si-based converter.
In addition, GaN-based converter also obtains 0.5% efficiency improvement compared to
Si-based converter at 220V AC input.
Chapter 4 proposes a frequency modulation and nonlinear voltage-controlled oscillator
(VCO) control strategy for 500W LCLC resonant converter with holdup time requirement
in data center applications. Due to the steeper voltage gain variation compared to
conventional LLC converter, conventional linear VCO may cause oscillation at low input
voltages, and slow dynamic response at high input voltages for LCLC resonant converter.
The proposed control strategy achieves better output voltage regulation over all input
voltages and output loads. Moreover, it increases the stability margin at low input voltages
and improves the transient response at high input voltages. Both simulation and
experimental results verify the effectiveness of the proposed control strategy. The output
voltage was regulated to its desired value over entire input voltage and output current range.
Moreover, faster dynamic response has been achieved at high input voltages with proposed
nonlinear VCO.
Chapter 5 proposes a three-phase interleaved 14V/270A/3.8kW output LLC resonant
converter for EV LDC application. With three-phase interleaved, the conduction loss and
current rating for active switches can be decreased. The design process of the converter is
presented. The power loss on primary side switches, secondary side switches and
magnetics are analyzed. A power density of 3kW/L is achieved by using proposed two
printed circuit board (PCB) vertical structure. Both simulation and experimental results
show that the designed converter works properly at different input and output conditions.
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A peak efficiency of 96.7% and a full load efficiency of 96% are obtained at 380V input,
14V output for single-phase converter.
Chapter 6 proposes a full-wave SCC method with digital comparison controller to
achieve current sharing among the above-mentioned three-phase interleaved LLC
converter for EV LDC application. The operation principle of half-wave and full-wave
SCC circuits is introduced and compared. The load sharing characteristic of LLC converter
with and without SCC is analyzed by taking resonant component tolerance into
consideration. A digital comparison control strategy is proposed to control SCC circuit to
achieve current sharing. Both simulation and experimental results demonstrate the
effectiveness and validity of the proposed full-wave SCC circuit and the corresponding
digital current sharing control strategy. Good current sharing performance is achieved at
different input voltage and output current conditions. In addition, phase shedding
technology is implemented to improve the light load efficiency. The efficiency is above
90% from 15A to 260A load.
Chapter 7 proposes a power converter-controlled capacitor (PCCC) method for double
line frequency voltage ripple cancellation in single-stage AC-DC rectifier with PFC
operation using LLC converter for 1.65kW EV OBC application. The PCCC circuit is
connected in series with the LLC PFC converter output capacitor. An opposite voltage with
zero DC bias is generated by PCCC to cancel the double line frequency voltage ripple on
LLC PFC converter output side. The comparation between proposed PCCC and
conventional ripple cancellation converter (RCC) is investigated. The proposed PCCC
method provides many added benefits including lower input current, lower input
capacitance, lower power handling capacity, and lower instantaneous output power.
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Simulation studies carried out by using PSIM software validate the proposed PCCC ripple
cancellation method. The double line frequency voltage ripple can be eliminated on LLC
PFC converter output side.
8.2 Future Work
To further improve the performance of SCC current sharing and to verify the validity
of the PCCC ripple cancellation method experimentally, some future work is expected to
be performed.
In chapter 6, digital comparison control strategy is used to control the SCC switches
for current sharing. Either phase carries the smallest output current, the corresponding SCC
angle α of that phase is reduced to increase its current, and vice versa. However, it takes
quite long time to achieve current sharing at specific testing condition, leading to poor
dynamic response. In the future, PI controller will be designed to improve the dynamic
performance. Moreover, the rms current of the resonant inductor is used to evaluate the
current sharing performance in practice, as the output current measurement is not available.
However, the rms current of the resonant inductor cannot exactly represent the average
output current of that phase. Thus, the current sharing performance estimated in chapter 6
contains some error. In the future, the relationship between the rms current of the resonant
inductor and the average output current will be analyzed. In addition, a two-phase
interleaved LLC converter with 1.9kW power rating for single-phase can be built and tested
to further improve the power density.
In chapter 7, the proposed PCCC ripple cancellation method is validated through PSIM
simulation. The prototype is not built and tested in practice yet, due to COVID-19. In the
future, the prototype can be built and tested to verify the proposed PCCC, experimentally.
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Besides, the double line frequency voltage ripple cannot be totally removed by using PI
controller as the reference signal is a sinusoidal waveform, and the open loop gain at double
line frequency is limited. In the future, a proportional resonance (PR) controller can be
designed to increase the open loop gain at double line frequency, and further improving
the ripple cancellation performance.
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